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English Tests

English Reading
Yes You Can!

Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm,
240 pages.

Le Temps de l’innocence
AGE OF INNOCENCE

La Promenade au phare
TO THE LIGHTHOUSE

Orgueil et préjugés
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 6683626

Edith Wharton

L’Innocence du Père Brown
THE INNOCENCE OF FATHER
BROWN

Virginia Woolf

Jane Austen

Gilbert-Keith Chesterton

Before the Great War, Mr Ramsay, his
numerous guests and children are enjoying
the long summer days in the Isle of Skye.
Their feelings and thoughts form an
ever-changing picture, in keeping with the
unpredictable weather. Will they be able
to go to the Lighthouse tomorrow?

A lively, elegant and ironic style for a very
sharp social satire of the English society at
the turn of the 19th century. Mrs Bennet,
penniless, wants to marry her daughters
to rich husbands, which is not easy
for a landed gentry family living in the
countryside…

Book code: 3698484

Book code: 8061508

Frankenstein
FRANKENSTEIN

Le Chien des Baskerville
THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES

Pass the BULATS
PASS THE BULATS
Jonah Wilson

Reading and Listening are tested
by the Business Language Testing
Service. MCQ, essential vocabulary,
grammar.

63
63

Study Aids

NEW

62

Escape Games

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

NEW

64-65
64-65

65
65

Putlizer Prize in 1921, the novel, through
the story of a couple put in danger by
a free and independent woman who
overrides the value of the high society,
depicts accurately the New-Yok upper
class. It questions the social prejudices and
morality at the end of the 19th century.
Book code: 7405006

A stumpy Roman catholic priest becomes
an amateur detective and solves mystery
by using his intuition and his knowledge of
mankind rather than deduction based on
scientific details. He faces here the great
French criminal Flambeau. Crime must be
punished…
Book code: 2563803

4 000 QCM pour réussir
les épreuves d’anglais
aux concours
4,000 MCQ FOR ENGLISH
HIGH SCHOOL EXAMS
Collective work

Over 1,500 exercises and MCQ to
prepare for trade and engineering
high schools exams. .
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm,
480 pages.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 3898457

Le Portait de Dorian Gray
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY

Gatsby le Magnifique
THE GREAT GATSBY

Oscar Wilde

Francis Scott Fitzgerald

Mary Shelley

The handsome Dorian Gray, jealous of
his portrait, wishes that it ages instead of
him. That becomes reality and the portrait
carries all his sins until the moment when,
desperate, he stabs it.

An extravagant millionaire is obsessed by
a seducing married woman. Decadence,
idealism, resistance to change and excess:
a critical view of the American social
history during the Roaring Twenties.

Modern Prometheus, Victor Frankenstein
creates a frightening creature that becomes
a monster. Three narrators give different
points of view: Frankenstein, a Polar explorer
who tells the story and the monster.

Book code: 8640498

Book code: 1510236

Book code: 8640252

Arthur Conan Doyle

An attempted murder inspired by the legend of
a fearsome, diabolical hound supposed to stalk
the Baskerville family. Holmes proves that a
human hand hides behind this dark affair.
Book code: 1510113

65

Children

Documentaries

FORTHCOMING

From 9 months

1

NEW

Collection Les Bébimagiers

Collection Mes premiers mots

SERIES: MY BABY PICTURE BOOK

SERIES: MY FIRST WORDS PICTURE BOOK

Marion Pifraretti

A series of picture books illustrating words, sometimes staged, with a
little character who appears on each page from the beginning to the
end and explains the words. In addition, 5 double pages asking the
child to associate a picture and a word.

An original concept mixing drawing and photos where the baby finds an echo of his daily life. Sweet and full of humor, each title features one
single child. Seeing another baby photographed, the baby sees himself in a mirror. ord.
From 18 months.
For each volume: Board book, format 15.5 x 16 cm, 12 pages, fully illustrated. 10,000 characters. approx.
Retail price: 7,90 €

From 18 months.
Each volume: soft cover, format 13.5 x 13.5 cm; 192 pages; 150 illustrations,
around 2,500 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €

Le Repas
THE MEAL

Le Jardin
AT THE GARDEN

Le Pot
TRAINING POT

5 key scenes: Lola climbs in her highchair, lets
peas fall everywhere, eats purée with her fingers,
then a fruit with a spoon and finishes everything
in her dish.

5 key scenes: Noé waters the strawberries; he
picks up a leaf; he digs the soil with his shovel,
admires the tiny ants and picks up a flower for
his mom.

5 key scenes: Tim wants to wee;
he runs to the bathroom; he
undresses, sits on the pot and
goes pee.

Book code: 6675622

Book code: 6675745

Book code: 2088113

Le Coucher
BED TIME

NEW

NEW

La Maison
AT HOME

La Crèche
AT THE KINDERGARDEN

Bérengère Staron

GWÉ

NEW

NEW

Bookcode : 1643405

Bookcode : 7564627

5 key scenes: Lisa puts her
pyjamas, brushes her teeth, tells
a story to her cuddly toy, kisses it
and falls asleep as a grown-up….
Book code: 2080990

		
Les Animaux
ANIMALS

Les Véhicules
VEHICLES

Julie Mercier

Audrey Brien

Bookcode : 7564381

FORTHCOMING
La Nature
NATURE
Le Corps et les émotions
BODY & EMOTIONS

Bookcode : 1643282
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Children

Documentaries

Collection Larousse des 1 000

From 2 years old

Collection Mon grand imagier

quiz

SERIES: THE TODDLERS’ ENCYCLOPEDIA
First initiations to essential knowledge in a large, format dedicated to children from 2 to 6 years old.

SERIES: MY BIG QUIZ PICTURE BOOK

For each volume: format 25.5 x 32 cm, padded hard cover; 64 pages; 1,000 illustrations and 10,000 characters. approx.
Retail price: 14,90 & 14.95 € €

Very large quiz picture books for toddlers, nicely illustrated.
These cardboard books associate a picture book and a
question-and-answer game.

NEW

From 2 years old.
Each volume: format 25.5 x 34 cm, board book; 16 pages; around
150 illustrations (8 full-page scenes); 2,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €

Mon grand imagier
quiz des animaux
MY BIG QUIZ PICTURE
BOOK OF ANIMALS
Tiago Americo

Séverine Cordier

How to identify and name
animals in their environment.
7 parts : In the garden, In the
park, In the countryside, Along
the river, In woods and forests,
At the sea, Around the world.
Book code: 3981622

Le Larousse
des 1 000 animaux
1,000 WORDS ABOUT
ANIMALS

Le Larousse
des 1000 mots
THE LAROUSSE
OF 1,000 WORDS

Agnès Besson, Manuel Alves (ill.)

Caroline Modeste (ill.)

To learn everything about
animals: their names; the
animals in their environment;
their life; amazing animals.

The youngest will learn
their first words, all
illustrated! Three parts: the
day, the activities and the
environment.

From 18 months to 5-6 years old.
Hard padded cover, 25.5 x 32 cm;
64 pages, over 1,000 illustrations;
10,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 7255586

From 18 months to 4 years old.
Hard padded cover, 25.5 x 32 cm,
64 pages, over 1,000 illustrations,
around 10,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 5982129

Le Larousse des premières découvertes
THE LAROUSSE OF THE FIRST DISCOVERIES
Agnès Besson, Séverine Cordier (ill.)

How to name colors, forms, numbers, express the contraries.
Sketches establish a relationship between opposite notions.
Retail price: 14.90€
Book code: 2277802

Le Grand imagier animé de l’éveil
THE BIG ANIMATED PHOTO BOOK OF
EARLY LEARNING
Cogumelo Club

NEW

Le Larousse des 1 000
mots de la nature
1,000 WORDS ABOUT
NATURE

NEW

The animals’ world: pets,
farm, savannah animals,
etc., tiny to very big…
Over 150 illustrations and
scenes? and questions for
toddlers such as: where
does the rabbit live, I’m
roaring. Who am I?...
Book code: 3604056

Mon grand imagier
quiz
MY FIRST BIG QUIZ
PICTURE BOOK
Tiago Americo

Two reading levels:
observing and answering
questions. Discovery,
observation, reading
pictures, thinking and
vocabulary are the
keywords.
Book code: 4781328

10 board double-pages to play and discover the
first notions: forms, contraries, numbers, animals,
body, food, seasons… 60 questions and their
answer hidden by flaps.
For 2-5 years old.
Board books, format 22 x 25.6 cm; 20 pages; 50
illustrations; around 800 characters.
Retail price: 13.95 €
Book code: 4086507

Children
NEW

Collection

Le Grand imagier
photos des petits
SERIES: THE BIG
PHOTO BOOK
Large photo books for toddlers,
organized thematically, to
help them put a name on
what they discover from their
environment. With an index
and advice for the parents to
help their child.
2-5 years old.
Each volume: format 23.3 x 25 cm,
hard cover; 96 pages; around 450
photos.
Retail price: 13.50 €

Documentaries
Collection Petits

imagiers photo

Over 150 illustrations mixing a 100% photo
book with a drawn pinch of humor and
fancy. A Larousse essential on first initiations
answering to the parents’ demand.
For each volume: format 15 x 17.5 cm, hard cover;
48 pages; 150 illustrations and 800 characters. approx.
Retail price: 7.95 € €

NEW

To help the youngest ones
identify what they see and
feel, and help the older ones
understand their environment.
Themes: home, baby, clothes,
emotions, music, birthday, pets,
garden, vehicles…
Book code: 7856255

A thematic album,
going from the
nearest to the child
(pets, animals of
the garden) to the
furthest (forest,
mountain, then
savannah, poles and
jungle).
Book code:
3647881

Collection Explique-moi
SERIES: MY VERY FIRST QUESTIONS

SERIES: THE LITTLE PHOTO BOOK
FOR TODDLERS

Cogumelo Club

Collective work

3

NEW

Les bébés
animaux
BABY ANIMALS

Le Grand imagier photos
des petits
THE BIG PHOTO BOOK
FOR TODDLERS

From 2 years old

Answer the “true” questions that children ask with 11 main questions gathered by journalists. The answer, hidden by a flap,
is given on the same page. The second page of the double page enlarges the theme. Each title focuses on the best children topics:
the farm, the garden, the building site, firemen…
For 3 to 6 years old.
For each volume: format 15 x 17.5 cm, hard cover; 32 pages; 100 to 150 illustrations and 900 characters approx.
Retail price: 7.95 € €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

		
Pourquoi la vache
fait du lait et plein de
questions sur la ferme
WHY COWS PRODUCE
MILK & OTHER
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE
FARM

		
Pourquoi les pompiers
ont de grosses
chaussures et plein
de questions sur les
pompiers
WHY FIREMEN HAVE
HEAVY SHOES & OTHER
QUESTIONS ABOUT
FIREMEN

Pourquoi les camions
de chantier sont jaunes
et plein de questions
sur le chantier
WHY BUILDING TRUCKS
ARE YELLOW & OTHER
QUESTIONS ABOUT
BUILDING SITES

NEW

Le petit
imagier photo
de ma journée
THE LITTLE
PHOTO BOOK
OF MY DAY
Cogumelo Club

To escort children
in their discovery of
their surrounding
world, from the
nearest to the
furthest: body and
emotions; the course
of the day; the
environment.
Book code:
3647758

Pourquoi l’escargot
n’a pas de pattes et
plein de questions sur
le jardin
WHY SNAILS HAVE
NO LEGS & OTHER
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE
GARDEN
Ninie , Joséphine Sauvage

With questions such as:
“Why is the grass green.”
Book code: 8159741

FORTHCOMING
Emotions
EMOTIONS
Les Saisons
SEASONS

FORTHCOMING

Les Dinosaures
DINOSAURS

Mes premières notions
MY EARLY LEARNINGS

La Maternelle
PRESCHOOL

Emmanuelle Kecir Lepetit
Book code: 8161340

Emmanuelle Kecir Lepetit,
Mylène Rigaudie

Book code: 1643528

Emmanuelle Kecir Lepetit, Claire
Fossard

With questions such as:
“Why is the grass green.”
Book code: 1643651
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Children

Documentaries

From 3 years old

Collection Ma Maxi
Baby encyclopédie

Collection Les PourquoiComment des enfants

Collection Ma Baby Encyclopédie

SERIES: MY MAXI BABY ENCYCLOPEDIA

SERIES: THE WHY-HOW BABY
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Short illustrated documentaries on popular children topics. On each double-page, 3/4 sketches and one
big scene. A double-page of games at the end of the book. A 12-piece puzzle is added to some titles
(marked with *)

Large-size volumes, thematically organized, with
a wire’o binding.
3-4 years old.
Each volume: padded hard cover with wire’o, format
22.5 x 24 cm. 96 pages + 8 sticker pages.
Retail price: 16.95 €

Ma Maxi Baby Encyclopédie des animaux
MY MAXI BABY ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF ANIMALS
Collective work

225 illustrations; around 15,000 characters.

Five main topics : At home (pets, birds...) ; At the
farm (cows, pigs, poultry…); In the forest (squirrel,
hedgehog, bear); In the sea (fishes, seabirds,
shells); All over the world (savannah, jungle, poles).

Large-size volumes of questions and answers,
thematically organized, with a wire’o binding.
3-4 years old.
Each volume: padded hard cover with wire’o, format
22.5 x 21 cm. 64 pages + 4 sticker pages.
Retail price: 14.95 €

Comment !
HOW!
Sophie de Mullenheim

4 main topics: Animals, Human body, Nature,
Techniques. Games to solve by using stickers.
Around 125 illustrations and 19,000 characters.
Book code: 2449283

Book code: 6175394

SERIES : THE BABY ENCYCLOPEDIA

From 3 / 4 years old. Padded hard cover with rounded corners, 20.5 x 19 cm; 28 pages + 2 sticker pages; 50 illustrations,
around 4,500 characters.
Retail price : 6.95 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

La Nuit
BEDTIME

Le Zoo
AT THE ZOO

Le Judo
PRACTICING JUDO

Géraldine Mincent, Sejung Kim

Caroline Fait, Patrick Morize

Géraldine Maincent, Julien Akita

At home, at bedtime: dreams and
nightmares, nocturnal creatures,
nature, moon and stars…

At the zoo, with its worldwide
range, to each animal his own
life and habits.

The spirit of judo, its specificity,
its values of respect and
discipline…

Book code: 1643897

Book code: 2036790

Book code: 1644020

NEW

NEW

FORTHCOMING
Baleines et dauphins
WHALES & DOLPHINS
Les Avions
PLANES
La Préhistoire
PREHISTORY

Pourquoi ?
WHY?
Anne Jonas

Ma toute première Baby Encyclopédie
MY VERY FIRST BABY ENCYCLOPEDIA
Collective work

4 main topics: Human body; Nature; Animals; Universe.
190 illustrations; around 24,500 characters.
Retail price: 16.95 €
Book code: 8240192

The most frequent questions children ask,
organized thematically in 4 sections : the body,
nature and science, animals, everyday life.
Around 100 illustrations and 12,000 characters.
Book code: 7433364

Les Voitures
D’où ça vient ?
WHERE DOES IT COME FROM? CARS
S. de Mullenheim, Genie Espinosa

The origin and/or the production
of: Salt; Sugar; Bread; Milk; Glass;
Paper; Cotton; Water; Electricity;
Sand.
Book code: 2037282

Agnès Besson, Jean-Sébastien
Deheeger

Cars of the past, contemporary
ones, vehicules of the future
and their world…
Book code: 2037405

Children
Documentaries

Children

Les 5 sens*
THE FIVE SENSES

Les Chats
CATS

La Danse
DANCE

Élisabeth Marrou

Émilie Gillet, Patrick Morize

A. Mayer, C. Vallageas

Book code: 5996939

Book code: 7887812

Les Abeilles
BEES

Cheval et poney*
HORSES & PONYS

Anne Royer, Thierry Bedouet

Emilie Gillet, Sejung Kim

Book code: 7176074

Book code: 5969829

Les Animaux
de la savane*
ANIMALS OF
THE SAVANNAH

Chevaliers
et châteaux forts*
KNIGHTS & CASTLES

Valérie Guidoux, Charlie Pop

Book code: 5937735

Les Animaux
domestiques*
PETS
Sandra Lebrun, Céline Riffard

Book code: 5969803

Les Bébés
THE BABIES
É. de Lambilly, E. Varone

Book code: 1233405

Les Bébés animaux
BABY ANIMALS
Émilie Gillet

Book code: 8016400

Le Chantier*
THE BUILDING SITE
E. Marrou, B. Bécue

Book code: 5969779

A. Besson, Colonel Moutarde

Book code: 5937719

Chez le docteur*
AT THE DOCTOR’S
A. Besson, Colonel Moutarde

Book code: 5937727

Les Chiens*
DOGS
Émilie Gillet, Shiilia

Book code: 2451006

Le Cirque*
CIRCUS
Sylvie Baussier, JS Deheeger

Book code: 5969837

Book code: 6847814

Les Dinosaures*
DINOSAURS
Valérie Guidoux, Charlie Pop

Book code: 5926126

Book code: 6848060

La Ferme*
THE FARM
V. Guidoux, B. Bécue

Book code: 5929336

Le Foot
SOCCER

Anne Jonas, Aurélie Vitali

Book code: 5969795

Book code: 2451745

L’Hôpital
THE HOSPITAL
Caroline Fait, Céline Decorte

Book code: 7887935

Valérie Guidoux

Valérie Guidoux, Charlie Pop

Agnès Besson, Genie Espinosa

Les Pompiers*
FIREMEN

Les Voitures
CARS

Anne Jonas, Vanessa Gautier

Anne Royer

Book code: 5996947

Book code: 5929351

É.Gillet, C. Wortemann

Le Vétérinaire
THE VET

Le Jardin*
THE GARDEN

Book code: 124451

S. de Mullenheim, Genie
Espinosa

Les Émotions
EMOTIONS

La Politesse*
POLITENESS

Book code: 8016154

Je grandis*
I’M GROWING UP

Book code: 2037282

La Mer
THE SEA

É. de Lambilly, S. Verhille

D’où ça vient ?
WHERE DOES IT
COME FROM?

G. Maincent, F. Foyard

Le Corps*
THE BODY

Les Instruments
de musique
MUSIC INSTRUMENTS

Baby
(from 3)
From 3Encyclopedia
years old

La Montagne*
MOUNTAINS

Book code: 5969811

Noël*
CHRISTMAS TIME
S. Crépon, E. Martinez

Book code: 5788896

V. Guidoux, C. Wortemann

Le Judo
PRACTICING JUDO
Géraldine Maincent, Julien
Akita

Book code: 1644020

La Nuit
BEDTIME
Géraldine Mincent, Sejung Kim

Book code: 1643897

Les Petites bêtes
TINY CREATURES

Les Loups
WOLVES

S. de Mullenheim, E. Varone

Anne Royer, Shiilia.

Les Pirates*
PIRATES

Book code: 6848183

Les Maisons du monde
HOUSES OF THE
WORLD
G. Maincent, G. Espinosa

Book code: 7176197

La Maternelle*
THE NURSERY SCHOOL
Malou Adam, C. Wortemann

Book code : 5982012

Book code: 8016523

Valérie Guidoux, Charlie Pop

Book code: 5929096

La Piscine*
THE SWIMMING POOL
A. Besson, C. Wortemann

Book code: 8322350

La Planète Terre
PLANET EARTH
S. Crépon, M. Descombes

Book code: 8017015

Book code: 5937743

M. Fronty, B. Amsallem

Book code: 5969753

Les Saisons
SEASONS
S. Baussier, M. Clavelet

Without puzzle.
Book code: 8016646

La Station de ski
THE WINTER SPORTS
RESORT
A. Meyer, J.-S. Deheeger

Book code: 8016769

Le Train *
TRAINS
É. de Lambilly, A. Brien

Book code: 2453837

Les Transports*
MEANS OF TRANSPORT
J.-M. Billioud, R. Guyard

Book code: 5996913

L’Univers*
THE UNIVERSE
Valérie Guidoux, Fanny Da

Book code: 5982038

Book code: 6848306

Agnès Besson, Jean-Sébastien
Deheeger

Book code: 2037405

Le Zoo
AT THE ZOO
Caroline Fait, Patrick Morize

Book code: 203679
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Children
Documentaries

Children
NEW

The
FromChildren’s
3 years oldEncyclopedia

Collection L’Encyclopédie des petits
SERIES : THE CHILDREN’S ENCYLOPEDIA
General content encyclopedias, divided thematically, with large clipped images with captions, encyclopedic boxes, a small comic story. “Have fun” boxes
help children to participate.
From 5 years old. Each volume: padded hard cover with rounded corners, 20 x 23.3 cm; around 120 pagesand 1,300 illustrations; around 75,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 € with velvet cover, 13.00 € without

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Les Chevaliers
KNIGHTS

La Ferme
AT THE FARM

La Maternelle
PRESCHOOL

Le Corps
THE BODY

Agnès Besson

Cécile Jugla

Sylvie Bezuel

Mon grand imagier Larousse des premiers mots
MY BIG PICTURE BOOK OF THE FIRST WORDS
Collective work

Over 1,000 words illustrated to help children memorize the
most important ones. A special attention is given to help
the understanding of the most difficult ones, with a focus
on opposites (up/down, big/small…)
Book code: 2908301
3-6 years old.
Format 20.5 x 24 cm, hard cover; 96 pages; over 1,000 words and
illustrations.
Retail price: 10.95 €
Book code: 2908301

A. Besson, A. Combe, C.
Tisserand

Cécile Jugla

How to become a knight,
knights’ life, the fortified
castle, a castle attack,
famous knights…

At the farm and around,
raising animals, animal
products (meat, eggs, milk,
leather, wool, feathers),
cultivating...

A day at preschool, living
with the others, school
for learning, discovering
activities outside of the
classroom…

Skin, skeleton, muscles…,
being born, growing
up, aging, senses, little
scratches and bumps, how
to remain in good shape…

Nature, surroundings,
families, daily life, focuses
on some of them
(T Rex, diplodocus…)
and disappearance.

Book code: 5383943

Book code: 4890536

Book code: 7005276

Book code: 7005276

Retail price: 13.00 €
Book code: 4699712

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

1, 2, 3, Jungle !
LEARN HOW TO COUNT IN THE JUNGLE

Chevaux et poneys
HORSES & PONEYS

Fani Marceau & Claire Le Grand

On each scene, the child has to find animals or plants: 1 red
flower, 2 parrots… 10 flaps per double page hide surprises,
not only to count. Story in the story, each double page
refer to a period of the day and invites the child to explore
nature from the ground to the top of the trees.
3-6 years old.
Format 29.7 x 42 cm, hard cover; 12 pages with 60 flaps;
12 illustrations.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 4599328

Les Dinosaures
DINOSAURS

La Mer
THE SEA
Les Avions
PLANES
La Nature
NATURE
Sylvie Bézuel

In the countryside, along
the rivers, in the forest, at
the mountain, in the seas,
from distant countries,
amazing, angry nature.
Book code: 2452237

Les Animaux
ANIMALS
Sylvie Bézuel

Animals are sorted by their
way of living instead of
their environment.
Retail price : 13.00 €
Book code: 7437364

L’Encyclopédie
des petits
THE KIDS’
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Collective work

The body, the city,
history, nature, the Earth,
the Universe…
Retail price : 13.00 €
Book code: 7425795

Les transports
TRANSPORTATION
Agnès Besson

Vehicles of the past to
those of the future, on the
road, in the air, on the sea,
downtown and all over the
world.
Book code : 5297155

Children

Children
Documentaries

From
yearsold
old
From 35years

7

FORTHCOMING

Collection Tiens-toi bien !

Collection La Grande Histoire du soir

SERIES: MIND YOUR MANNERS!

SERIES: GREAT HISTORY FOR BEDTIME

Philippe Jalbert

Christine Palluy, Prisca Le Tandé

To keep in mind behavior rules in society: a recurrent topic for children’s education, treated with humor.

An attractive way for children to have a first contact with History. It draws great historical
figures closer to the child by telling a part of their life as if it was a story

From 5 years old.
Each volume: padded hard cover, format 20 x 20 cm. 96 pages; 44 illustrations, around 2,500 to 3,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €

NEW

Dictionnaire du parfait footballeur
THE PERFECT SOCCER FAIR PLAY GUIDE

Le Dictionnaire des bonnes manières
THE GOOD MANNERS BOOK FOR CHILDREN

The perfect soccer player accepts not to ever be center
forward, doesn’t offend his teammates when he loses,
studies at school and, overall, 6936851

A humorous way, using animals, to remember and take
in account the basic rules of social life : say hello, ask for
permission…

Around 2,000 characters.
Book code: 6936851

Around 2,500 characters.
Book code: 5297163

5-8 years old
For each volume: format 15.5 x 20 cm, soft cover; 32 pages; 20 illustrations and 12,000 characters. approx.
Retail price: 4.90 €

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Arthur et l’épée
prisonnière
ARTHUR AND THE
IMPRISONED SWORD

Ulysse et l’incroyable
traversée
ULYSSES’ AMAZING
TRIP

Cléopâtre et son
royaume d’Egypte
CLEOPATRA AND THE
EGYPTIAN REALM

At the moment when Arthur
succeeds in extracting the
word from the rock.

At the moment when
Ulysses, coming back from
Troy, meets the mermaids.

To be able to meet Julius
Caesar secretly, Cleopatra
hides in a rolled carpet.

Book code: 2763976

Book code: 2763976

Book code: 2763853

FORTHCOMING

Le Dictionnaire du parfait écolier
THE PERFECT PUPIL GUIDE
The perfect pupil doesn’t run along the halls, arrives
on time, keeps his desk in order, doesn’t fight…The
opportunity for the child to have fun but also discuss the
rules sometimes puzzling of our society.

Around 2,000 characters.

Book code: 5364964

Le Dictionnaire des grosses bêtises
à éviter à tout prix
DICTIONARY OF SILLY THINGS TO AVOID OVER ALL
Climbing on the shelves, repainting the walls, throwing
food all over… 50 silly things presented with humor to
to avoid over all.
Around 3,000 characters.
Book code:6700109

FORTHCOMING
Vivre sans écran - LIFE WITHOUT SCREEN

Léonard de Vinci et le portrait inachevé
LEONARDO DA VINCI AND THE UNFINISHED PORTRAIT
At the moment when Leonardo is painting Mona Lisa.
Book code: 2763976
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Children

Documentaries

NEW

Collection Raconte-moi

FORTHCOMING

Jérôme Thiébaut, Bernard Friot

All the basic questions that most children regularly ask. Includes activities.

The biography of famous composers is narrated as if it was
a story, that the child can read and hear, thanks to a CD that
also includes 12 extracts of the major masterpieces of the
artist. The author is a musicologist involved with children.

NEW

NEW

Collection Dis-moi
SERIES : TELL ME

SERIES: TELL ME ABOUT… MUSICIANS

5-8 years old
Format 24 x 26.5 cm, padded hard cover; 40 pages; 25 illustrations
and 12,000 characters. approx.
Retail price: 15.95 €

From 5 years old

From 4 to 12 years old.Each volume: 14 x 20.4 cm, hard cover with wire’o, 112 pages; 		
210 illustrations, 50 to 70,000 characters.
Retail price : 14.95 €

NEW

NEW

Ma première encyclopédie visuelle
MY FIRST VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDY
Virginie Aladjidi, Caroline Pellissier, Olivier Latyk

A visual vocabulary in topics such as the body, emotions,
sports, vehicles, animals, music, plants… aimed at children
who know the basic vocabulary without reading yet.
5-8 years old.
Format 20.5 x 26 cm, hard cover; 96 pages; 400 illustrations.
2,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 8547745

		

		

Dis-moi, Toujours
plus de pourquoi
TELL ME WHY, ONCE AGAIN
Isabelle Fougère, Thérèse Bonté, Patrick
Chenot, Laurent Kling, Thomas Priou

Raconte-moi Mozart
TELL ME ABOUT
MOZART

Raconte-moi Vivaldi
TELL ME ABOUT
VIVALDI

A musician offers to his
niece chocolates called
“Mozart Kugeln”. With
each chocolate, a music
extract…

Behind each masterpiece,
there is a human musician.
A good way to introduce
children to classic music.

With questions such as: Why are kings
numbered? Why are they just a few
women orchestra conductors? Why are
our veins blue?
6-8 years old. Around 60,000 characters.
Book code: 3606518

Dis-moi, C’est vrai ?
TELL ME. IS IT TRUE?
Valentin Verthé /Patrick Chenot /Laurent
Kling/Marie Ligier de Laprade/Mauro Mazzari

With questions such as: Is it true that
gold is raining on Jupiter? Is it true that
a baby cries more in a yellow room? Is
it true that Julius Caesar invented the
puzzle?...
6-8 years old. Around 60,000 characters.
Book code: 3606395

NEW
Dis-moi, Comment ça marche ?
TELL ME WHY, HOW DOES IT WORK?

Book code: 4420597

Book code: 4420474

Sophie de Mullenhei, Thérèse Bonté, Patrick Chenot, Laurent Klin,
MauroMazzari

With questions such as: How does the tree sap work? How
do eyes work? How do elections work?
Mon premier Larousse des grandes questions
MY FIRST LAROUSSE OF BIG QUESTIONS

		

Françoise de Guibert

Questions such as: What is a human being, family? What is a feeling, an emotion? What is
knowledge, culture, memory? What is society, law, justice? What is environment?
From 6 years old.
Format 19.5 x 23.5 cm, hard cover; 160 pages; 600 illustrations. 130,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 2815347

6-8 years old. Around 60,000 characters.
Book code: 3606641

FORTHCOMING
Dis-moi, Comment protéger la nature ?
TELL ME HOW TO PROTECT NATURE

Children

Dis-moi, Pourquoi ?
TELL ME WHY?
Isabelle Fougère

Documentaries

Dis-moi, Terre & ciel
TELL ME ABOUT EARTH
& OUTER SPACE

Over 180 questions about
history, nature, body, animals,
everyday life, universe…

Sophie de Mullenheim

6-8 years old. Around 60,000
characters.
Book code: 8668819

5-8 years old. Around 60,000
characters.
Book code: 5142134

The Universe, the Solar system,
the Earth...

Tell Me (from 5)

9

Dis-moi, Comment ?
TELL ME, HOW?

Comment c’est fait ?
TELL ME: HOW IS IT DONE?

Le Corps humain
HUMAN BODY

Dis-moi, Combien ?
TELL ME, HOW MUCH?

Isabelle Fougère

Sophie de Mullenheim

Anne Jonas

Émilie Gillet

From 5 years old. 64,000 characters.
Book code: 8556230

From 6 years old.
Book code: 5997143

Dis-moi, C’est où ?
TELL ME, WHERE IS THIS?

La Mythologie
MYTHOLOGY

Dis-moi, Ça alors !
TELL ME, WOW !

Élisabeth Marrou

Anne Jonas

Valentin Verthé

From 5 years old
Book code: 5928965

From 5 years old. 60,000 characters.
Book code: 6699986

		
Dis-moi, l’Égypte !
TELL ME ABOUT ANCIENT
EGYPT
		
Dis-moi, C’est quoi ?
TELL ME, WHAT IS THAT?
Isabelle Fougère,Claire Brenier,
Denis Cauquetoux, Céline Decorte,
Pierre Laloge

210 questions about body,
animals, plants, Earth….
6-8 years old. Around 60,000
characters.
Book code: 8668573

		
Dis-moi, les Animaux
TELL ME ABOUT ANIMALS

Pascal Prévot

6-10 years old. Around 55,000 characters.
Book code: 5298113

From 5 years old.
Book code: 5297130

From 5 years old. 60,000 characters.
Book code: 6699863

From 6 years old.
Book code: 5929138

Sophie de Mullenheim

Animal families, lunch time, selfdefense strategies, homes...
5-8 years old. Around 60,000
characters.
Book code: 7887566

		
Dis-moi, les Chevaux
TELL ME ABOUT HORSES
Émilie Gillet

8-12 years old. Around 60,000
characters.
Book code: 7887689

Sciences et inventions
TELL ME ABOUT SCIENCES
AND INVENTIONS
Sabine Boccador

From 5 years old. 52,000 characters.
Book code: 5297106

Les Dinosaures
DINOSAURS

C’était quand déjà ?
TELL ME, WHEN WAS IT?

Sabine Jourdain

Géraldine Maincent

From 5 years old. Around
60,000 characters.
Book code: 8556476

From 6 years old. 50,000 characters.
Book code: 2451376
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Children
NEW

Documentaries

Quiz Boxes (from 5)

Collection Boîtes Quiz
SERIES : QUIZ GAME BOXES
For each title 100 multiple-choice question cards (66 for Painting Memo), dividers to organize cards by category, a mini-book with rules to the game and the questions-answers.
Box size: 14.6 x 8.9 x 7.9 cm. Cards: 100 cards (6.5 x 13.3 cm). Booklet: soft cover, 7 x 13.3 cm, 96 to 128 pages; 200 illustrations; 60 to 70,000 characters.
Retail price: 10.50 €

NEW
Le Méga quiz des Pourquoi ?
Comment ?
MEGA QUIZ BOX OF THE WHY
& HOW
Élisabeth Marrou

100 questions in form of cards for
children from 4 years old to discover
and develop their knowledge in: human
body, animals, sciences and discoveries,
day-to-day life, Earth and nature. A
128-page booklet supplies detailed
answers to the questions. A turning
arrow on a game board determines the
category of question the player has to
answer.
For 4/5 to 7 years old.
Box: 17.5 x 15 x 8 cm including 101 cards split
in 7 topics, a board game with a turning arrow,
1 sand timer. Booklet: 128 pages, format
7 x 13.3 cm.
Retail price: 13.50€
Box code: 7437610

		
Quiz autour du monde
THE ALL AROUND THE WORLD
QUIZ

Quiz des mythes et légendes
THE QUIZ OF MYTHS & LEGENDS

Quiz des Animaux
THE ANIMALS QUIZ

Quiz du sport
THE SPORT QUIZ

Sabine Jourdain

Jean-Michel Jakobowicz

Aurore Meyer, Matthieu Roda

For 7/12 years old.
Box code: 2288889

Géraldine Maincent

For 9-13 years old. 55,000 characters.
Book code: 5141765

Quiz de la planète Terre
THE PLANET EARTH QUIZ

Quiz des Dinosaures
THE DINOSAURS QUIZ

Géraldine Maincent

Collective work

For 7-12 years old. 50,000 characters.
Book code: 3143661

For 7/12 years old.
Box code: 2300000

Questions such as: Why is the Pisa Tower
leaning? What is the Earth weight?

		

For 8-12 years old. 55,000 characters.
Box code: 4731595

8-12 years old.
Box code: 1273955

Quiz des Pourquoi - THE WHY QUIZ

Quiz du foot
SOCCER QUIZ
Valentin Verthé

Box code: 7425918

Quiz Incroyable mais vrai !
THE INCREDIBLE BUT TRUE! QUIZ

Élisabeth Marrou

For 5/8 years old.
Box code: 5924139

Valentin Verthé

From 7 years old.
Box code: 8240930

Quiz Le sais-tu?
DO YOU KNOW THAT? QUIZ
Géraldine Maincent

Quiz des Comment
THE HOW QUIZ
Élisabeth Marrou

For 5/8 years old.
Box code: 5937479

Quiz des Sciences
et des inventions
THE SCIENCES QUIZ
Anne Jonas

For 7/12 years old.
Box code: 5981949

Quiz des Records
THE QUIZ OF RECORDS
Anne Royer

For 9/12 years old.
Box code: 3311231

From 7 years old.
Box code: 8241176

FORTHCOMING
Quiz du corps humain
THE HUMAN BODY QUIZ

Children

Documentaries

The 10 (from 8 years old)
NEW

Collection Les 10
SERIES: THE 10
Famous artworks commented for children, with anecdotes and surprising facts. On the first double page: history, description, short presentation and a large format
reproduction with landmarks and anecdotes. On the second one, zooms on details, anecdotes and a comic strip on an historical detail.
8 to 12 years old. Each volume: padded hard cover, format 25 x 25 cm, 48 pages; around 130 illustrations, around 60,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €

NEW

NEW

Il était une fois…
des femmes fabuleuses
ONCE UPON A TIME…
LEGENDARY WOMEN
Brice Gruet, Paula Braconnet, Jane Bodil

Les 10 plus grands dieux de la
mythologie racontés aux enfants
THE TEN MAJOR GODS OF THE
GRECO-ROMAN MYTHOLOGY

Les 10 plus grandes découvertes
archéologiques racontées aux enfants
THE TEN MAJOR ARCHAEOLOGIC
DISCOVERIES

Anne Royer

Anne Royer

Gods, but also nymphs, monsters
and heroes such as Theseus, Achilles,
Hercules, Ulysses…

Tutankhamen, Pompei, Angkor-Vat,
Heraklion, Petra, the Machu Picchu, the
Qin Shi Huangdi burried army...

Book code: 2817317

Book code: 8866253

Les 10 chefs d’œuvre de Léonard
de Vinci racontés aux enfants
TEN MASTERPIECES
OF LEONARDO DA VINCI

Les 10 impressionnistes
racontés aux enfants
TEN IMPRESSIONIST PAINTERS

Anne Jonas

Leonardo da Vinci as painter, sculptor,
architect and engineer: from Mona Lisa
to the Double-helix Staircase.

10 impressionist painters: Monet,
Renoir, Manet, Degas, Pissarro,
Sisley, Berthe Morisot, Caillebotte,
Cézanne, Bazille.

Book code: 8421277

Book code: 5298359

Hélène Le Héno

From chemist Marie Curie to black
people’s right champion Rosa Parks…
10 extraordinary women.
From 8 to 10 years old
Hard cover, format 27.5 x 33.5 cm, 45 p. 10
illustrations, around 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 8237755

NEW

FORTHCOMING
Les 10 chefs d’œuvre
du musée d’Orsay
THE TEN MASTERPIECES 		
OF ORSAY MUSEUM

Les 10 merveilles du monde
racontées aux enfants
THE 10 WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Élizabeth de Lambilly

The Coliseum, the Eiffel Tower, the
Empire State Building, the Great Wall,
the Parthenon, Chichen Itza, the Sagrada
Familia, St. Basil and the Red Square, the
Sphinx, the Taj Mahal .
Book code: 3283347

Les 10 plus beaux tableaux
racontés aux enfants
THE 10 MOST BEAUTIFUL
PAINTINGS OF THE WORLD

Les 10 chefs d’œuvre du Louvre
racontés aux enfants
10 MASTERPIECES
OF THE LOUVRE

Sophie Crépon

Géraldine Maincent

From: Arcimboldo, Botticelli, Chagall,
Gauguin, Klimt, Leonardo Da Vinci,
Monet, Picasso, Rembrandt, Van Gogh.

Such as: The Seated Scribe, The Winged
Victory,The Lacemaker, The Wedding at
Cana, Madame de Pompadour, The Raft
of the Medusa.

Book code: 7002428

Book code: 8421400

L’Avion qui volait avec le soleil
THE SOLAR-POWERED PLANE
Michèle Piccard, Martin Saive

40,000 kilometers without fuel in
23 days : the technological and human
challenge of the Solar Impulse plane.
From 8 to 12 years old
Hard cover, format 23.5 x 28 cm, 70
illustrations, 96 pages, 62,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 7594790
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Children
FORTHCOMING

Collection

Mon tout premier
livre sonore
SERIES: MY VERY FIRST
BOOK WITH SOUND
Collective work

Sound books especially adapted
to babies. To be part of the
story, he presses a button
producing a sound .

Stories
Collection Les Superpetits

Book code: 3647635

NEW

Et si les animaux
faisaient du sport ?
WHAT IF ANIMALS
PLAYED SPORT?

Minus Lupus
MINUS LUPUS

Angela Portella, Coline Citron

Toddlers worries, emotions and fears told through the adventures of five friends. Besides the opportunity for
children to identify themselves with the figures, each title focuses on a kind of emotion and a teacher gives
advice, tips and tricks to parents to discuss them with the smalls and help them overcome the bad situations.
For 3-4 years old. Each title : hard cover, format 20 x 20 cm, 32 pages, 15-17 illustrations; 5,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.50 €

NEW

NEW

Les Bisous magiques
MAGIC KISSES
For preventing Maxime to cry, her
mother puts three magic kisses in
his pocket. But he offers them to
friends in pain...

FORTHCOMING

A baby’s day. At each page, a
button with a kiss noise that the
baby has to imitate.

NEW

SERIES : SUPER TODDLERS

From 9 months
Board book. Format 20 x 16 cm;
10 pages; 10 illustrations.
Retail price: 10.50 €

Bisou !
KISS!

From 18 months

Book code:6131565

Une petite bêtise
A SILLY ERROR

Les copines préférées
THE BEST FRIENDS

Elsa brought a forbidden toy
at school. The teacher creates
a treasure box to store it. The
following morning, Charles
brought from home… his
father’s car keys!

Kenza always buys the same
clothes as Elsa. She is her best
friend but they quarrel. The day
after, it’s Kenza’s turn to have
shoes that Elsa would like to
have...

Book code: 2089468

Book code: 2089714

NEW

NEW

FORTHCOMING
		

Le Jeu du loup
THE WOLF GAME
Elsa has crutches so she cannot
play to the wolf game. But
what if the crutches were magic
wands?...
Book code: 6417520

Tiago Americo

Who’s the best goalkeeper?
The spider, of course! And the
king of the ring? The kangaroo,
definitely!
For 3 to 6 years old.
Hard cover, format 25 x 23 cm,
40 pages with 20 full-page
illustrations, 3,000 characters.
Retail price: 11.95 €
Book code: 1642790

Anne Loyer, Carella Fernandez (ill.)

Minus Lupus would like to be as
threatening as his Dad. But the
Little Red Riding Hood is now a
teenager and the pigs not gentle
piglets anymore…
For 3 to 6 years old.
Hard cover, format 21 x 24 cm,
32 pages with 11 full-page
illustrations; 3,000 characters.
Retail price: 10.95 €
Book code: 7564874

NEW

NEW

Avant, quand y’avait pas
mon frère
WHEN I HAD NO BROTHER

Il n’est jamais trop tôt
pour dire je t’aime
IT’S NEVER TOO EARLY
TO SAY “I LOVE YOU”

La Drôle de colère
DON’T BE SO ANGRY!
Kenza wanted his brother to join
her outing. But is not possible. Thus
neither the woods, nor the picnic
please her...
Book code: 6417520

Le Doudou oublié
THE FORGOTTEN
CUDDLY TOY
Bravo !
BRAVO!

Panique à la kermesse
PANIC AT THE FINAL
SCHOOL PARTY

After drinking his bottle,
finishing his potato purée,
washing up, the baby
congratulates the hero with an
enthusiastic “bravo!”.

At the end of school year, the
children have to organize the
final party… A way to show the
first responsabilities they have
to take in charge.

Book code: 3647512

Book code: 2089961

La super allergie
ALLERGIC TO CAKE
The children decide to prepare a
cake. One of them suffers from
allergy to gluten. How will the
others react and manage to take
this in account?
Book code: 2089838

At school, Kenza got Suzy the
mascot to replace her cuddly
toy. She is allowed to bring it
home at night. Soon every one
wants the same thing.
Book code: 6417520

Bertrand Canis, Tristant Mory (ill.)

At the arrival of her little
brother, the young girl is not
anymore the center…
For 4 to 7 years old.
Hard cover, format 21 x 24 cm,
32 pages with full-page illustrations,
1,500 characters.
Retail price: 10.95 €
Book code: 1643774

Angela Portella, Marie Bretin (ill.)

Waiting for a premature baby:
a period of doubts, sadness and
joy to manage.
For 4 to 7 years old.
Hard cover, format 21 x 24 cm,
40 pages with full-page illustrations,
3,500 characters.
Retail price: 11.90 €
Book code: 4569035

Children
NEW

Stories

From 3 years old

Collection L’École des émotions

Collection Arthur et Mila

SERIES : UNDESTANDING EMOTIONS

SERIES : ARTHUR & MILA

Pakita, Marygribouille

Lydie Barusseau

Each story focuses on a child’s difficulty. Using the gimmick of a radio program in which children express
what they have to say, they learn how to speak each one at his turn, to listen to the others, to respect some
rules to communicate.

First learning for children presented through short stories staging a
family: Arthur, 6 years old, his sisters Mila, 2, and Manon, 11, their
parents, grandparents, uncle… and using the Montessori method
that aims to teach children to be autonomous and self-responsible.

For 4-6 years old.
Each title : format 16 x 21 cm, 32 pages fully illustrated; around 8,000 characters.
Retail price: 3.95 €

Toute une année
avec la super classe
A WHOLE YEAR WITH MY
WONDERFUL CLASS

NEW

For 4-7 years old.
Each title : format 17 x 21 cm, 32 pages; 14 illustrations; around 5,000 characters.
Retail price: 5.95 €

NEW

Céline Decorte

At little Wood school, there
is only one class for children
from 3 to 8. It is the ideal class.
Museum, multimedia, library,
sport challenges or one day
at the beach make for sure an
amazing year.
For 3 to 6 years old.
Hard cover, format 23 x 28 cm,
40 pages with full-page illustrations,
13,000 characters.
Retail price: 11.90 €
Book code: 7420028

		
Chloé veut commander !
CHLOE WANTS TO LEAD
EVERYTHING!
Chloe decides which game to
play. She doesn’t realize that it’s
not funny for the others…

		
Emma est jalouse !
EMMA IS JEALOUS!

Les gros mots de Léo
LEO USES DIRTY WORDS

Emma saw Lilou, her best friend,
playing with Victor during the
school pause. She is jealous…

Leo uses a lot of dirty words.
The teacher decides to discuss it
with the class, understand why
and find the right solution…

Book code: 2924184

Book code: 2924554

NEW

		
Et si on rangeait ?
LET’S TIDY UP!

Et si on sortait ?
LET’S GO TO THE GARDEN!

Et si on faisait tout seul ?
LET’S DO EVERYTHING
BY OURSELVES!

Et si on discutait ?
LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!

Book code: 3531205

Book code: 7804181

Book code: 7959900

NEW

Book code: 3531574

		

		

Les Cauchemars d’Oscar
OSCAR’S NIGHTMARES

Edgar se bagarre !
EDGAR IS TOUGH!

Oscar dreamt of a giant and
hairy spider. When the teacher
puts a movie, the children are
frightened.

Edgar is always quarrelling with
somebody. There is a discussion
in the class to help Edgar not to
be sad or hangry…

Book code: 2838895

Book code: 2924061

		
Lucie n’aime plus ses amis
LUCIE DOESN’T LIKE
ANYMORE HER FRIENDS
It goes wrong for Lucy and her
friends. While listening to the
others, she will take a significant
step in her self-knowledge.
Book code: 7960023

Book code: 7804427
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Children
Stories

Children

My
Novels
FromFirst
3 years
old (6/7 years old)

Collection Mes premiers romans
SERIES: MY FIRST NOVELS
Novels to give children who start to read, the pleasure of reading. Two levels: “I start reading” (6/7 years old, around 2,500 to 3,000 characters) and “I read alone” (7/8 years old, around 3,000 to 5,000 characters)
created with teachers’ advice. An introduction helps the child enter the story and a chart materializes his progression along the pages. Pieces of advice for the parents.
For 6/7 and 7/8 years old.
Each title: soft cover with one flap, 32 pages, 28 illustrations; 2,500 and 5,000 characters.
Retail price: 4.95 €

I START READING

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Les Billes magiques
MAGIC MARBLES
Christophe Loupy, Cédric Le Bihan

Enzo lost his marbles at school.
His father offers him a magic
bag able to produce marbles
endlessly...
			

			

Quel drôle de fantôme
WHAT A WEIRD GHOST!

Vanina, la Pire des pirates
VANINA, THE WORST PIRATE GIRL

Agnès Lestrade, Prisca Le Tandé

Sandrine Beau, Anna Lubinski

Little Ghost has to frighten children. But
he would rather make them laugh and
dreams to be a clown…

Vanina is a pirate girl: blindfold, (false)
tattoo… So, when she finds a map, she
leaves for adventure…

Book code: 2049224

Book code: 2049470

			

			
Enquêtes à l’école : l’Affaire Muzo
INVESTIGATION AT SCHOOL :
MUZO HAS DISAPPEARED
Séverine Vidal, Gilles Freluche

Muzo is the mascot of the class. When the
pupils come back from recess, he is not
anymore in the cage…

Paul ne veut pas lire !
PAUL DOESN’T WANT TO READ !
Ingrid Chabbert, Frédéric Rébéna

Paul doesn’t want to go to school, not to
read either, until his grandpa suggests
him to sculpt letters in wood…
Book code: 2050331

Book code: 2050208

NEW

NEW

NEW

Book code: 6668732

Le Club des superhéros
THE SUPER HERO CLUB
Céline Claire, Claire Wotemann

Nina, who flies, joins the Super
Hero Club. Its members are not
so delighted to count a girl in
the club…
Book code: 6668978

NEW

Une rentrée magique
A MAGIC BACK
TO SCHOOL DAY
Ingrid Chabbert, Zelda Zonk

			
Le Robot farceur
THE JOKER ROBOT
Arnaud Alméras, Eric Gasté

Matteo’s father reprogrammed the
domestic robot in order that he makes
pranks. It becomes uncontrollable…
Book code: 2048117

			

			

Rubi et ses voisins :
Mais où est Pablo ?
RUBI AND HER NEIGHBORS :
WHERE IS PABLO?

Enquêtes à l’école : L’Affaire du tag
INVESTIGATION AT SCHOOL:
THE TAG AFFAIR

Anne Loyer, Marie Spénale

Each day, a new letter appears on the
school wall. What does the message
mean and who is the author?

Rubi’s friend disappeared. He left home
to go to school but the caretaker didn’t
see him leaving the building…
Book code: 2047748

Séverine Vidal, Gilles Freluche

Book code: 2047133

			
Sorcier à l’école :
Le Chaudron maléfique
A SORCERER AT SCHOOL :
THE EVIL CAULDRON
Ingrid Chabbert, Zelda Donk

At school, Lulu discovers a cauldron
belonging to a nasty sorcerer. Suri, his
suricate, falls in it…
Book code: 2046887

Lulu doesn’t like anymore the
sorcerers’ school. His parents
finally agree. But some bad
magic floats in the school…
Book code: 6668329

Le Bruit mystère
THE MYSTERY NOISE
Anne Loyer, Marie Spénale

When Rubi hears a taptaptap
noise in the empty flat above
her, she decides to investigate...
Book code: 6668486

Children

Stories

My First Novels (7/8 years old)

I READ BY MYSELF

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Visite au Moyen Âge
TRIP TO THE MIDDLE AGES
Christine Palluy, Robin

Visiting a fortified castle, Lucas
scrubs a stone: he steps in
the Middle Ages to save an
emprisoned knight.
			
Bande des contes : Sauvons
le Petit Chaperon rouge !
THE TALES’ GANG: LET’S SAVE THE
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
Christelle Chazel, Gaëlle Duhazé

Cindarella’ gang encounters Little Red
Riding Hood on her way to grandma’s
home. They decide to save her…

			
Le Foot, moi, jamais!
SOCCER FOR ME? NEVER!
Christophe Nicolas, Sess Boudebesse

One day, Adèle shoots the ball so strongly
that she scores. But not even think about
being part of the team!
Book code: 2049716

Book code: 2049839

			

			

Book code: 6669101

Le Nouveau
A NEW PUPIL IN THE CLASS

Dectective de la savane :
Moqueries à la récré !
DETECTIVE OF THE SAVANNAH :
TEASING IN THE SCHOOLYARD

La Pierre du temps :
Visite à la Préhistoire
THE TIME STONE: A TRIP
IN PREHISTORY

Emmanuel Tredez, Jean-Baptiste Drouot

Christine Palluy, Robin

Who dared to write on the blackboard:
“Hermione is the savannah ugliest”. And
why this fault on “savannah”?

Thanks to his time stone, Lucas goes to
Prehistory. He meets two children. To
save one, he will travel through time…

Small Thumb arrives in
Cindarella, Snow White and the
Puss in Boots class. They fight
against the roaming hungry
wolf...

Book code: 2049101

Book code: 2047379

Book code: 6669347

Christelle Chatel, Gaëlle Duhazé

Vol à l’école !
A ROBBERY AT SCHOOL

FORTHCOMING

NEW

NEW

Emmanuel Tredez, Jean-Baptiste
Drouot

NEW

Who stole the zebra’s afternoon
snack ? Emile investigates.
His notebook helps the reader
develop his deduction skill.
Book code: 6669470

			

			

			

			

Désastre au poney-club
DISASTER AT THE PONEY CLUB

Un super grand frère
A SUPER ELDER BROTHER

Panique à l’école !
PANIC AT SCHOOL!

L’Anniversaire du nouveau
THE NEW PUPIL’S BIRTHDAY

Lilas Nord, Bérengère Delaporte

Nadine Brun-Cosme, Clotka

Céline Claire, Joëlle Passeron

Nadine Brun-Cosme, Aurélie Grand

It’s a pity to receive for present a training
course in a poney club when you are a
rugby fan! Poor Timeo!

Theo got two new brothers, twins who
become an attraction for the girls of his
class He isn’t free anymore…

Emy found an enormous spider at the very
moment when a police car announces
that a dangerous animal escaped…

Leo, the new pupil is born on the same
day as Nathan. But Nathan is jealous and
decides not to invite Leo…

Book code: 2050454

Book code: 2050823

Book code: 2048240

Book code: 2047625

Le Sac de piscine
THE SWIMMING POOL BAG
Nadine Brun-Cosme, Patrick Chenot

Coline feels bad because she
forgot her swimming bag with
all her stuff. Theo will find an
idea to help his friend.
Book code: 6669716
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Children
Activities

Children
NEW

From
yearsold
old
From 32years

NEW

Collection Je découvre en jouant

NEW

SERIES : PLAY & DISCOVER
Activity books for preschool children: differences, dot-to-dot, coloring with codes…With a documentary
quiz and, at the end, a double page scene to decorate with over 15 stickers.
Maxi mémo des émotions
THE EMOTIONS MAXI MEMO GAME

3-6 years old.
Each volume : soft cover stappled, format 20.5 x 24 cm, 32 pages, 6,000 characters.
Retail price: 4.95 €

Louison Nielman

3 games (identification, memory, matching games)
in the spirit of Montessori pedagogy to teach
children how to recognize, name and overcome
emotions.

NEW

NEW
Des tonnes d’animaux
A TON OF ANIMALS

For 2 to 5 years old.
Box, format 21.5 x 12.5 x 4 cm. Inside: 24 board cards, a
32-page booklet, 12,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 4915769

Stéphane Frattini, Edouard Manceau

NEW

4-7 years old.
Hard cover, format 25 x 30 cm, 40 pages, 10 illustrations ;
22,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 8086444

Visual drawing and design challenges together
with the discovery of animals. A seek-and-find
book that includes funny but true anecdotes about
animals.

Les Dinosaures
DINOSAURS

Les Pompiers
FIREMEN

Book code: 3607257

Aurore Meyer, Baptiste
Amsallem

NEW

NEW

Aurore Meyer, Charlie Pop

Book code: 3607380

Ma toute première recette
MY VERY FIRST PASTRY RECIPE
Ilan Waiche

A recipe of shortbread cookies for little hands. on
each page, one ingredient, one gesture, and one
step illustrated. At the end, to cut the dough: 3
cookie-cutters included in the book.
For 2 to 5 years old.
A Board book, format 19 x 19 cm. 20 pages, fully illustrated,
800 characters. Accessories provided : 3 cookie-cutter
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 4321678

La Maternelle
PRESCHOOL

Les Pirates
PIRATES

Aurore Meyer, Claire
Wortemann

Aurore Meyer, Charlie Pop

Book code: 3608979

Book code: 3607503

As-tu vu le kangourou roux
qui mange des petits choux ?
SEEK & FIND THE KANGAROO
Bernard Friot, Magali Attiogbé

A clever search-and-find book. Short and poetic
texts reveal each time an intruder to find.
For 3 to 5 years old. Hard cover, format 23.5 x 30.3 cm,
40 pages, 15 illustrations ; 2,800 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 5690104

Activities

Children
NEW

NEW

From 3 years old
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NEW

NEW

Collection Stickers muraux
SERIES : WALL STICKERS
Steffie Brocoli

Over 150 wall stickers to put together to decorate
children’s rooms, easy to place and removable
without leaving any trace after removing. For
children and their parents.
Trop facile, la pâtisserie !
PASTRY: TOO EASY!
Mes super licornes
MY UNICORN BOOK
Steffie Brocoli

Unicorns to color, in dot-to-dot, mandalas…
and rigid precut pages about unicorns.
A flashy book thanks to the fluo ink used
for it.
4-6 years old.
Hard cover, format 22.5 x 25 cm, 80 pages,
60 illustrations.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 4418998

NEW

On se sent bien au jardin
FEELING GOOD IN THE GARDEN
Virginie Aladjidi, Caroline Pellissier, Charlotte
Des Ligneris
Both a documentary and an activity book for a
zen approach to nature. 20 sensory activities such
as: smelling a flower, listening to bird singing,
picking raspberries and making a juice…
3-6 years old.
Hard cover, format 22 x 27 cm, 48 pages,
40 illustrations ; 12,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 2817194

Agnès Besson

11 recipes easy to prepare thanks to the measure pans included
in the box with 8 to 12 illustrated steps for each recipe and a
photo of the finished dessert. The material needed and the
ingredients are shown at each step, with the gesture.

Les Fleurs
FLOWERS

Book code: 8538887

Mon journal des vacances
MY HOLIDAY DIARY
Collective work

Steffie Brocoli

over 100games and activities: s: labyrinths,
7 mistakes, observation games, coloring…
to discover nature and the seasons.
3-6 years old.
Hard cover, format 21.7 x 27 cm, 104 pages,
80 illustrations, about 100 stickers; 2,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.50 €
Book code: 1643159

Michel Luchesi, Bérengère Staron (ill.)

A gardening guide especially designed for
children, with highly illustrated step-by-step
actions and tons of details about plants and
animals. With smart activities such as a hedgehog
house, a bug hotel, how to read tracks…
6-8 years old.
Soft cover, format 20 x 24.5 cm, 96 pages.
Retail price: 11.50 €
Book code: 4890659

NEW

		

NEW

Le Guide pratique des petits jardiniers
THE LITTLE GARDENERS’ GUIDE

NEW

6-9 years old.
Box, format 17.1 x 22.6 x 6 cm, 72 pages, 250 illustrations ; 		
6,000 characters approx.. Accessories: 3 measure pans.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 4915892

FORTHCOMING

Mon cahier d’activités
au fil des saisons
MY ACTIVITY BOOK
THROUGH THE SEASONS

Format 20 x 19 cm, 24 pages, 25 illustrations, 500 to 750
characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €

A personal diary and an activity book
to recall everything you did during the
holiday: games, friends, family, trips,
the good (and the bad) times. With
blank spaces to stick photos, draw,
make comments and 100 stickers.
From 7-8 years old.
Format: 15 x 22 cm, 80 pages, integra cover
with an elastic band. 80 illustrations ; 8,000
characters. Accessories: 100 stickers, a plastic
sleeve to collect souvenirs.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 8030457

La Ville
THE CITY

Book code: 8539010
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Children
NEW

From 5 years old

Activities

NEW

Collection Cahier de jeux

Collection Fou de foot

SERIES: GAME NOTEBOOKS

SERIES : SOCCER ADDICT!
Valentin Verthé, Laurent Audouin

Brain-teasers games for children from 7 years old. Training and playing altogether.

Questions and answers about soccer that young
soccer fans would want to know. A friendly and
handy format with plenty of information.

Soft cover, 16.8 x 22 cm, 48 pages, 48 illustrations.
Retail price: 4.95 €

7-10 years old.
Soft cover, format 14 x 14 cm, 80 pages.
Retail price: 4.95 €

Œil de lynx. 100 super jeux d’observation
EAGLE EYE. 100 OBSERVATION GAMES

NEW

Collective work

Seek-and-find, labyrinths, differences,
resemblance, the odd one… Over 100 observation
games to put in the suitcase for holiday, with
illustrations full of humor and fantasy.
5-8 years old.
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 25 cm, 120 pages,
100 illustrations ; 10,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 4890290

NEW

Tous à la montagne !
WINTER GAMES

Énigmes 		
et compagnie
ENIGMAS & CO

Jeux de logique
LOGIC GAMES

Cherche et trouve
SEEK & FIND

Aurore Meyer

Sandra Lebrun

Over 30 games :
enigmas, logic games,
sudokus, mathematical
series, etc.

Aurore Meyer

Maths suites
labyrinths, calculation,
sudokus…,

Differences, identical
or hidden objects,
anomalies…

Book code: 6699739

Book code: 6699493

Book code: 7242673

Book code: 6699616

Aurore Meyer

Labyrinths, logic
games, calculation… a
wide range of enigmas.

		
100 % quiz spécial Mondial
THE SOCCER WORLD CUP QUIZ
Over 70 questions with a choice of 3 answers. With
questions such as: Which Brazilian player won 3
World Cups? Who was the best goal shooter in
2014?
75 illustrations, 24,000 characters.
Book code: 6835943

NEW

		
En route ! 100 jeux pour le voyage
LEST’S GO! 100 GAMES FOR TRAVELLING
Sandra Lebrun

Enigmas, labyrinths, dot-to-dot, sudokus,
7-differences, the odd one… Over 100 funny and
surprising games. The essential game book for a
journey or a holiday.
5-8 years old.
Soft cover, format 21 x 29.7 cm, 64 pages, 130 illustrations ;
18,000 characters.
Retail price: 4.95 €
Book code: 4890413

Labyrinthes
en folie
CRAZY
LABYRINTHS
Sandra Lebrun

Labyrinths, threads to
link, codes, marked
trails, logic suites…
Book code: 6699370

Cherche l’erreur !
WHAT’S WRONG
WITH THIS
PICTURE?

Remue-méninges
BRAIN TEASERS

Aurore Meyer, Laurent
Audouin (ill.)

Labyrinths, logic
games, calculation,
drawing by numbers…

Differences, hidden
objects, anomalies,
odd one out, etc.
Book code: 7588998

Aurore Meyer, Laurent
Kling (ill.)

Book code: 7688999

100 % incroyable infos et records
INCREDIBLE SOCCER INFORMATION
& RECORDS
78 amazing anecdotes and questions such as:
Which country participates for the first time to the
2018 World Cup? Have you heard about the Messi’s
Experience Park?
63 illustrations, 35,000 characters.
Book code: 6835697

Activities

Children

From 7 years old

Collection Les incroyables énigmes
de Sherlock Holmes

Collection Les défis des petits génies

SERIES : SHERLOCK HOLMES’ ENIGMAS

Rémy Léglise /Coline Creton

Sandra Lebrun, Loïc Audrain, Gérald Guerlais

80 enigmas and puzzles to stimulate the children’s sense of logic,
such as: coded messages, crossword puzzles, riddles, quantifies
enigmas…
7-10 years old.
Soft cover, format 16.5 x 23.5 cm, 96 pages.
Retail price: 14.95 €

Collection
Logique junior

SERIES : THE YOUNG GENIOUS’ CHALLENGES
Activities to sharpen deduction, observation and memorization skills, mixing scientific access and
discovery. For children from 5 to 11 years old.

NEW

For 7-9 and 9-11 years old.
Paddle hard cover, format 17 x 21 cm,
96 pages. around 40,000 characters.
Retail price: 10.95 €

		
GS-CP
5-6 YEARS OLD

Sandra Lebrun, Loïc Méhée

Les Incroyables énigmes
de Sherlock Holmes
SHERLOCK HOLMES’
INCREDIBLE ENIGMAS

80 pages
Book code: 6803815

		
CP-CE1
6-7 YEARS OLD

96 pages
Book code: 3547949

CE1-CE2
7-8 YEARS OLD

96 pages
Book code: 3548072

		
Petits défis niveau junior
LOGIC CHALLENGES FOR
7-9 YEARS OLD

64 illustrations ; 40,000 characters.
Book code: 8015415

Over 50 enigmas: coded
messages, riddles, calculation
games… with, inside the
book, some detective tool:
a magnifying glass with a
red filter, a perforated card
revealing some details, a
decoding grid.
7-10 years old.
Soft cover, format 16.5 x 23.5 cm,
64 pages; 14,000 character.
Accessories: a magnifying glass
with a red filter, a perforated card, a
decoding grid
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 4368322

Collective work

Parents are permanently worried
about their children’s level in
maths. Let children initiate
themselves to logic through
these pleasant and playful
exercises.

5-11 years old.
Soft cover, format 13.5 x 19.8 cm, 80 & 96 pages.
Retail price: 4.95 €

NEW

Les 10 meilleures enquêtes
de Sherlock Holmes
SHERLOCK HOLMES’ 10
BEST INVESTIGATIONS

SERIES: LOGIC
CHALLENGES

Collective work

Book code: 8119265

		
CE2-CM1
8-9 YEARS OLD

96 pages
Book code: 3548319

Le Tour du monde
de Sherlock Holmes
SHERLOCK HOLMES’
WORLD TOUR

80 illustrations ; 65,000 characters.
Book code: 7595036

		
CM1-CM2
9-10 YEARS OLD

96 pages
Book code: 3548442

CM2-6e
10-11 YEARS OLD

96 pages
Book code: 3548688

FORTHCOMING
Spécial maths (CP-6e)
MATHS 6-11 YEARS OLD

Petits défis niveau junior
LOGIC CHALLENGES FOR
9-11 YEARS OLD
Collective work

Book code: 8119511
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Activities (from 8 years old)

Children

Montessori activity

NEW

NEW

Collection Les énigmes des petits génies
SERIES : THE YOUNG GENIOUS’ ENIGMAS
For brain-training, 15 enigmas, developing logic skills, to solve. They require
observation, interpretation, logic mind, deduction skills.
8-11 years old.
Soft cover, format 13.5 x 19.8 cm, 96 pages.
Retail price: 4.95 €

NEW

NEW

NEW
1, 2, 3, je code avec Scratch
1, 2, 3, I CODE WITH SCRATCH
Tony Bassette and TechKids Academy

Scratch software is one of the most popular coding tools for children.
The book offer step-by-step guidelines and various activities to
master the Scratch codes and create from A to Z your own classic
video game: the brick breaker!
CE2-CM1
8-9 YEARS OLD

CM1-CM2
9-10 YEARS OLD

CM2-6e
10-11 YEARS OLD

Stéphanie Viards,
Ewen Blain

Stéphanie Viards,
Pascal Phan

Stéphanie Viards

Book code: 7541261

Book code: 7541138

For 11 years old. Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 64 pages; 85,000 characters,
600 illustrations.
Retail price: 8.95€
Book code: 7883626

Book code: 7541507

Collection Les défis 100 % Minecraft
SERIES : 100% MINECRAFT CHALLENGES
A book of enigmas and logic in the Minecraft world. Following tow characters’
adventure, enjoy and revise maths with a team of authors fan of video games.
9-12 years old.
Soft cover, format 13.5 x 19.8 cm, 80 pages.
Retail price: 4.95 €

NEW

NEW

1, 2, 3, je construis avec Minecraft
1, 2, 3, I CONSTRUCT WITH MINECRAFT
David Plumel

A notebook to learn computer programming step-by-step, using
the Minecraft resources and characters. Learn how to program the
figures, make the animation, create codes whilst organizing the game
blocks.

CM1-CM2
9-11 YEARS OLD
François Lecellier, Malory
Potel, Steven Cabrol

Book code: 7541630

CM2-6e
10-12 YEARS OLD
F. Lecellier, M. Potel,
Guillaut Pivaut

Book code: 7541753

For 9-12 years old. Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 64 pages ; 		
33,000 characters.
Retail price: 8.95€
Book code: 7883749

Mon atelier Montessori calendrier de l’Avent
MY MONTESSORI ADVENT CALENDAR
Collective work

Renewing the Advent calendar tradition, this pouch
includes everything children need, to create 24
activities, one per day, during the Advent period. Once
made, each one is put in a pouch and hung on a rope
(24 pouches are provided).
From 3 years old.
Format 30 x 21 x 2cm. Inside 24, pouches to hang, format
11.5 x 15 cm, 24 small pliers and a rope. An explicative booklet;
85,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 4453830

Early Learning

Children
NEW

Montessori (from 3)

NEW
Ma carte du monde
Montessori
MY MONTESSORI
WORLD MAP

Ma petite horloge
Montessori
MY LITTLE MONTESSORI
CLOCK

Collection Le grand imagier Montessori

Collective work

Collective work

A way to discover the bases
of geography. The child
places by himself the names
of the continents, oceans,
monuments, flags on the 2
magnetic faces of the board.
On one side, the world; on
the other, Europe.

To learn how to read time
in an active and efficient
way and establish the
relationship between the
Earth course and the time.
On one face, a magnetic
clock and 24 magnets for the
hours; on the back, the split
of the day in several periods
(waking up, school…).

Highly illustrated books to introduce children to the perception of the
world and to abstract concepts through playful activities. Helping him
understand easily, they reinforce the child’s confidence.

3-6 years old.
A double-face magnetic board,
format 35 x 35 cm, 44 magnets.
Booklet: 8 pages, format
12 x 16 cm.
Retail price: 12.95 €
Book code: 8285246

Mon calendrier
Montessori
MY MONTESSORI
PERPETUAL CALENDAR
Laurane Gautier

The child learns how to
situate in time (seasons,
days of the week…),
recognize his name, identify
his emotions and know
himself better. 48 tags on:
seasons, weather, topics
such as “Did I enjoy my
day?” and tags to customize.
3-6 years old.
A magnetic board, format 55 x
35 cm, 24 double face magnets.
Booklet: 8 pages, format
12 x 16 cm.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 7804550

SERIES : THE BIG MONTESSORI PICTURE BOOK

For 3-6 years old.
Each volume : hard cover with mousse, format 20 x 23.3 cm, 80 pages.
Retail price: 14.95 €

NEW

3-6 years old.
A magnetic board, format 35 x
35 cm, 24 magnets. Booklet: 8
pages, format 12 x 16 cm.
Retail price: 12.95 €
Book code: 8547035

Mon imagier Montessori des émotions
MY BIG MONTESSORI PICTURE BOOK OF EMOTIONS

NEW

Marine Duvouldy

Mes petites missions
Montessori
MY MONTESSORI DAILY
MISSIONS
Collective work

Put his bedroom in order,
brush his teeth, get dressed
are opportunities for the
child to master his gesture,
structure his way of thinking
and leads him towards
autonomy. On the back, the
splitting of the day. With 24
magnets of “missions”.
3-6 years old.
A magnetic board, format 35 x
35 cm, 24 magnets. Booklet: 8
pages, format 12 x 16 cm.
Retail price: 12.95 €
Book code: 8718521

Each emotion is embodied by a small figure to whom the child feels
similar. It helps him identify and understand the emotion involved.
Activities regarding emotions are proposed in the book.
Book code: 8775237

NEW

Le Grand imagier Montessori de la nature
THE BIG MONTESSORI PICTURE BOOK OF NATURE
Collective work

Over 200 illustrations and large scenes about fauna and flora through
the seasons to discover the richness of nature and its metamorphosis.
The child will have to create his own herbarium.
Book code: 8775360
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Children
Collection Mon

Early Learning

Montessori (from 3)
Collection Mes activités Montessori

grand cahier Montessori

SERIES : MY BIG MONTESSORI NOTEBOOK

SERIES : MY MONTESSORI LEISURE ACTIVITIES

To introduce children to knowledge by using several activities, lead the child towards abstract concepts and reinforce
his self-confidence.

The way to use the child’s environment to organize recreative while educative activities.
50 various activities such as coloring, cutting, games…

For 3-6 years old. Each volume : soft cover, format 21.5 x 28.5 cm, 168 and 192 pages. Retail price: 11.95 €

For 3-6 years old.
Each volume : soft cover, format 21.5 x 28.5 cm, 72 pages.
Retail price: 6.50 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Mes petites
découvertes Montessori
pour les vacances
MY MONTESSORI
LITTLE DISCOVERIES

Mes petites expériences
Montessori pour les
vacances
MY MONTESSORI
LITTLE EXPERIMENTS

Mes petites activités
Montessori pour les
vacances
MY MONTESSORI
LITTLE ACTIVITIES

Delphine Urvoy

Coline Creton, Rémi Léglise

Delphine Urvoy

Mon cahier Montessori
de vacances à la mer
MY MONTESSORI
ACTIVITY BOOK BY
THE SEA

Mon cahier Montessori
de vacances à
lacampagne
MY MONTESSORI
ACTIVITY BOOK BY
THE COUNTRYSIDE

		
Découverte du monde
MY BIG MONTESSORI NOTEBOOK 		
OF WORLD DISCOVERY

Maths
MY BIG MONTESSORI NOTEBOOK OF MATHS

Christelle Guyot

200 progressive activities to master numbers, counting
and quantities.

To discover animals, the Universe, human body… 100
handy manipulations, games and experiences invite
children to be active and explore their surroundings.

Delphine Urvoy

168 pages; 42,000 characters, 300 illustrations.
Book code: 6415182

Book code: 6933406

168 pages.
Book code: 6843696

My first Montessori activity book
MY FIRST ENGLISH MONTESSORI 		
ACTIVITY BOOK
Lydie Barusseau

Over 100 activities with audio files to download,
nomenclature, cards to complete with labels.
168 pages; 30,000 characters, around 700 illustrations
Book code: 3545981

Des lettres et des chiffres
MY BIG MONTESSORI NOTEBOOK 		
OF LETTERS& NUMBERS
Coloring, cutting, folding and drawing to stimulate initiative.
Collective work

192 pages, 2 sticker plates.
Book code: 3559226

Collective work

Book code: 2763462

Book code: 6933652

Collective work

Book code: 2763708

Book code: 6932790

Children

Montessori (from 3)

Early Learning
NEW

Collection Mes
cahiers ateliers Montessori

Montessori

et exercices

SERIES : MY MONTESSORI WORKSHOPS

SERIES : MY LITTLE MONTESSORI WORKSHOPS

Exercises that gives priority to the child’s
initiative.

An introduction to counting thanks to elements like rods,
chip bars, coins, puzzles etc. that gives priority to the child’s
initiative and favors his personal development.

SERIES : MONTESSORI METHODS
& EXERCISES

For 3-6 years old.
Soft cover, format 21 x 25 cm, 72 pages.
Retail price: 7.95 €

NEW

Collection Mes petits ateliers

Calculation learning through the Montessori
method and exercises to practice.
For 3-6 years old.
Soft cover, format 21.2 x 25 cm. Pages: 96 & 64
Retail price: 8.95 & 4.95 €

For 3-6 years old.
Pouch, format 20.5 x 24 cm, with 3 hard plates + 1 leaflet.
Retail price: 5.95 €

NEW

Collection Méthodes

		
Mon grand coffret Montessori pour s’initier
au calcul
MY BIG MONTESSORI BOX TO IMPROVE
CALCULATION

NEW

NEW

Collective work

Cards, little chips, and number rods to help the child
remember the name, recognize names and numbers and
memorize the vocabulary.
		
Spécial mathématiques
THE MATHS WORKSHOP
Delphine Urvoy

To develop progressively the child’s skills:
sorting, visual discrimination, association,
starting calculation.
Book code: 2627127

NEW

Mes premiers outils
de maths
MY FIRST MATHS
TOOLS

Mes pièces
et mes billets
MY FIRST MONEY
TOOLS

Collective work

Collective work

Red and blue rods, from 1
to 10, cards with numbers
and chip bars to discover
the bases of maths in a
concrete way.

Coins and banknotes.
The way to learn how
to manipulate units and
dozens.
Book code: 4454199

Book code: 6805538

NEW
Mes chiffres
à assembler
MY NUMBERS
TO ASSOCIATE
Collective work

Spécial découverte du monde
THE WORLD DISCOVERY WORKSHOP
Coline Creton /Rémy Léglise

To let the child master his environment:
location in time and space, discovery of
the living world.
Book code: 2627250

Puzzle pieces to join
in order to associate
numbers, quantities and
words.
Book code: 4454322

From 4 years old.
Box. Within: 40 little chips, 20 number rods, 70 cards
Retail price: 19.95 € €
Book code: 3371142

Ma méthode de calcul Montessori
MY MONTESSORI MATHS METHOD
Sylvaine Auriol

This method helps the child develop calmly
and lastingly his skills.
Book code: 7407100

NEW
Mon petit coffret Montessori
pour apprendre à compter
MY LITTLE COUNTING BOX
MONTESSORI
Little chips and number rods linking
concrete figures to abstract numbers.
80 cards supply quantities to count and to
compare.
From 4 years old.
Box: format 15 x10 x 6 cm. 80 cards, 20 forms to cut
and a 16-page booklet. 8,000 characters.
Retail price: 11.90 €
Box code : 7959654

Mon cahier de calcul Montessori
MY MONTESSORI EXERCISE
NOTEBOOK OF MATHS
Sylvaine Auriol

Activities such as cutting, coloring,
encoding and number compositions…
Book code: 8549372
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Learning

Children
Collection Mon grand cahier 		
de la maternelle
SERIES: MY PRESCHOOL BIG NOTEBOOK
Pakita

All-in-one notebooks on topics that children have to get
during preschool: graphism, logic and maths, discovery of
the world, reading. Over 100 playful games. Animals, short
story full of twists and turns lead the children to learning.
For 2 to 6 years old. Each volume: soft cover, format 21 x 28.5 cm,
96 pages + 1 or 2 sticker plates; 15 to 38,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.60 €

NEW

NEW

Collection
50 activités
bienveillantes
SERIES: 50 KIND
ACTIVITIES
Martine Duvouldy

To train skills.
6-9 years old.
Soft cover, format 21 x 25 cm,
96 pages.
Retail price: 7.95 €

NEW

From 2 years old

NEW

Collection

NEW

NEW

Les cahiers Vittoz

graphisme

Collection Ecriture et

Collection La
méthode Singapour

SERIES: THE VITTOZ
METHOD EXERCISES

SERIES: MY PREWRITING NOTEBOOKS

SERIES: MATHS WITH THE
SINGAPORE METHOD

Margot Dugenet /Suzanne
Archawski

Exeercises based on
graphism for children to be
calm and stay focused.
3-6 & 7-10 years old.
Each volume: soft cover, format
16.8 x 22 cm, 48 pages.
Retail price: 4.50 €

Created at the beginning of the 20th century and
based in particular on graphism exercises, this simple
and efficient method lets the child find the psychic
balance to be calm and stay focused.
3-6 & from 5 years old.
Each volume: soft cover, format 16.8 x 22 cm, 48 pages..
Retail price: 3.99 €

NEW

NEW

Delphine Urvoy

From concrete reality towards
abstraction.
5-8 years old.
Each volume: soft cover, format
21.5 x 28.5 cm, 144 pages.
Retail price: 11.95 €

NEW

NEW

		
Mon cahier
d’écriture spécial
chiffres
HOW TO WRITE
NUMBERS

Spécial formes
géométriques
HOW TO DRAW
GEOMETRIC FORMS
& USE THEM

Catherine Gauduel

Valérie Herman

Book code: 2089387

For each number,
arrows on the model
explain how to draw the
model.

To learn how to
reproduce geometric
forms, identify them
and use them.

NEW

From 4 years old.
Book code: 2866817

From 5 years old.
Book code: 2903135

		
Mon cahier de toute
petite section de la
maternelle
PRESCHOOL 2-3 YEARS
SOLD
Lucille Hasiak

A first introduction to
prewriting, language, logic
and discovery of the world.
Book code: 1644389

Mon cahier de
petite section
de la maternelle
PRESCHOOL FOR 3-4
To identify each letter
of the alphabet; be
introduced to numbers,
to their roles - a quantity,
a rank, a position - and
improve logic skills; master
the writing movement...
Around 25,000 characters.
Book code: 7203772

Mon cahier de
moyenne section
de la maternelle
PRESCHOOL FOR 4-5
To associate sounds in
words; sort, classify and
compare numbers. With
22 nursery rhymes to
download.

Pour mieux mémoriser
HOW TO MEMORIZE
BETTER
Several levels of difficulty.
Book code: 3931124

Retour au calme avec
la méthode Vittoz
VITTOZ EXERCISES
TO CALM CHILDREN
DOWN

NEW

Around 15,000 characters.
Book code: 7203895

Around 38,000 characters.
Book code; 7204018

Réussir en maths –
Maternelle grande section
SUCCEED IN MATHS – 5-6
YEARS OLD
Book code: 8806484

NEW

Mon cahier d’initiation
au graphisme
INTRODUCTION TO
FORMS BY DRAWING

Mon cahier de
grande section
de la maternelle
PRESCHOOL FOR 5-6
22 adventures of the knight
Arthur to download to
explore forms, measures,
logic suites, structure time,
space, cycles.

		

Pascale Chavronnet

		
Pour mieux
se concentrer
HOW TO
CONCENTRATE WELL
To help children stay
focused.
Book code: 3931493

Spécial concentration
VITTOZ EXERCISES
TO HELP CHILDREN
CONCENTRATE

Book code: 2089018

Through a drawing activity,
the child develops a tracing
skill before starting to
write.
From 3-4 years old.
Book code: 7844229

Réussir en maths – Cours
préparatoire
SUCCEED IN MATHS – 7-8
YEARS OLD

Book code: 8806730

Children

Language Learning

Collection I Learn English
SERIES: I LEARN ENGLISH WITH HARRAP’S
Collective work

I Learn English aims to familiarize children to listening to the English
accent through a little story or a tale, also recorded on a CD.
From 3-4 years old. Soft cover, format 20 x 21 cm, 24 pages; 3,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.95 €

Let’s count!
LET’S COUNT!

Book code: 8820317

NEW

Collection Mon premier imagier des

langues

Book code: 8820932

Collection Imagiers sonores
SERIES: SOUND BOOKS ON FOREIGN LANGUAGES

SERIES: MY FIRST FOREIGN LANGUAGES PICTURE BOOK

Collective work

A way for children to enter foreign languages by words linked to
pictures. Over 1,000 words, 20 thematic plates, in a presentation
gathering opposite notions to help remembering.

Initiate children to take in account the pronunciation and a good
accent. Each title includes dots that the child has to press to hear the
sound. Cards guide the child. Altogether simple and playful.

3-6 years old.
Hard cover. Format 20 x 21 cm; 144 pages; 45,000 characters.
Retail price: 10.90 & 10.95 €

NEW

NEW

Mon premier imagier
Larousse d’anglais
MY FIRST PICTURE BOOK
OF ENGLISH

Mon premier imagier
Larousse d’allemand
MY FIRST PICTURE BOOK
OF GERMAN

Collective work

Collective work

For 4-7 years old. Hard cover, format 18.5 x 19,5 cm, 20 pages. Inside, a pouch
with 10 board leaves linked to sounds. 1,000 to 2,500 characters.
Retail price: 13.95 €

What’s your name?
WHAT’S YOUR NAME?

Book code: 1509990

Book code: 3966473

What colour is it?
WHAT COLOUR IS IT?

From 3 years old

How are you?
HOW ARE YOU?

Book code: 1509621

Book code: 7387272

Mon premier imagier
sonore d’anglais
MY FIRST SOUND BOOK
OF WORDS IN ENGLISH

Mon premier guide de
conversation sonore d’anglais
MY FIRST ENGLISH SOUND
BOOK OF CONVERSATION

500 English words: at school; at
home; meals; around me...

100 English sentences to listen
for starting speaking English.

Book code: 5967617

Book code: 6663187

Mon premier imagier sonore
de prononciation en anglais
MY FIRST SOUND BOOK OF
ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION

Mon premier imagier sonore
des lettres et des sons
MY FIRST SOUND BOOK OF
FRENCH PRONUNCIATION

200 English words to acquire the
sounds of English language.

200 French words to acquire the
sounds of French language.

Book code: 6712802

Book code: 6713171

NEW

My first Montessori activity book
MY FIRST ENGLISH MONTESSORI
ACTIVITY BOOK
Lydie Barusseau

Over 100 activities with audio files
to download, nomenclature cards to
complete with labels.
For 3-6 years old. Soft cover, format
21,5 x 28.5cm, 144 pages; 30,000 characters,
around 700 illustrations
Retail price: 11.95 €
Book code: 3545981

Mon grand imagier
Larousse des premiers
mots
MY FIRST PICTURE BOOK
OF FRENCH
Collective work

Book code: 2908301
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Language Learning

Children
NEW

Collection Livres sons
SERIES: SOUND BOOKS
Initiate children to English language through typical English
songs and nursery rhymes. A book and a CD to read and hear
in order to memorize words and pronounciation in English.
3-4 years old.
Soft cover. Format 20 x 21 cm; 24 pages, 700 characters.
Retail price: 5.90 €

NEW

NEW

Mysteries (from 10)
NEW

Collection Petits jeux
et énigmes in English !

Collection Mysteries

SERIES: HARRAP’S LITTLE GAMES &
ENIGMAS IN ENGLISH

Paul Thiès

From 6th-7th grade (11-12 years old) to 9 th-10th
grade (14-15 years old), 100 games and enigmas
to revise and enrich your vocabulary, remember
the grammar and memorize the key notions and
self-assess your level in English. Detailed answers
are given at the end.

SERIES: HARRAP’S MYSTERIES
Novels mixing French and English with a percentage of English increasing as the teenager gets
older: 15 to 20% for 10-12 years old, 30% for 12-14 years old.
For 10 to 14years old. Each volume: soft cover, format 13.5 x 19.8 cm, 64-80 pages; 30,000-40,000 characters,
6-10 illustrations.
Retail price: 4.95 €

NEW

NEW

For 11-15 years old.
Soft cover, format 15 x 19.8 cm, 96 pages.
Retail price: 4.95 €

		
		

		

Mes plus belles
comptines en anglais
MY NICEST NURSERY
RHYMES IN ENGLISH

Mes plus belles
chansons en anglais
MY NICEST SONGS IN
ENGLISH

Collective work

Collective work

6 popular nursery rhymes.

6 very popular songs.

Book code: 4454445

Book code: 4454445

Enquête en Ecosse
VERA HAS
DISAPPEARED !
Paul Thiès

Niveau 6e-5e
LEVEL 6TH-7TH
GRADE, 11-12
YEARS OLD

Book code: 7137707

Niveau 4e-3e
LEVEL 8TH-9TH
GRADE, 13-14
YEARS OLD

Jordan and Maud are
following she shooting of a
film when the lead actress,
Vera disappears…

Book code: 7138077

For 10-12 years old.
Book code: 7389744

Niveau 3e-2nde
LEVEL 9TH-10TH
GRADE, 14-15
YEARS OLD

Mystère à Cloud Square
MYSTERY IN CLOUD
SQUARE

		
Enquête à la
Sherlock Holmes
INVESTIGATION IN
HOLMES’ STYLE
Paul Thiès

Invited to a masked ball on
Holmes’ theme, Jordan has to
protect his friends Maud and
Diane…

Enquête à Londres
THE RECORD SELLAR
AFFAIR
Jordan, making a journalist
traineeship in London, founds
a record sellar unconscious.
He investigates…
For 10-12 years old.
Book code: 3080261

For 10-12 years old.
Book code: 7403776

NEW
Mes premiers jeux d’anglais
MY FIRST LAROUSSE
ENGLISH GAMES
Collective work

A picture book and a game book
to help children familiarize with
English and remember the word
by using their visual memory and
playing.
Hard cover, format 20.5 x 24 cm,
96 pages; 32,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.95 €
Book code: 5450046

Niveau 5e-4e
LEVEL 7TH-8TH
GRADE, 12-13
YEARS OLD

Book code: 7137830

Book code: 7138569

Netsuke (Japanese miniature
sculptures) have been
stolen in the house. Jordan
investigates…
For 10-12 years old.
Book code: 3080507

Traque en Cornouailles
HUNT IN CORNWALL
Morganeis travelling with her
father in Cornwall. Her father
is accused of murder. She will
prove that he is innocent.
For 12-14 years old.
Book code: 3080630

Les Clandestins 		
du Morning Star
THE STOWAWAYS
OF THE MORNING STAR
Travelling in a cargo towards the
Carribean, Lazaro, needs help to
free himself from his past…
For 12-14 years old.
Book code: 3080753

Language Learning

Children
Collection Read in English-Harrap’s School

Le Roi Arthur
KING ARTHUR

SERIES: READ IN ENGLISH - HARRAP’S SCHOOL

From Geoffrey of
Monmouth

Tales and short stories for children aged of 10/15. With help to start the story; audio version to download;
translation of the most difficult words at the end, exercises to download; teaching aids.

Age 10/12. 32 pages.
Book code: 3877419

Each volume: soft cover, 17 x 20 cm, 32 to 48 pages, 25 to 45 illustrations; 10 to 14,000 characters.
Retail price: 4.50 €

Peter Pan
PETER PAN

NEW

From James Matthew
Barrie

Read In... (from 10)
Collection Leer en español
Same principle as "Read in English".
For 10 to 14years old. Soft cover, format 17 x 20 cm,
32 to 48 pages; 25 to 45 illustrations; 10 to
14,000 characters.
Retail price: 4.50 €

Boccace / Luiga Pattano

From Rudyard Kipling

Age 10/12. 32 pages.
Book code: 3877173

Les Aventures
de Tom Sawyer
TOM SAWYER’S
ADVENTURES
Mark Twain /Anna Culleton /
Ewen Blain

Tom and Huckleberry Fin
witness a murder. An
innocent man is accused…

From Rudyard Kipling

From Charles Dickens

Les Voyages
de Gulliver
GULLIVERS’
TRAVELS

4 stories staging
armadillos, a camel,
a crab, a butterly .

An old miser
meets his previous
associate’s ghost...

From Jonathan Swift

Age 10/12. 32 pages
Book code:
8020584

Age 12/13. 32 pages
Book code:
8020461

Age 12/13. 32 pages
Book code:
7172750

Gulliver meets Giants
and Lilliputians…

Age 11/12. 32 pages
Book code: 7389128

Alice au pays des
merveilles
ALICE IN
WONDERLAND
From Lewis Carroll

Age 10/12. 32 pages.
Book code: 3877665

Le Fantôme
de Canterville
THE CANTERVILLE
GHOST
From Oscar Wilde

Don Quichotte
de la Manche
DON QUIJOTE
DE LA MANCHA

Lazarillo
de Tormes
LAZARILLO
DE TORMES

From Miguel de
Cervantes

Anonymous

A crazy poor hidalgo is
fond of chivalry novels.

The adventures of
a clever and tricky
young man…

Age 12/13. 32 pages
Book code: 3147243

Age 12/13. 32 pages
Book code: 3147489

Age 12/13. 32 pages.
Book code: 8615650

NEW

		
Leggere in italiano –
Il Decameron
READ IN ITALIAN – 		
THE DECAMERON

Le Livre de la jungle
THE JUNGLE BOOK

Un conte de Noël
A CHRISTMAS
CAROL

NEW

SERIES: LEER EN ESPAÑOL - HARRAP’S
SCHOOL

Age 10/12. 32 pages.
Book code: 3877296

Histoires 		
comme ça
JUST SO STORIES
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2 stories. In the first one, the
prince of Salerne doesn’t want
to marry his daughter. The
other stages a man who ruins
himself by love.
14-15 years old
Soft cover cover, format 17 x 20 cm,
48 pages.
Retail price: 4.50 €
Book code: 3181960

NEW

L’Île au trésor
TREASURE ISLAND
From R. L. Stevenson

Age 12/13. 32 pages.
Book code: 8617987

Les Aventures de
Sherlock Holmes
THE ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES
Arthur Conan Doyle /Pascal PHAN

Strange deaths are due to a
mysterious “mottled ribbon”.
Age 12/13. 32 pages
Book code: 7389251

Les Contes
de Canterbury
THE CANTERBURY
TALES

La Chute de la
maison Usher
THE FALL OF THE
HOUSE OF USHER

From G. Chaucer

From Edgar Allan Poe

Pilgrims tell stories
of chivalry, fairies...

Usher’s buried sister
appears, covered
with blood…

Age 12/13. 32 pages
Book code:
7122627

Age 14/15. 48 pages
Book code:
7172381

Docteur Faust
DOCTOR
FAUSTUS
From C. Marlowe

Faustus sells his soul
to the Devil for having
all his wills satisfied.
Age 14/15. 48 pages
Book code:
7172135

		

Macbeth
MACBETH
From William
Sahkespeare

Age 13/14. 48 pages.
Book code: 8618725

Le Chien des
Baskervilles
THE HOUND OF THE
BASKERVILLES
From Arthur Conan Doyle

Age 13/14. 48 pages.
Book code: 8619094

Le Poème du Cid
EL CANTAR DEL
MIO CID

La Vie est un songe
LA VIDA ES SUEÑO

From Pedro al Abad

From Pedro Calderón de
la Barca

An epic poem staging a
medieval warrior, “el Cid”.

A king reads in stars that
his son will be a tyrant.

Age 13/14. 48 pages
Book code:
3147243

Age 14/15. 48 pages
Book code:
3148965

Lies es in Deutsch –
Grimms Märchen
READ IN GERMAN –
GRIMM’S TALES
Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm

2 tales have been selected: The
Water Nymph and The Water
of Life..
14-15 years old
Soft cover cover, format 17 x 20 cm,
48 pages.
Retail price: 4.50 €
Book code: 3181960
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Crafts & Hobbies
Hobbies
NEW

Coloring &Books
& Boxes
Knitting
Sewing
NEW

DIY
Gardening
NEW

Collection DIY pour tous
SERIES: DIY FOR ALL
Customizing and creating all sort of objects in everyday life. Easy and playful. 10
patterns per title.
Format 16 x 22 cm. Hard cover, 64 pages, around 130 illustrations. 22,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €

Pinky snood
PINKY SNOOD
Collective work

5 easy patterns to make your own
snood scarves with various stitches:
garter, stocking, rib, moss or
checkerboard. In the box, with the
book: 2wool balls sufficient to make
one complete model, 2 knitting needles.
Box, format 25.5 x 16 x 6.5 cm. In the box:
2 wool balls, 2 knitting needles, a 32-page
book. 10,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 3405478

NEW

		
Nous, on se pelote !
THIS WINTER, LET’S KNIT !
Aurélie Deglane

For scarves, pullovers, but also bags
and cushions: basic stitches; the way to
make a seam, to increase and decrease,
mix colors. With step-by-step photos.
Format 18.5 x 23.5 cm. Soft cover with flaps,
160 pages, 350 photos, 50 diagrams.
256,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 2871369

NEW

Les Tissages de Deer Jane
DEER JANE’S WEAVINGS

NEW

NEW

Elena Vilar – Deer Jane

Three parts: Materials (loom, tools,
accessories, wool, with tutorial to make
your own loom); Weaving basics with
fringe, embroideries, round, vegetal…;
beyond weaving, further creations
(hanging pot, necklace…).
Soft cover with flaps, format 20.5 x 23 cm,
160 pages; 150 illustrations;
170,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 1327600

FORTHCOMING

		

		

Ma petite fabrique de coussins
THE CUSHION WORKSHOP

Broderie au raphia
RAPHIA EMBROIDERY

Amandine Leprevost

Martine Bressy, Marie-Gabrielle Berland

Classic and original cushion shapes too.
10 patterns using various techniques:
sewing, textile transfer, knitting,
dying…

Straw hat, headband, sneakers, bags,
clothes, cushion, mirror inspired by the
Dior successful exhibition that took
place in Paris.

Book code: 7544956

Book code: 1602586

NEW

NEW

		
Trico’ cocoon
COCOONING KNITTING
Emma Ducher

5 easy patterns to make your leg
warmers, fingerless gloves, chapka,
headbands and a decorative basket.
In the box, with the book: 2 wool balls
sufficient to make one complete model,
2 knitting needles.
Box, format 25.5 x 16 x 6.5 cm. In the box:
2 wool balls, 2 knitting needles, a 32-page
book. 10,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 3406093

Ne pas déranger, je couds !
DON’T DISTRUB, I’M SEWING
Coralie Bijasson

From simple forms to cut and sew, such
as a belt or a bustier to more elaborate:
a skirt, a kimono jacket, or accessories
for toddlers… Each model with no
more than 6 steps illustrated.
Format 18.5 x 23.5 cm. Soft cover with
flaps, 160 pages, 30 photos, 180 diagrams.
65,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 2871123

Tutos tricot en moins
d’une heure ou presque
ONE-HOUR KNITS
Vanina Denizot et Emma Ducher

Learn how to finish a complete knitting
pattern in just a few minutes. 10 easy
patterns for beginners with step-bystep to knit in 10, 15, 30 minutes,
sometimes one hour.
Format 13 x 19 cm. Soft cover, 128 pages.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 1603078

		

		

Je customise mes Bensimon
I CUSTOMIZE MY TENNIS SHOES

Je recycle mes vêtements
I RECYCLE MY CLOTHES

Alexandrine Barthomeuf (Artlex)

Eugénie Da Rocha

10 patterns to customize canvas
tennis shoes: painting, embroidery,
spangles… Step-by-step explanation
with 6 to 8 steps each time.

Cut a new pattern in an existing piece
of cloth, tear up and mix fibers of
old fabrics to make new textiles, add
rigidity thanks to resin…

Book code: 1602586

Book code: 1596180

Crafts & Hobbies

DIY
Gardening
NEW

NEW

NEW
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NEW

DIY FORTHCOMING TITLES
Ne les jetez pas !
DON’T THROW THEM AWAY!
10 ways to give a second life to daily
objects: repair a blue-jeans, repair
broken tableware with golden leafs,
make a candle holder with a broken
glass…
		

Il est beau, mon vélo !
MY CUSTOMIZED BICYCLE
Isabelle

Saddle protection to sew, wine box for
rear carrier, leather carrying bag fot
tools, horn “dressed” with crochet,
customized helmet…
Book code: 7545202

Book code: 6359641

Mes plantes ont du pot
CREATE AND CUSTOMIZE
PLANT POTS
10 easy techniques to create and
customize pots, using painting,
macramé, concrete, modeling, dying…
Book code: 6352254

NEW
OTHER FORTHCOMING TITLES

		
DIY pour mes voyages
DIY FOR TRAVELING
Antoine Tony Stone

For men and women, 12 tutorials to
customize traveling accessories such as:
camera strap, laundry bag, rolled and
extensible backpack, travel notebook,
passport pouch, suitcase, eye-mask for
the plane…
Format 21 x 25 cm. Hard cover, 120 pages,
270 illustrations. 24,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 7544587

Comment j’ai fait une lampe
avec un tuyau
EASY DECORATION WITH
DIY MATERIAL
Aurélie Deglane

With nice and cheap materials, supplied
in DIY stores, make: a copper and
pastel rack, a shelf and bedside lamp, a
pegboard, a storage mirror, a macramé
shelf, a coffee table drawer...
Format 19 x 25.5 cm. Soft cover, 160 pages,
190 illustrations. 44,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 4122665

String Art
STRING ART
Alexandrine Barthomeuf (Artlex), Steve
Schmitt

Using strings stretched between
nails, you can decorate a wall, a door,
a wooden box, a kitchen board or
celebrate Christmas… 15 decorating
ideas with 15 removable pattern plates.
Format 20.5 x 23 cm. Soft cover with
flaps, 128 pages, 150 illustrations.
44,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 1606279

NEW

NEW

NEW

Couronnes végétales
VEGETAL CROWNS

Organiser un Syjunta - Atelier
créatif entre copines
SYJUNTA GATHERING IN
FRIENDLY MEETINGS

Papier créatif
CREATE EVERYTHING
WITH PAPER

Jouets et décors de chambre
en carton
BOARD TOYS AND ROOM
DECORATION
		
Créations design pour chiens
et chats
DESIGN CREATIONS FOR CATS
AND DOGS
Pierre Lota

Kennel, basket, games, cat tree, hiding
place… refined-style creations using
“noble” material such as wood, leather,
china, linen…
Book code: 7545448

A little dog who moves his head, a doll
kitchen, a crocodile-shaped pencil case,
a toucan lamp, a rabbit coat rack…
Book code: 6350408

Je crée pour mon mariage
WEDDING CREATIONS
Create your own announcements,
objects, guest gifts, photo booths…
28 creations
Book code: 7545817

Je crée mes décorations
sous cloche
DECORATIONS UNDER
GLASS BELL
Book code: 6357179

Pampa

How to create a solid crown basis,
choose plants that last, pick up ideas
for Christmas, the Advent, Easter, for
a wedding… Other ideas of vegetal
decoration: garland table centerpiece…
Format 20.5 x 23 cm. Soft cover with
flaps, 128 pages, 220 illustrations.
44,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 3412864

Anne Ventura, Anne Loiseau

Collective work

Coming from Sweden, syjunta consists
in inviting friends over to work on their
crafts and create more together with
afternoon snacks. Cooking is a part of
this shared hosting.

A book to take to pieces to create
decorations, gift stationery… such as:
greeting or birthday cards, gift pouches,
labels, paper toys, origami folding,
garlands and candle holders…

Format 20.5 x 23 cm. Hard cover, 128 pages,
260 illustrations. 53,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 1602832

Format 20 x 26 cm. Soft cover, 246 pages,
246 illustrations. 10,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 3411387
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Crafts & Hobbies
NEW

Collection

NEW

Bullet Books
NEW

Coloring & Scratching
Gardening
NEW

NEW

Blocs origami

carnet

Collection Le Monde du Bullet

Collection Marquepages à colorier et à offrir

Collection

SERIES: ORIGAMI
PADS

SERIES: THE WORLD OF NOTEBOOKS & AGENDAS

SERIES: BOOKMARKS TO COLOR
& OFFER

SERIES: SCRATCHING BOARDS
TO FRAME

Collective work

Collective works

50 precut bookmarks, already colored
or to color. Take the bookmark off
the block, detach the precut form, fill
the reverse by adding your name, the
lending date, the person to whom you
offer it.

Cards to scratch. Use the wooden
stylus and follow the drawing design:
the drawings show the glossy color
hidden behind the black surface.
Once finished, add your own creative
patterns…

Format 6 x 20 cm. 50 detachable sheets with
precut forms.
Retail price: 5.95 €

Format 21 x 21 cm. Detachable sheets.
Retail price: 5.95 & 9.95 €

Girls like to create and customize their own stuff. The
strength of the bullet concept is to gather professional and
personal planning, the best picks, envies and goals and take
in account topics such as: My projects for…; My memorable
moments; My accountings; My priority wheel; My action
strategy…

Didier Boursin

10 easy patterns explained
step-by-step with photos
with a very large range
of papers decorated with
bright colors, geometric
shapes, flowers, etc., to
fold.
Format 16x 16 cm. Soft cover,
1,000 paper pages, 130 photos.
10,500 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €

NEW

NEW

Spoiler
SPOILER

NEW

NEW

Prête-moi
ta plume
LEND ME
YOUR PEN

Pour écrire
un mot
WRITE
A WORD

Book code:
3410769

Book code:
4684872

Tableaux déco à gratter

NEW

Delphine Barny,
Bertrand Loquet

NEW

Bloc Happy origami
HAPPY ORIGAMI PAD

For pop culture fans,
binge-watching addicts,
20 series represented with
humor in a graphic design
in 20 precut posters to put
wherever you want.
Pad, format 30 x 40 cm,
48 detachable pages,
20 illustration plates.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 4050567

Mon bullet carnet
MY BULLET NOTEBOOK
Collective work

Format 15.5 x 21.5 cm.
Soft cover, 160 pages,
50 illustrations.
1,500 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 7543106

Book code: 2877275

NEW

Happy bullet agenda
MY HAPPY BULLET
AGENDA
Collective work

Format 15.5 x 21.5 cm.
Soft cover, 192 pages,
208 illustrations.
40,000 characters approx.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 2870754

NEW

NEW

Bloc Junior origami
JUNIOR ORIGAMI PAD
Book code: 2876906

My Bujo
MY BULLET DIARY
David Sinden

Format 12.5 x 18 cm. Integra
sewn cover, 224 pages,
around 200 illustrations.
40,000 characters.
Retail price: 8.95 €
Book code: 8507149

Bullet créatif,
mode d’emploi
HOW TO MAKE A
CREATIVE BULLET
Cécile Beaucourt

Format 15 x 21 cm. Soft cover,
96 pages, 20 illustrations.
30,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 7543598

NEW

Tableaux déco à gratter
10 SCRATCHING BOARDS
10 scratching boards. After scratching,
a golden-orange halo appears.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 2876783

NEW

		
50 étiquettes cadeaux
50 GIFT LABELS TO COLOR

Tableaux chats à gratter
SCRATCHING CATS TO FRAME

50 detachable labels to fold in two…

6 scratching boards. After scratching,
an orange-rose golden halo appears.

Format 6 x 20 cm. 50 detachable sheets.
Retail price: 5.95 €
Book code: 4684872

Retail price: 5.95 €
Book code: 1596426

Cooking & Wine
NEW

Cooking Tips
NEW

Gardening

NEW
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NEW

NEW

			
		
La Cuisine sans bla-bla
COOKING WITH PICTURES ONLY
Collective work

120 recipes in a blink of an eye: follow the images
(with no text added), and you end up with a
dish or a dessert. Starters, meat, fish, veggies,
desserts and drinks to cook easily thanks to this
completely visual presentation.
Hard cover with jacket, format 20 x 24.5 cm, 408 pages;
120 illustrations; 90,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 8083246

Comment couper ses oignons
pour ne plus pleurer en cuisine
et autres astuces
400 FOOD TIPS FROM EXPERTS
Anne-Laure Estèves, Bernard Loquet

Make cooking easier with over 500 tips
and tricks treated in infography and full
of common sense: testing the freshness
of an egg, avoiding fish bones in your
throat, understanding the jargon of
cooking books…
Hard cover, format 18 x 18 cm, 216 pages;
400 illustrations; 205,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 2345378

			
Gâteaux kids
CAKES FOR KIDDOS
Juliette Lalbaltry, Dephine Constantini

Bluffing top-simple and fast cake recipes to amaze
your children and his friends. 40 recipes such as: traincake with its locomotive, marshmallows sheep…
Soft cover, format 20 x 26.5 cm, 96 pages; 40 illustrations;
90,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 1940599

La Cuisine mère-fille
MOMS & DAUGHTERS COOKING
Sandrine et Jeanne Giacobetti

Mother teach us how to cook but daughters can also
inspire their mothers: 70 four-hands recipes for delicious
alternatives.
Hard cover, format 20.5 x 28.5 cm, 192 pages.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 4073218

NEW EDITION

FORTHCOMING
J’invite, je décore,
je cuisine
COOKING & TABLE
DECORATIONS TO
PICK UP
Camille Vurpas

Batch cooking
BATCH COOKING
Anne Loiseau

To save time and eat
healthier, on Sunday,
prepare large quantities
of basic food. Store them
then assemble them each
evening to have 5 weekday
dinners.
Soft cover, format 19 x 24.5 cm,
144 pages; 70 illustrations,
80,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 5631426

70 inspiration sources,
labels, menus to organize
the best suppers but also
decorate and cook all
year long... With plenty of
detachable goodies.
Soft cover, format 20 x 26 cm,
224 pages.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 2874724

Collection :
Sans bla-bla
SERIES: COOKING
WITH PICTURES ONLY
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Cooking & Wine
Collection Les inratables
SERIES: FOOLPROOF

Original and easy recipes, quickly cooked and that cannot fail, with high angle photos. The main ingredients are photographed. Plenty of ideas to pick up and cook, even if you are not a chef! With 100 or 200 recipes.
Each volume: hard cover, format 19.5 x 26 cm. For 100 recipes: around 60 to 70,000 characters and 100 illustrations, in addition of the photos of ingredients. For 200 recipes: 170 to 230,000 characters and 170 illustrations.
Retail price : 15.95 € for 100 recipes, 19.95 € for 200 recipes

NEW

NEW

			

NEW

			

		

		
Desserts inratables
FOOLPROOF DESSERTS

Quiches & salades inratables
FOOLPROOF QUICHES & SALADS

Plats du soir inratables
FOOLPROOF EVENING MEALS

Plats au four inratables
FOOLPROOF OVEN-COOKING

Noémie Strouk

Collective work

Collective work

Easy to prepare, with an enormous range of
variations, quiches and salads are the perfect menu
for an evening dinner.

To answer the daily puzzle of: what shall we cook
tonight? Salads as main course, soups and broths,
tarts, pan cooking, pasta….

The oven is the best help for evening or Sunday
meals. To use it at his best: tarts, gratins, lasagna,
roasted meat, filled vegetables, and some desserts…

200 illustrations, 150,000 characters
Book code: 7931829

200 illustrations, 140,000 characters
Book code: 2674319

200 illustrations, 150,000 characters
Book code: 4535083

200 recettes inratables
200 FOOLPROOF RECIPES

		
Recettes inratables pour recevoir
FOOLPROOF ENTERTAINING RECIPES

Recettes light inratables
FOOLPROOF LIGHT RECIPES

		
Recettes végétariennes inratables
FOOLPROOF VEGGIE RECIPES

Collective work

200 dessert recipes with 3 to 6 ingredients: timeless
classics, summer desserts, festive recipes, takeaway
cakes, light ones: chocolate fondant, fruit salad,
light waffles…
416 pages; around 170,000 characters.
Book code: 8162324

Élise Delprat-Alvares

Collective work

Noémie Strouk

Clémence Roquefort

Cooking beginners or already confirmed will find
plenty of ideas of quick and easy cuisine. A cooking
bible with 3, 4 or 5 ingredients adapted to modern life.

Welcome your guests without stress! From
appetizers to dessert, 200 simple and very tasty
recipes.

200 recipes, from starters to dessert, to eat healthy
and light, such as: potted tuna, minestrone, ham with
pineapple, hake back with carrot and lemon, apple roses…

Occasional vegetarian or useful ones will find in these
200 recipes plenty of ideas from starters to desserts:
mushrooms filled with fresh cheese, veggie nems...

416 pages; around 170,000 characters.
Book code: 7272868

416 pages; around 170,000 characters.
Book code: 7931583

416 pages; 230,000 characters.
Book code: 7169551

416 pages; around 170,000 characters.
Book code: 7210788

Foolproof

Cooking & Wine

120 recipes
Gardening
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NEW

Collection 120 recettes
SERIES : 120 RECIPES

NEW

Collective work

Enjoy life in all seasons. In winter rest and enjoy cocooning cooking; in spring and
summer, cook detox and move…
Hard cover, format 19.5 x 26 cm ; 208 pages, 120 illustrations ; 145,000 characters.
Retail price:15.95 €

NEW
		
200 recettes du monde
inratables
200 FOOLPROOF RECIPES
OF THE WORLD
Blandine Boyer

200 recipes from Africa, America, Asia,
Europe: chicken tajine, tex-mex pork ribs,
Apfel Strudel, Chirasi sushi…
416 pages; around 170,000 characters.
Book code: 5302551

NEW

			
Recettes inratables
spécial étudiants
FOOLPROOF RECIPES
FOR STUDENTS
Collective work

For small kitchens, tight budget and just
a few utensils. Brunches and snacks,
finger food for parties, classic food and
tasty desserts…
208 pages, 100 illustrations, 95,000 characters
Book code: 1941583

Recettes de fête inratables
FESTIVE FOOLPROOF RECIPES
Vincent Amiel

100 recipes to get in a few minutes
amazing festive and bluffing recipes.
Trout tartar with green apple, scalop and
mango carpaccio, quails stuffed with foie
gras, champagne and strawberry soup…
224 pages.
Book code: 3275345

		

		

Cuisine cocooning – 120 recettes
pour hiberner sur le canapé
COCOONING WINTER CUISINE

Cuisine détox – 120 recettes
pour décoller du canapé
DETOX COOKING FOR WARM DAYS

Collective work

Collective work

Stewed and regressive cooking,
afternoon snacks, winter drinks…

Detox broths and soups, salads, calorieburning food, waters…

Book code: 6461849

Book code: 6462095

FORTHCOMING
Tendances cuisine automne-hiver - 120 recettes
COOKING TRENDS FOR AUTUMN AND WINTER - 120 RECIPES
		
Apéritifs dînatoires inratables
FOOLPROOF FINGERFOOD
Noémie Strouk

Recettes inratables spécial été
FULLPROOF SUMMER RECIPES
Béatrice Vigot-Lagandré

Recettes inratables
au robot cuiseur
COOKING MACHINE RECIPES

From timeless classics to original recipes,
200 recipes: tarts, quiches; cakes,
breads; biscuits, crispies; dips, verrines;
bites to pick up, sweets, beverages.

100 recipes from starters to dessert, for
barbecue party, picnic...: gazpacho, basil
lamb kebab, sea breams with citrus fruit
zest, roasted peaches…

Élise Delprat-Alvares

416 pages; around 170,000 characters.
Book code: 7931829

208 pages; 90,000 characters.
Book code : 2022306

208 pages; 110,000 characters.
Book code : 2022182

100 recipes of soups, meat, poultry,
fish and seafish, vegetables, pasta, rice,
cereals and desserts.

Tendances cuisine printemps-été - 120 recettes
COOKING TRENDS FOR SPRING AND SUMMER - 120 RECIPES
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Collection Les petits inratables
SERIES: FOOLPROOF CONCISE
Collective work

Around 75 very easy recipes, quickly cooked and that cannot fail, shot from a bird’s eye view. The main ingredients are photographed. Plenty of ideas to pick up and cook, even if you are not a chef!
Each volume: soft cover, format 18.5 x 23.5 cm, 144 pages; 60 to 75 photos, in addition of the photos of ingredients; around 50 to 70,000 characters.
Retail price : 6.50 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Petits inratables
au micro-ondes
MICROWAVE RECIPES

Manger sain à moins de 2 €
EAT HEALTHY FOR LESS
THAN 2 €

Spécial salades
FOOLPROOF SALADS

Mini sucre
MINI SUGAR DESSERT
RECIPES

Recettes vegan inratables
FOOLPROOF VEGAN
RECIPES

Starters as Chicken cream soup;
egg recipes; fish as Wrapped
sardines with tarragon; meat
as Veal with olives; poultry;
vegetables and desserts.

To reduce meat and favor
vegetables to have balanced
meals for less than 2 €. With:
vegetable and goat flan, sweet
potato and spinach curry...

Recettes sans viande pour
le soir
MEAT FREE EVENING
RECIPES

To eat healthy and protect
environment, recipes such as:
fried vegetables with cashew
nuts, Thai tempeh brochettes,
nuts and gingerbread cookies…

Book code: 8774745

Book code: 7499409

Limit your sugar incomes while
enjoying dessert. At breakfast,
fried bread with coconut milk;
for afternoon snacks, chestnut
waffles; for dessert, mango
panna cotta, plum crumble…

At night, cereals, legumes and
seed and vegetables in: soups,
salads, pasta, pan-cooked food,
tarts and cakes, gratins…

As main course as shrimp and
mango salad, vegetarian as red
beans with cumin, or vegetable
tagliatelle, from various countries
as mixed vegetables with
wasabi, and sweet salads.

Book code: 8082262

Book code: 8082508

Book code: 2650397

Book code: 8091735

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Inratables soupes &
bouillons
FOOLPROOF SOUPS & BROTHS

Pâtes inratables
FOOLPROOF PASTA

Inratables quiches, tartes
et pizzas
FOOLPROOF QUICHES,
TARTS & PIZZAS

Inratables aux épices
FOOLPROOF SPICED
RECIPES

Curry, coco, soja et autres
ingrédients magiques
CURRY, COCONUT MILK, SOYA
SAUCE & OTHER INGREDIENTS

Cuisine du monde
inratable
WORLDWIDE RECIPES

With meat, as chicken broth with
cabbage and carrots; with fish
and seafood as smoked haddock
soup; veggie as cress cream with
goat cheese toasts…
Book code: 2673704

Pasta of all kinds. With fish and
seafood as spaghetti alle vongole;
with meat, as Sicilian papardelle
with lamb; as gratins or lasagnas:
pumpkin and ricotta lasagna…
Book code: 2649289

From starters to dessert, recipes
such as: pastrami tart with cumin,
carrots and cheese, caramel and
chocolate pizza…

For flavor explorers, recipes such
as: beef sauté with star anis,
clams with chili paste, garam
massala eggplants, cinnamon
“burned” rice pudding…

Book code: 2650274

Book code: 2649535

Learn how to use these flavors.
Pumpkin soup with coconut milk,
peas and shrimp curry, Indian dried
fruit rice, red fruit panna cotta.
Book code: 2090866

Would you like to travel in your
kitchen? Flavors from all over the
world: Vietnamese ravioli, Spanish
tortilla, Moroccan cuscus…
Book code: 1943797

TS INRATABLES

ans

uten

Foolproof

Foolproof Concise

FORTHCOMING

LES PETITS INRATABLES

Soupes et bouillons
SOUPS & BROTHS

recettes

PLUS DE 75 RECETTES
INRATABLES
ET ULTRA-RAPIDES
À RÉALISER !

sans gluten
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sans

Recettes épicées
SPICY RECIPIES

gluten

Pizzas, tartes, quiches
PIZZAS, TARTS, QUICHES

TC

R01

[]:

Petits inratables 		
sans gluten
GLUTEN FREE RECIPES

Petits inratables 		
Gâteaux trop bons
TASTY CAKES

Petits inratables
étudiants
STUDENT COOKING

Petits inratables 		
presque veggie
ALMOST VEGGIE RECIPES

Fingerfood, starters, main course
and desserts without gluten such
as: Swedish crackers with humus,
crunchy vegetable tempura,
shallots Tatin, brownies.

From afternoon snacks to classic
or trendy cakes, recipes such
as: yogurt cake, caramelized
apple cake, pineapple upsidedown cake, double chocolate
muffins…

From starters to dessert, easy,
quick and low-budget recipes
such as: peppers filled with feta
and pine nuts, beef and spices
fajitas, codfish brandade, milk
rice pudding…

Breakfast, fingerfood, salads,
complete meals, afternoon
snacks and desserts: apple-pear
smoothie with silky tofu, red
beans veggie steak, almond
milk…

Book code: 6662448

Book code: 6662572

Book code: 4025437

Book code: 6662695

Petits inratables 		
apéro party
FINGERFOOD PARTY
RECIPES
To impress your guests: Mexican
guacamole, parmesan sablés,
salmon and spinach cake,
zucchini and cheese rolls…
Book code: 4025806

Pâtes
PASTA
Quiches & salades
QUICHES & SALADS
Saveur vegan
VEGAN TASTE
Bo bun & Cie
BO BUNS & CO
Soups et tartines
SOUPS & SANDWICH
PLATES

Petits inratables 		
spécial tribu
FAMILY RECIPES

Petits inratables 		
plats du soir
EVENING MEAL RECIPES

Petits inratables 		
mini budget
BUDGET RECIPES

From starter to dessert, recipes
for numerous guests: maize cobs
with parmesan butter, salmon
tataki, roast veal with herbs,
chocolate tart, mango cream…

Cook evening meals without
picking in frozen foods: chicken
with pepper and tomato,
shrimps gratin, vegetable quiche,
gratinated bacon and cheese…

Book code: 4025560

Book code: 7168320

For families or students, meals
up to dessert with: chili con
carne, beef balls flavored with
ras el hanout, stuffed eggplants,
salmon casserole, red fruit
cheesecake...
Book code: 7168443

Petits inratables Desserts
FOOLPROOF DESSERTS
Desserts that not require much
preparation time and ingredients
such as: apple and cinnamon
tart, express tiramisu, apricot
inverted pie, moist chocolate
cake…
Book code: 7168689

Petits inratables
sans four
COOKING 		
WITHOUT AN OVEN
Recipes such as: osso bucco with
preserved lemon, green pepper
chicken nuggets, Tandoori
chicken, lemon cheesecake,
peach and strawberry soup…
Book code: 7168566
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Cooking Machines

Thermomix

NEW

Collection Thermomix
SERIES : THERMOMIX
Authorized and official Thermomix recipe books, the “RollsRoyce” of cooking machines. Fast and easy recipes with this all-in-one machine, three-times tested and approved by the trademark.
Hard cover, format 19.6 x 26 cm ; 288 pages, 120 illustrations ; 250,000 characters approx.
Retail price: 29.95 €, 34.95 € for The Thermomix Chef

NEW

NEW

NEW

La Bible officielle
du Cookéo
THE COOKEO
OFFICIAL BIBLE
Collective work

From starters to dessert, improve
all the possibilities of your
cooking machine and enjoy daily
cooking! 200 recipes adapted to
the “smart” star of your kitchen.
Recipes such as: chicken and
carrot soup, salmon with quinoa
and sweet pepper, Tex-Mex
pork breast, plum and honey
clafoutis…
Hard cover, format 19 x 26 cm ;
432 pages, 195 illustrations.
Retail price:19.95 €
Book code: 2944656

				

				
			
		

Cuisiner avec Thermomix
COOKING WITH THERMOMIX

Petits plats du soir avec Thermomix
EVENING MEALS WITH THERMOMIX

Un chef dans ma cuisine avec Thermomix
THE THERMOMIX CHEF

Élise Delprat-Alvarès, Noémie André

Noémie André

Collective work

Soup and starters, bread, savory pastry and dough, meat
and poultry, fish and seafood, world cooking, desserts with
introductory pages to use the Thermomix at its best.

Soup and broth, pasta and rice, meat and poultry, fish and
seafood, veggie food… 120 recipes to prepare quickly for
dinner.

The 54 recipes most voted-in by Thermomix users with
their reinterpretation by 9 famous chefs shot in their
kitchens.

Book code: 6783832

Book code: 6796

304 pages, 23 x 28 cm.
Retail price: 34.95 €
Book code: 7361789

NEW

FORTHCOMING
Recettes rapides avec Thermomix
QUICK THERMOMIX RECIPES

				
Cuisiner light avec Thermomix
LIGHT COOKING WITH THERMOMIX
Bérengère Abraham

How to eat tasty with diet, enjoy without guilt or feel better
before summer. Salads, fresh soups but also salmon teriyaki
of chocolate mousse…
Book code: 7361789

Cooking Machines

Cooking & Wine

With a Cooking Machine

NEW

Collection Les Petits Moulinex
SERIES: WITH A COOKING MACHINE HELP
Light, easy, quick are the key words for the 75 recipes of each title of this series dedicated to cooking with a cooking machine.
Soft cover, format 18.5 x 23.5 cm ; 144 pages, 75 illustrations ; 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

FORTHCOMING
Cookéo petit budget
LOW BUDGET WITH
COOKEO

		
Mangez bien, mangez sain avec Cookéo
EAT WELL & HEALTHY

		

		

		

A table dans 20 minutes avec Cookéo
THE BEST RECIPES READY IN 20
MINUTES

Plats du soir avec Cookéo
EVENING MEALS

Salads and starters, papillotes and steamcooking, hosting recipes, desserts and
sweets, such as: lentils with red onion
and beetroot, chicken curry with herbs,
blackberry sabaione.

Marine Durand

Classic stewed cooking, exotic recipes and
desserts, such as: rabbit with grapes and
balsamic vinegar, salmon with zucchini and
green peas, plum clafoutis.

Simple, tasty and balanced evening meals
such as: salmon with quinoa and sweet
pepper, veggie zucchini balls, mushroom
risotto, spring pan-cooked vegetables with
feta cheese.

With 12 automatic programs, the Companion
cuts, minces, beats, kneads, crushes and
makes steam cooking. 75 recipes such as:
carrot cream soup, veal blanquette…

Book code: 8249569

Book code: 8249692

Book code: 2036811

Book code: 2037057

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Séverine Augé

		

		

Ce soir, on reçoit avec Companion
COMPANION : TONIGHT, WE HAVE
GUESTS!

Smoothies & Cie avec Ultrablend Cook
SMOOTHIE & JUICE RECIPES

Audrey Cosson, Claudia Gödke

The high-speed spraying process of the
Ultrablend Cook releases the flavors trapped
in each ingredient and suppresses the need
to filter the plant milks.

With recipes such as: chicken breast with
vegetables, crab salad with smoked tuna
fish, fried shrimps with chopped parsley and
garlic, eggplant and feta cheese terrine.
Book code: 2037180

Collective work

Sandrine Houdré-Grégoire

Book code: 8636098

Recettes faciles pour tous les jours
avec Companion
COMPANION FOR EVERYDAY
Collective work

		

		

Recettes gourmandes mais légères
avec Actifry
MAKE TASTY & LIGHT FRIED COOKING

Soupes complètes avec Soup & Co
SOUPS AS COMPLETE MEALS

Juliette Labaltry

Cooking with only one oil spoon. Recipes
such as: potatoes, chicken nuggets, turkey
breast with 3-color pepper, figs compote
with crispy chocolate.

The Soup & Co machine is a warming
blender. It mixes and cooks. With recipes
such as: sweet potato soup, cauliflower
cream soup with scallops, minestrone with
meat balls.

Book code: 8249815

Book code: 2037549

Coralie Ferreira

Soupes minceur
avec le Blender
SLIMNESS SOUPS
WITH BLENDER
Les meilleures
recettes des
utilisateurs de
Cookéo
THE BEST RECIPES
FROM THE COOKEO
USERS
Les meilleures
recettes des
utilisateurs de
Companion
THE BEST RECIPES
FROM THE
COMPANION USERS
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Utensilissimo

Collection Ustensilissimo
SERIES : UTENSILISSIMO
Handy books aimed at helping you to make the best use of cooking tools. 140 recipes per title.
Each volume: hard cover, 13 x 19 cm, around 40 illustrations.
Retail price: 9.90 € and 9.95 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Recettes au cuit vapeur
COOKING WITH A STEAM
COOKING MACHINE

Cuisiner avec un Soup
Maker
COOKING WITH A SOUP
MAKER MACHINE

Recettes au Rice Cooker
RICE-COOKER RECIPES

Recettes végétarienne
au Robot cuiseur
VEGGIE RECIPES WITH A
COOKING MACHINE

Noémie Strouk

Steam cooking preserves
vitamins and flavors. It healthier
because it doesn’t need fat. Add
a drizzle of olive oil to serve and
that’s done…
208 pages; 160,000 characters.
Book code: 7499163

Noémie Strouk

140 sweet and savory recipes
to make cream soups, or
with pieces of vegetables,
compotes… Hot preparations,
but also cold soups, smoothies,
milkshakes.

Noémie André

The rice-cooker is adapted to
traditional as well as exotic
cooking such as Cantonese rice,
byriani, paella, risotto... It can
be used as a mold to cook cakes
and bread.
208 pages; 129,000 characters.
Book code: 2348085

208 pages.
Book code: 2348331

Noémie André

Vegan recipes adapted to the
Cookeo machine, such as:
peppers with seitan filling, sweet
potatoes, lentil and spinach
curry....
208 pages; 175,000 characters.
Book code: 2348823

Cuisiner au robot cuiseur
USING A COOKING MACHINE

Recettes au blender
BLENDER RECIPES

Cuisiner au micro-ondes
MICROWAVE COOKING

Recettes au siphon
SYPHON RECIPES

Noémie André

Noémie André

Élise Delprat

Collective work

140 recipes designed for Cookéo.
Stewed “classics”, exotic
recipes, healthy dishes (steam
cooking…), desserts.

Over 160 fast recipes : warm,
cold, iced, sweet or savory.

250 healthy, extra-fast, tasty and
economical recipes.

200 sweet or savory recipes,
including a variation of mousse
and Chantilly.

208 pages, 198,000 characters
Book code: 2277797

Book code: 5926506

256 pages; around 375,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 7166680

270,000 characters.
Book code : 5926498

Cuisiner au Baby robot
COOKING WITH A BABY
FOOD MAKER

Recettes à l’extracteur
de jus
JUICE EXTRACTOR RECIPES

Noémie Strouk

Clémence Roquefort

140 recipes especially adapted to
the Baby Cook. Based on steam
cooking, they keep the food
vitamins. Consistence of the mix
takes in account the baby’s age.

To prepare fruit and vegetable
juices, but also purées, icecreams or spreads. 30% more
efficient than a centrifuge
machine, the juice extractor
keeps nutriment and vitamins.

208 pages; 110,000 characters.
Book code: 2021936

224 pages; 40 illustrations,
45,000 characters.
Book code: 2021813

Recettes à la sorbetière
ICE-CREAM MAKER
RECIPES

Recettes à l’autocuiseur
PRESSURE COOKER
RECIPES

Blandine Boyer, Olivier Ploton (phot.)

Noémie André, Olivier Ploton (phot.)

Over 130 fresh, smooth and
creamy ice-cream recipes using
fruit, fresh cream, milk, eggs...

Over 140 recipes to enjoy
pressure cooking.

208 pages; 186,000 characters.
Book code: 3644510

160,000 characters.
Book code: 5972617

Cooking & Wine
NEW

Healthy Diet

Cooking for Travelers
NEW

NEW

NEW

Manger juste !
EATING RIGHT
Sabine Mazloum

		
Mes cures détox
MY DETOX DIETS
Sandrine Houdré-Grégoire

40 juices recipes and juicebased detox diets to get
back in shape; lose weight,
clean toxins and bad fat,
regain energy.
Soft cover, format 17 x 22.5 cm,
112 pages; 50 illustrations;
49,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 2346362

NEW

To be healthy and in good shape, favor 16
“magic” ingredients: avocado, almond, olive
oil, curcuma, garlic… 85 recipes and advice
to use them at their best: a pepper pinch
increase the curcuma benefits; a glass of
water with lemon has a cleansing effect…
Soft cover, 18.9 x 24.6 cm, 128 pages.
160,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 4026176

Le Grand livre
de l’extracteur de jus
THE JUICE EXTRACTOR BIBLE
Collective work

Thanks to its cold-pressing system, the
foods keep their nutritive properties.
Over 300 recipes to make juices, nectars,
cocktails, milky drinks and use pulp for
muffins, cakes or humus… With “Top 10”
of the best juices for a summer evening, a
breakfast, against flu…

		
Incroyable plancha
INCREDIBLE PLANCHA
Vincent Léonetti

Over 50 sunny recipes from appetizers
to desserts, such as: king prawn skewers
with avocado and garlic, stuffed
eggplant with lamb, peaches with sugar
and tarragon.

			
Food Trotter
THE GLOBETROTTER FOOD GUIDE BOX
Collective work

For those who need a place to enjoy eating when travelling
abroad. 9 little food guides for Rome, Barcelona, Lisbon, London,
Berlin, Marrakech, Istanbul, New York and Tokyo, and a travel
notebook to customize.

Soft cover, format 20 x 26.5 cm, 120 pages;
50 illustrations; 70,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 4034194

Box with an elastic band, format 18 x 23 cm. Inside: a soft cover notebook
to fill, format 16 x 22 cm, 208 pages; 9 booklets of 16 page each, format
13.5 x 21.8 cm. 120 illustrations; 170,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.95 €
Book code: 7248274

NEW

NEW

Hard cover, 19.5 x 26cm, 208 pages;
100 illustrations; 140,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 8955952

		
Jus thérapie
JUICE THERAPY
Quitterie Pasquesoone

100 recipes of healthy
juices with fruit and
vegetables and 30 cures
suitable for all situations:
season, health needs,
pains and aches.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm,
160 pages; 10 illustrations;
160,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 7619538

Saveurs Vegan
VEGAN TASTE
Ellen Frémont

Vegan cooking excludes meat, fish, milk
products and eggs. The book explains how
to preserve flavors and enjoy vegan cooking;
how to make a balanced diet and avoid
deficiency; how to make vegan butters,
cheese, steak…100 recipes for all occasions.
Hard cover, 22 x 28 cm, 304 pages; 200 photos;
200,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 3244521

Une terrasse, du soleil
et des copains
ENJOYING FOOD ON A TERRACE
WITH FRIENDS
Hélène Huret, Aimery Chemin

With just a mini kitchen, a few utensils
and a passion for good food, 45 sunny
recipes to enjoy dinner outside: orange,
chicken and red onion salad, zucchini
balls, roasted pineapple…
Soft cover, format 20 x 26.5 cm, 112 pages;
60 illustrations; 62,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 4034194

			
Sébastien cuisinier à vélo
A COOKING & BIKING TOUR IN FRANCE
Sébastien Formal

After having worked for famous chefs, the author decides to bike
around France to meet people linked with cooking: producers,
restaurant owners, fishermen…At each of the 50 stages, a
recipe.
Hard cover, format 21.5 x 29 cm, 225 pages.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 4034194
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My Little Fancies
Gardening

Trendy

Collection Mes petites envies
SERIES: MY LITTLE FANCIES
Keep you posted on contemporary trends and move with your time with the Fancy series! 25 quick, easy and tasty recipes in each volume.
Each volume: hard cover, 17 x 21 cm, 64 pages; 25 illustrations; from 13,000 to 44,000 characters.
Retail price: 5.95 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

J’exige un avocat !
AVOCADO

Bobun & Cie
BO BUN & CO

Légumes cachés
HIDDEN VEGETABLES

Tartes couronnes
CROWN-SHAPED TARTS

Marine Durand

Pauline Dubois

Julie Soucail

Coralie Ferreira

Full of energy and rich in good
fat, it is good to eat in purée,
smoothies, sliced in salads and
even in desserts.

From the classic Vietnamese bo
bun to the marinated beef salad,
put a pinch of exotism with
Korean bibimbap or cold noodles
in soya milk.

Your children pretend not to like
green vegetables? Let them taste
Zucchini spaghetti with ricotta,
cauliflower pancakes, beetroot
chips…

Give your savory or sweet tarts
an original and brand new look:
pesto, mozzarella and zucchini
tart, Nutella crown tart…

32,000 characters.
Book code: 2630696

35,000 characters.
Book code: 2630573

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Soupes & tartines
SOUPS & SANDWICHES

Recettes tout mojito
MOJITO COOKING

Tiny Food
TINY FOOD

Apéro rigolo
FUNNY FINGERFOOD

Mélanie Martin

Séverine Augé

Anne Loiseau

Delphine Lebrun

Associate a soup and a sandwich
for a delicious one-course dinner,
such as pumpkin soup with red
curry and chicken sandwich…

Cheesecake with mojito, mojito
biscuits, tartlets, macaroons, icecream, cake… and even a mojito
roasted chicken…

39,000 characters.
Book code: 2630326

35,000 characters.
Book code: 7499655

A trend coming from Japan, to
make tiny burgers, fried quail
eggs, Lilliputian sushis, doll
donuts… a way to find again
your child’s soul.

To change fingerfood time in an
original and playful moment.
Olives and mozzarella become
penguins, cherry tomatoes and
salmon form ladybirds…

40,000 characters.
Book code: 8082016

23,000 characters.
Book code: 4536067

25,000 characters.
Book code: 3601471

30,000 characters.
Book code: 6461603

Tartes soleil
SUN TARTS

Petits vapeurs
STEAMED DUMPLINGS

Aimery Chemin

Mathilda Motte

Spectacular rolled dough
strips with: olive purée; pesto,
mozzarella and zucchini; ham,
cheese and honey; raspberry and
mascarpone…

Inspired by Asian steam cooking
adapted to European taste,
sweet and savory recipes, several
gluten free or vegan.

30,000 characters.
Book code: 8090663

30,000 characters.
Book code: 6654324

Apéro plancha
PLANCHA FINGERFOOD

Rice rolls
RICE ROLLS

Vincent Amiel

Pauline Dubois-Platet

Mini kebabs, marinated and
grilled vegetables, scallop
bruschettas… 25 ideas of grilled
fingerfood such as: mussels a la
plancha with cheese and chorizo,
eggplants toasts…

Refresh the idea of the Chinese
spring roll: rice rolls with chicken,
germinated seeds and coriander,
or shrimps, avocado and mango,
rice rolls with avocado, carrot,
orange and coriander…

22,000 characters.
Book code: 4025314

26,000 characters.
Book code: 8090540

Cooking & Wine

Gâteaux surprise
SURPRISE CAKES
Quittery Pasquenoone

It looks like a traditional
cake but, when you cut
it, something appears
that you did not expect:
candies, multicolor layers,
small cookies… in rolled
cakes, piñata, pancakes,
muffins…
43,000 characters.
Book code: 7210542

My
Little Fancies
Gardening

Trendy

Tartines & sandwichs
veggies
VEGGIE SANDWICHES

Spritz
SPRITZ & ITALIAN
COCKTAILS

Coralie Ferreira

Sandrine Houdré-Grégoire

Hot or cold, inspiring
recipes such as: bruschetta
with summer vegetables,
hot sandwiches with goat
cheese and pesto, sliced
bread with lemon curd.

Classic, rosso, bianco Spritz
with sparkling white wine,
sparkling water and bitter
alcohol (Campari, Aperol).
13,000 characters.
Book code: 8208207

27,000 characters.
Book code: 7210665

Apple Roses et petits
feuilletés
APPLE ROSES & FLAKY
FINGERFOOD TO PICK UP!
Mélanie Martin

Savory and sweet: rolled
cookies, flaky pastry,
vegetarian, meat or fish
sunflower tarts, twists,
apple roses… for drinks
and afternoon snacks.
30,000 characters.
Book code: 8622907

Assiettes repas
A WHOLE MEAL
IN ONE DISH

Le Poke
POKE, THE HAWAIAN
TRADITION

Anne Loiseau

Anne Loiseau

A whole meal in one dish:
complete, vegetarian,
exotic, light.

Raw marinated
fish with rice and
vegetables,pineapple or
avocado, coriander…

31,000 characters.
Book code: 8865266

Recettes One Pot
ONE-POT RECIPES
Stéphane Cordal

For quick cooking, pasta
with veggies, fish and sea
food, meat…
20,000 characters.
Book code: 8864897

Assiettes minceur
FITNESS PLATE RECIPES

A. Loiseau, D. Constantini

Bérengère Abraham

Cakes without icing,
composed of layers of
sponge cake, mousses and
flavored creams. Perfect for
birthdays.

In a loaf-shaped bread,
separate the dough in
several portions close
together and fill it with all
you want such as: tomato
and mozzarella, squash
and parmesan, apple and
cinnamon, chocolate…

Anne Loiseau

31,000 characters.
Book code: 7210049

22,000 characters.
Book code: 2022059

44,000 characters.
Book code: 8622169

Floats, milkshakes
& Cie
FLOATS, MILKSHAKES
& CO
Typical American treat,
a float is a drink made of
soda, ice-cream, topping or
syrup. Discover root beer,
chocolate and vanilla icecream or grape soda and
vanilla ice-cream…

20,000 characters.
Book code: 8622538

Beach cocktails
BEACH COCKTAILS
Sandrine Houdré-Grégoire

Gâteaux invisibles
FRUIT MAX, LESS
BATTER CAKES

25 cocktails using fruits
and alcohol: piña colada;
pineapple and vodka
granite; rum, watermelon
and lime…

Low-calorie recipes. A lot
of fruit, thin sliced, just a
little cake batter to cook in
a mold.

Pauline Dubois-Platet

Muesli & granola
MUESLI & GRANOLA

Sushi cake
SUSHI CAKES

Coralie Ferreira

Collective work

35,000 characters.
Book code: 8090417

Crunchy granolas with
oat, almonds, honey…
in energy bars, crumbles,
cookies, soft wafers or
verrines.

A giant sushi made with
rice, avocado and raw fish.
Add salmon, shrimps or
tuna fish.

With the sauce at the bottom,
all the ingredients in layers.

Bérengère Abraham

31,000 characters.
Book code: 8090786

35,000 characters.
Book code: 1083509

34,000 characters.
Book code: 7210296

Complete meal in one plate.
Get for each part the calorie
figure.

Pauline Dubois-Platet

Petites mousses
LITTLE MOUSSES
Learn how to make light
mousses and change them
in creamy cakes, light
verrines and delicate cakes.

Mini rolls with cheese, dried
fruit and rucola salad…

36,000 characters.
Book code: 1084001

Bérengère Abraham

Pains à partager
TEAR AND SHARE
BREADS

Mélanie Martin

15,000 characters.
Book code: 4025191

Salad bar
SALAD BAR
Naked Cakes
EASY &TASTY GIANT
CAKES

Petits roulés et mini
farcis à grignoter
MINI ROLLED &
STUFFED FINGERFOOD

31,000 characters.
Book code: 8622415

35,000 characters.
Book code: 8555185

FORTHCOMING

Collection Mon mode de vie en cuisine
SERIES : COOKING LIFESTYLES
Arrange your food according to your lifestyle with lifestyle advice and recipes on topics such as:
J’arrête le gras
I STOP FAT!

Je diminue le sucre
I REDUCE SUGAR
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Easy & Tasty

Gardening
All in One Main Course

Collection Tout dans un plat
SERIES: ALL IN ONE MAIN COURSE
A highly visual series. 30 to 40 very easy and trendy recipes, based on assembling all the ingredients at once and let them cook together. A photographic bird’s-eye view to discover the dish and a buying list to capture with
your cell phone before shopping.
Each volume: hard cover, 23 x 23 cm, 96 pages, 40 illustrations; 30 to 55,000 characters.
Retail price: 8.95 €

NEW

NEW

			 		
Ne soyez pas à côté de la
Bouddha bowls
plaque (au four) !
BUDDHA BOWLS
Audrey Cosson
JUST TRY THE TRAY!
Isabelle Guerre
Seeds, veggies (raw or cooked),
Cut and spice the ingredients
meat, fish put together form a
photographed, put them on the
balanced meal. Recipes such as:
tray and in the oven… recipes
veggie with cuscus, green peas,
such as: roast beef on a lay of
zucchini and mozzarella, Tex-Mex
onions and tomatoes, salmon
with pork filet, peppers, zucchini,
lacquered with soya, honey and
tomato, avocado…
snow peas…
Book code: 2372454

NEW

		 		
Tacos Party!
Planches apéro !
TACOS PARTY!
DELI ASSORTIMENT
Blandine Boyer
FINGERFOOD
Pauline Dubois
40 highly colored recipes to let
The ideal way to receive friends
you travel abroad. Recipes such
without stressing. 40 fingerfood
as: quesadilla tacos, veggie
assortiments such as: dips and
tacos, chorizo tacos, lamb
raw vegetables, Italian mix,
tacos, chicken tacos, spiced beef
Spanish mix, 100% veggie,
burritos.
sandwiches, rice rolls, cheese to
Book code: 8082754
grill, fruit brochettes.

Book code: 2371962

NEW

NEW

85,000 characters.
Book code: 8083000

Soupes repas
ONE-COURSE SOUPS

NEW

Tajines magiques
MAGIC TAGINES!

Isabelle Guerre

Caroline Pessin

Who said that soups were
boring, without flavor and for
gloomy evenings? 40 complete
soups such as: small veggies and
quinoa broth, cream soup of red
lentils, soup in a pistou way, cola
avocado cream soup.

Cooked in a covered pot in the
oven, meat and poultry, fish and
seafood, veggies recipes such as:
bulgur cuscus with lamb hind,
callops and sweet potatoes tagine,
vegetable cuscus with coriander,
peach and red fruit tagine.

50,000 characters.
Book code: 2371715

51,000 characters.
Book code: 2372331

Curryment facile
CURRY RECIPES

Tronche de cake !
WONDERFUL CAKES!

Isabelle Guerre

Vincent Amiel

A few spices, meat or fish,
vegetables and coconut milk
will make you travel through
Asia. With recipes such as:
Tikka chicken with cardamome;
Vindaloo pork; spinach and
chickpea curry…

Savory and sweet cakes for
appetizers, afternoon snacks
or light lunch such as: feta,
mint and zucchini cake; smoked
salmon cake; meat bread;
strawberry and rhubarb cake…

51,000 characters.
Book code: 4028268

39,000 characters.
Book code: 6657403

Wok Me Up !
WOK COOKING
Valéry Drouet

Assemble, fry and enjoy! Seafood
(traditional pad-thai), meat
(chicken curry), vegetarian or
sweet woks.
30,000 characters.
Book code: 8560781

Cooking & Wine

Pile poêle !
PAN COOKED!

Raconte-moi tes salades!
SALAD STORIES

Vincent Amiel

Anne Loiseau

To reduce dish washing, test
pan cooked recipes such as:
vegetable flan, ginger chicken,
warm fruit salad, fudge nut
brownie, red fruit crumble,
roasted pineapple with
caramel…

Looking for inspiration to prepare
a mixed salad? 40 savory and
sweet recipes such as: shrimp
and mango salad; red fruit and
mint salad; orange blossom
flavor fruit salad…

44,000 characters.
Book code: 6657895

41,000 characters.
Book code: 4027776

Easy & Tasty

One pot pour mes potes
COOKING IN ONE POT
FOR MY PALS
Isabelle Guerre

40 extremely easy and original
recipes, such as: butternut
squash risotto; veal with wheat
and vegetables; carbonara
pasta; beef with barley and
vegetables…
27,000 characters.
Book code: 7169181

All
in One Main Course
Gardening

Mon robot et moi,
on cuisine comme ça !
COOKING WITH A
COOKING MACHINE
Noémie André

Cooking with a cooking machine
has become very trendy. It cooks
for you and keeps the preparation
warm. With recipes such as: chicken
with cream and mushrooms;
braised and spicy pumpkin…
40,000 characters.
Book code: 7169304

Saveurs d’ici et d’ailleurs
TASTES FROM
EVERYWHERE

Tartes & quiches
TARTS & QUICHES

Blandine Boyer

Travel all around the planet and
discover marinated food (beef,
veal, chicken, vegetables and
fruit) cooked in the oven, in a
pan, in barbecue…

Savory tarts such as:
butternotsheep cheese and
pancetta tart; asparagus
and ricotta quiche. Sweet as:
strawberry and mascarpone
tart…

35,000 characters.
Book code: 6990981

45,000 characters.
Book code: 6991104

Alice Dauphin

Hey, cocotte !
STEWED COOKING
Vincent Amiel

Assemble all the ingredients
photographed, spend a few
minutes for preparation and cook
slowly.
30,000 characters.
Book code: 8261229

Et hop, au four !
OVEN COOKING
Isabelle Guerre

30 recipes. Gratins such as
polenta and chorizo gratin;
minces as fish mince; tians,
moussakas, lasagnas…
53,000 characters.
Book code: 8239331
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Cooking Excellency

Gardening
Collection Larousse de
SERIES : LAROUSSE OF
The essence of Larousse reference about cooking and pastry.
Each volume: hard cover, 19 x 26 cm, 304 to 579 pages.
Retail price: 29.90 € and 35.40 € for Desserts

Le Grand Larousse
gastronomique
THE GREAT LAROUSSE OF
GASTRONOMY
7th edition, gastronomy committee
directed by Joël Robuchon

THE international reference work
for all fine food lovers :
4,000 articles on products,
ingredients, techniques and
about 2,500 recipes (a fifth
signed by the most well-known
chefs). Biographies of famous
worldwide chefs and a central
32-page booklet of illustrated
step-by-step tips and techniques.
Hard cover: 23 x 30 cm, 992 pages;
around 1,700 illustrations;
6,000,000 characters..
Retail price: 59.95 €
Book code: 7959160

Institut Paul Bocuse
L’école de l’excellence
culinaire
INSTITUT PAUL BOCUSE
THE COOKING EXCELLENCY
Collective work by the chefs
of the Institut Paul Bocuse.

In this impressive 720-page
reference book produced by the
Institut Paul Bocuse:
300 techniques (3 difficulty
levels); 70 original recipes
created by the Bocuse Institute
chefs; cooking basics, meat
pieces, fruit and vegetables,
table setting, food and wine
pairing.
Hard cover, format 26 x 30 cm;
720 pages, over 1,500 photos;
700,000 characters.
Retail price: 49.95 €
Book code: 1020567

L’Ecole de la pâtisserie
LE CORDON BLEU PASTRY
SCHOOL
Le Cordon bleu

THE ultimate bible on pastry
proposed by the worldwide
renowned Cordon bleu school.
7 chapters: basic preparations,
various types of desserts, cakes,
biscuits, tarts and tartlets,
sweets, festive pastry… With
step-by-step photos, focuses
on products, tips, gestures.
100 recipes illustrated and
explained: classic pastry, family
easy recipes, more surprising
ones…

Tartes
gourmandissimes
d’Éric Kayser
OVERLY
SCRUMPTIOUS TARTS
BY ERIC KAYSER

NEW EDITION

Éric Kayser

80 sweet and savory
recipes. With tarts basis:
cake pan choice, doughs,
cooking, caramel, custard
layer, sweet and savory
coulis, technical advice...
Hard cover, format 21 x 27 cm;
240 pages, around 150 photos;
145,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 1122008

Hard cover, format 23 x 28 cm,
512 pages; 1,400 illustrations;
450,000 characters.
Retail price: 29.95 €
Book code: 6971036

L’Atelier gourmand d’Éric Kayser
ERIC KAYSER’S GOURMET WORKSHOP
Blandine Boyer, Éric Kayser, Massimo Pessina (phot.)

Éric Kayser’s 50 best recipes of pastries, such as raspberry
macaroon... Step-by-step, tips and advice to create amazing
pastries even by beginners.
Hard cover, 22.5 x 25.5 cm,
192 pages; around 250 illustrations and 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.90 €
Book code: 2188912

Larousse des desserts
LAROUSSE OF PASTRY AND DESSERTS
Pierre Hermé

Pierre Hermé created 315 recipes among the 750 of all kinds included in the
book: classic, regional, personal or foreign specialty ones of cakes, desserts,
pastries, sweets and chocolates. The first part of the book gives the bases
of pastry: ingredients, material, basic preparations for dough, mousses,
creams…
Hard cover, format 19.2 x 26 cm, 464 pages; 460 photos; around 1,500,000 characters.
Retail price: 34.90 €
Book code: 4286597

Le Larousse du pain
THE LAROUSSE OF BREAD
Éric Kayser & Jean-Philippe de Tonnac, Massimo
Pessina (phot.)

At home and without a bread machine, over
80 recipes for breads and pastries, by one of
the best bakers in Paris.
Hard cover, 19,2 x 26 cm, over
600 illustrations, 304 pages.
Retail price: 29.90 €
Book code: 3620289
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Wines & Spirits

NEW

Cooking
for babies
Gardening
NEW

Un rhum averti en vaut deux
THE REFERENCE BIBLE OF
RUM
Christian de Montaguère, Jerry
Ginaty

200 rums are presented. Each
one is illustrated by a photo
of the bottle, described and
accompanied by a tasting note and
by anecdotes about the distillery
and production.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm,
408 pages.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 5890174

Vous allez finalement
vous y connaître en vin
YOU’LL FINALLY KNOW SOMETHING
ABOUT WINE!
David Cobbold, Sébastien Durand-Viel

For beginners, an illustrated guide with
numerous drawings to answer all the
questions you could ask: When should I
uncork the bottle? What does a medal
mean? And this label? Is the grape variety
important? Is wine decantation really useful?
Hard cover, format 20 x 20 cm, 144 pages;
160 illustrations, 150,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 5726541

Le Grand Larousse du vin
THE GREAT LAROUSSE
OF WINE
Collective work

A great reference book, with
a foreword by Olivier Poussier,
best sommelier in the world, in
3 parts : discovering vines and
wine; choosing, storing and
tasting wine; the worlds’ great
vineyards.
Hard cover, 22.5 x 29.7 cm, 		
600 illustrations, 36 wine maps,
656 pages., around 		
1,600,000 characters.
Retail price: 39.95 €
Book code: 7591341

Petit Larousse illustré
des cocktails
PETIT LAROUSSE
ILLUSTRATED OF COCKTAILS
Collective work

250 cocktail recipes with rum,
tequila, gin, vodka, champagne,
cognac, whiskey… With or
without alcohol, classic or original.
Icons let you see at a glance the
way to prepare it: directly in the
glass, in a shaker, in a blender…
Hard cover, format 19.5 x 23.5 cm,
352 pages.
Retail price: 24.90 €
Book code: 5931829

Petit Larousse des cocktails
PETIT LAROUSSE 		
OF COCKTAILS
Fernando Castellon

Bébé mange tout seul
BABIES ENJOY EATING BY
THEMSELVES
Christine Zalejski

Baby-led weaning: the baby tastes food
according to his rhythm and needs. He
learns the pleasure to eat and regulate
his meals according to his appetite. 100
balanced recipes.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 408 pages;
90 illustrations; 250,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 5890174

120 recettes pour mon bébé
120 RECIPES FOR MY BABY
Céline Charot

Sorted by age, 120 sweet and savory
recipes with photos of each ingredient.
Priority is given to season products.
It includes nutritional details, a baby
feeding chart and practical tips.
Soft cover, 18.3 x 23.5 cm, 144 pages,
500 illustrations, 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.50 €
Book code: 3144400

History of cocktail, techniques and
advice, glossary and over 500 recipes,
with or without alcohol.
Hard cover, format 13x19 cm, 672 pages,
550 illustrations, 300,000 characters
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 3275221

Recettes pour bébés
pour parents débordés
BABY RECIPES FOR BUSY
PARENTS
Christine Zalejski

Classified by age, about 100 recipes
to make in less than 20 minutes and
20 menus adapted to young children.
Soft cover, 16.8 x 22 cm, 224 pages.
100 illustrations, around 300,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.95 €
Book code: 2810108

Bébé mange (presque)
comme les grands
BABY EATS (ALMOST) LIKE
GROWN-UPS
Julie Schwob

30 recipes for the whole family, with
three versions for children, aged of
6 to 9 months, 9 to 12 months and 1
to 3 years old, and one for older and
adults.
Soft cover, 18.3 x 23.5 cm,
80 pages.170 illustrations, 54,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.95 €
Book code: 8091032
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Parenting

Pregnancy & Early Childhood
NEW

NEW

NEW
100 questions-réponses
sur l’infertilité
100 QUESTIONS ABOUT INFERILITY
Collective work

Le Plus beau bébé du monde
THE CUTEST BABY IN THE WORLD
Collective work

Keep memories and photos, month by month,
of the first year of Baby: his family, his first
days, his first celebrations, etc. Pop-ups, flaps,
pouches, notebooks… 26 animations.
Hard cover with wire’o, format 19.5 x 24 cm, 64 pages;
100 illustrations; 5,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 3553195

Definition (the difference with sterility, the
impact of age, overweight, environment);
main causes for men and women; whom to
see and when; treatments; the psychologic
aspect.
L’album chevalet de bébé
THE BABY EASEL ALBUM
Collective work

To keep memories and photos, month by
month, of the first year of Baby. A nice
frame that stands up, in which you slip
one photo per month with, inside the
cover, with a 12-page album to fill about
his family, his first days, etc. and illustrate
with photos.
Hard cover with wire’o, format 30 x 23.5 cm,
32 pages; 100 illustrations; around
4,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 7125526

Soft cover, format 12.5 x 19.2 cm, 228 pages;
around 250,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 2033329

Les 100 questions que se posent
toutes les futures mamans
100 QUESTIONS EVERY MOTHER-TOBE ASKS
Collective work

FORTHCOMING
Mon bébé mois après mois
MY BABY, MONTH BY MONTH
24 detachable cards on which you stick the baby’s
photos to register his changes step by step.

Aurélie Surmely

A book that answers many questions asked by women
who would like no epidural: Can we be prepared to
pain, and how? Which positions do we have to adopt to
give birth? How can we recognize a contraction? Can
the future father help relieving the pain?
Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 192 pages; 250,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 7851208

Bientôt maman
MOTHER-TO-BE

Soft cover, format 12.5 x 19.2 cm, 228 pages;
20 illustrations ; 280,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Box code: 4260315

A friendly style to explain what’s happening to
mothers-to-be and how they can face all sorts of
situations…

FORTHCOMING

Est-ce que c’est normal si… ?
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT DELIVERY

Collective work

Hard cover with wire’o, 19.5 x 23.5 cm, 64 pages,
around 200 illustrations and 5,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 2121548

Accoucher sans péridurale
GIVE BIRTH WITHOUT AN EPIDURAL

The answers from professionals to the
questions that pregnant women ask:
pregnancy month-by-month, baby’s
development, mom’s well-being, day-today pregnancy activities, food…

L’Album bébé
THE BABY ALBUM
For writing down memories and keeping photos
from your baby’s first months. 26 themes,
30 animations.

				

La Boîte à trésors de bébé
BABY’S TREASURE BOX
Collective work

A pretty box that opens like a book with
a window to place a photo. Inside: a 16page notebook to keep baby’s souvenir;
4 drawers for Baby’s birth bracelet, hair
strand, milk teeth, first booties… and, on
one side, a large one to put his birthday
announcement, his nicest photos…
Board box, format 15.7 x 21 x 7 cm, including
5 drawers and a 16-page booklet.
Retail price: 17.95 €
Box code: 7128479

Les 100 questions que se posent
toutes les mamans
100 QUESTIONS EVERY MOTHER
ASKS

Vivre une grossesse épanouie
PREGNANT AND IN GOOD SHAPE

Collective work

The answers from professionals to the most
common questions about children from 0
to 3 years old : feeding; health (teething,
diseases); early childhood development
(sleeping, anger...).
Soft cover, format 12.5 x 19 cm,
224 pages; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.90 €
Book code: 3244482

Recettes pour bébé
BABY FOOD RECIPES
Guide des massages de bébé
THE GUIDE OF BABY MASSAGES

24 Calming Tales

Parenting
NEW

Childhood
Gardening
NEW

Acilio

et la branche d’olivier magique

Âge : de 5 à 8 ans.
Durée des petits exercices et dialogues thérapeutiques : 20 minutes.

T L’enfant, ici, doit s’identifier à Acilio, le petit garçon.

I

l était une fois… Acilio qui habitait seul avec sa maman, Véra,
à Monterrigioni en Toscane.
Tous les deux vivaient une
vie tranquille, rythmée par le
quotidien. L’école, les devoirs,
les courses à ranger dans la
cuisine, le bain, le dîner, une
histoire et au lit ! Acilio jouait
beaucoup au football avec ses
amis, et puis aussi dans le club
du village. Sa maman l’emmenait tous les mercredis s’entraîner, et tous les week-ends,
elle l’accompagnait lors des
rencontres avec les clubs des
villes voisines.

		

FORTHCOMING

P

Pour l’enfant qui vit avec un seul parent
et qui a tendance à oublier son rôle d’enfant,
ainsi que pour le parent parfois débordé
par le défi que représente la famille monoparentale.

100 règles d’or
de la pédagogie
Montessori
100 GOLDEN RULES
OF MONTESSORI
TEACHING

arfois, Acilio avait le droit d’inviter des copains dormir à la maison, et parfois, il avait
lui aussi le droit d’aller dormir chez eux ! Parfois, sa maman aussi invitait des amis
à dîner, parfois, elle demandait aussi à une baby-sitter de garder Acilio, le temps d’une
soirée, quelques heures, histoire d’aller au cinéma, ou pour souffler un peu. Acilio était
un petit garçon heureux, il ne manquait de rien. Cependant, il se demandait souvent
comment les choses se passeraient s’il y avait deux parents à la maison, au lieu d’un
seul… Il se disait que, peut-être, les choses seraient plus faciles pour sa maman – elle
aurait quelqu’un pour l’aider tout le temps à ranger les courses et vider le lave-vaisselle,
et pour le conduire aux compétitions de football le samedi ! Car parfois, c’est vrai, Véra
se sentait bien fatiguée. Et malgré tout, jamais elle n’oubliait le câlin du soir !

Pause 1 : vous pouvez entamer en douceur un dialogue avec votre enfant en lui posant ces
5
questions ou d’autres de votre choix tout en l’invitant à se détendre : « Et toi ? Quelles sont
min
les choses que tu fais tous les jours ? Est-ce que tu penses que c’est facile de s’occuper de
toi tout seul ? Est-ce que c’est facile, pour toi, de vivre avec un seul parent ? Parle-moi de la situation
que tu vis, de ce que tu ressens… En même temps que tu me racontes, masse doucement avec le bout
de ton plus grand doigt de la main droite un point au milieu de ta poitrine, tu fais de tout petits cercles
dessus, dans un sens puis dans l’autre. Et écoute la suite de l’histoire… »

U

n matin, alors qu’Acilio prenait son petit-déjeuner, il regardait sa mère, qui avait les
yeux dans le vague, le nez dans sa tasse de café… Elle contemplait le jour qui se
levait. Acilio l’observait et il se mit à penser qu’elle avait l’air un peu triste. Est-ce qu’elle
l’était ? Elle seule aurait pu le dire !
« Acilio, Finis ton petit-déjeuner tu veux bien ? Il faut que je t’emmène à l’école ce
matin, et puis ce soir tu as ton entraînement de foot, et j’ai un milliard de choses à faire
aujourd’hui – je ne veux pas qu’on soit en retard… »

V

oilà ! C’était ça ! Elle était débordée, et certainement qu’elle ne savait pas comment
faire pour tout faire tenir dans une seule journée. Pauvre maman ! Acilio se mit alors à
réfléchir et à engloutir ses tartines et son chocolat chaud. Il fallait qu’il trouve une solution
pour aider sa mère. Il avait toute la journée devant lui pour y penser. Mais pour l’heure,
il fallait agir ! Lorsque sa mère descendit l’escalier pour attraper les clés de la voiture et son
manteau, Acilio l’attendait près de la porte d’entrée, avec toutes ses affaires, il s’était brossé
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Raconte-moi… 24 contes
thérapeutiques pour rassurer
son enfant dans un monde
qui change
ONCE UPON A TIME…
24 CALMING TALES TO REASSURE
CHILDREN IN A CHANGING
WORLD
Gilles Diederichs

24 original calming tales to help children
ages 3 to 7 go to bed. Each story meets
some of the questions a child may have
to face in his family (divorce, birth,
death…) and in everyday life: being
different, mockeries due to overweight,
violence of others… each tale includes
pauses with various little exercises to
help the child relax and a final dialogue
to let him express himself freely.

Il était une fois…
24 contes thérapeutiques
ONCE UPON A TIME…
24 CALMING TALES

Frère et sœur.
De la complicité à la rivalité
SIBLINGS: FROM RIVALRY TO LOVING BOND

Gilles Diederichs

It is possible to move from jealousy and rivalry
to agreement, solidarity, mutual support and
assistance with brothers and sisters. The book
explains that avoiding trouble getting along
depends on the way we deal with it, shows how
to change the family atmosphere and love one
another.

24 relaxing bedtime tales to help
children aged 3 to 7 to go to sleep.
Each story helps the child face his
problems (understand his parents,
overcome fear of abandonment,
face harassment…) and gives
advice to the parents.
Soft cover, format 19.5 x 23.5 cm,
160 pages; around 130 illustrations;
165,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 6777273

Nina Bataille

Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 176 pages;
220,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 6144739

Soft cover, format 19.5 x 23.5 cm, 160 pages;
130 illustrations; 190,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 8761949

NEW

			

Les trucs magiques des super mamans
SUPER MOMS’ MAGIC TIPS
Sophie Nanteuil

The antidote to a nervous breakdown! A hundred of tips and tricks
that moms use to overcome their daily challenges with kids: fear of
the dark, delay at school, temper the fits and tantrums, refusal of
showering… 6 parts: sleep, autonomy, hygiene, kindergarten and
school, food, emotions.

		Soft cover, format 16.8 x 22 cm, 128 pages; 250 illustrations, 90,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.95 €
Book code: 1665193
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FORTHCOMING
Les trucs magiques
des super papas
SUPER DADS’ MAGIC TIPS
Le burnout des mères
MOTHERS’ BURN-OUT

L’Enfant arc-en-ciel
INITIATE YOUR CHILD TO THE
MONTESSORI PEDAGOGY
Gilles Diederichs

The basics of Montessori pedagogy, the
way to integrate it into daily life, and about
100 activities, focused on Montessori learning
(based on children’s autonomy and respect of
the environment), on well-being and on motor
functions.
Soft cover, format 14.5 x 20.5 cm, 224 pages; around
100 illustrations; 230,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 4945284

The Montessori pedagogy
principles are presented
but the book also puts
forwards applications to
babies and toddlers and
the way to plan the house
layout.
L’éducation positive
en questions
QUESTIONING
POSITIVE EDUCATION
Béatrice Kammerer

If positive education
appears nowadays as
a “must-do” in the
relationship between
parents and children,
it adds to the women’s
load mostly of well-todo background. As it is
becoming the new rule,
it is time to ask questions
about it in order to make
parents as happy as their
children!
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The Keys of Positive Education

Parenting
NEW

Collection Les clés de l’éducation positive
SERIES : THE KEYS OF POSITIVE EDUCATION
To comfort parents in a positive attitude and let them undertand their children’s behavior, help them, remedy to each difficult situation. Each title gives practical advice and exercises to practice with the whole family.
Soft cover, format 16.8 x 22 cm, 80 pages. 30 to 90 illustrations, 120 to 140,000 characters.
Retail price: 5.95 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

FORTHCOMING
Aider un
enfant à gérer
ses émotions
HELP A CHILD
MANAGE
EMOTIONS

		

		

Aider son enfant à développer
sa confiance en lui
HELP YOUR CHILD BE SELF-CONFIDENT
Dr Corinne Roerig

Self-confidence is an important matter for
the child’s development. The book focuses on
26 common situations of lack of confidence:
sadness, feeling of inferiority, lack of
autonomy… and gives playful and concrete
solutions: role games, diary, relaxation…
Book code: 4466757

		

Aider son enfant à se recentrer
et à revenir au calme
HELP YOUR CHILD CONCENTRATE
& CALM DOWN

Poser des limites et se faire obéir
en douceur
SET LIMITS & MAKE THE CHILD OBEY
GENTLY

Laura Caldironi

Nina Bataille

A remedy to the child’s lack of concentration.
The way to organize the hyperactive child’s
day by creating playful and interactive
activities, face outside situations to calm him
down by giving him a mission, master his
emotions and concentrate…

Theoretical framework, tips, tricks and advice
to establish a communication atmosphere. The
way for parents to express what they want in
a positive way, and for the child to understand
better and obey more… The drawings, full of
humor, defuse situations.

Book code: 4466136

Book code: 2727874

NEW

NEW
Ces phrases à ne jamais dire
à son enfant
SENTENCES TO AVOID WITH
CHILDREN
Natacha Deery

In order to communicate clearly and
positively with a child, don’t mock
him, let him feel guilty, compare him
to other members of the family or
take him as witness of conflicts, let
him fear to face others, ashame or
minimize him…everywhere and with
every one…
Book code: 8719505

		
Aider son enfant à bien dormir!
HELP YOUR CHILD SLEEP WELL
F. Corre-Montagu, J. Adrien

The basic knowledge about the sleep and its
mechanisms, the most common problems
children encounter (difficulty to go to bed, bed
wetting, fear of darkness, nightmares) and the
way to remedy. For each problem, a solution
easy to apply in daily life.
Book code: 1922019

NEW
Aider son enfant à grandir
avec Montessori
HELP YOUR CHILD GROW UP
THANKS TO THE MONTESSORI
PEDAGOGY
M. Schneider, S. Nanteuil

In the first part, dedicated to
parents, the bases of the Montessori
pedagogy: children awakening
and acquisition of autonomy. Then
30 stimulating and easy activities to
do at home: in the living room, the
bedroom, the kitchen, at the garden
or on the balcony…
Book code: 1921773

Intelligences multiples :
révéler les talents de son
enfant
INTELLIGENCE IS MULTIPLE :
REVEALING YOUR CHILD’
SKILLS
Albane de Beaurepaire

Among the 8 types of intelligence
identified (spatial, personal,
interpersonal, kinesthesic, naturalist,
verbal, mathematical and logical,
musical and rhythmic) each child has
his own. This book helps parents be
conscious of their children’s richness
and encourage them.
Book code: 1612238

Mon enfant a
du caractère
MY CHILD HAS
A STRONG
CHARACTER
Mon enfant
n’aime pas
l’école
MY CHILD
DOESN’ LIKE TO
GO TO SCHOOL
Mon aîné
est jaloux
MY ELDER
CHILD IS
JEALOUS
Mon cahier
Montessori
0-3 ans
MY
MONTESSORI
NOTEBOOK
FOR TODDLERS
AGED 0 TO 3.

Self-Help
NEW

Live Better
NEW

			
Anxiété, douleurs, insomnies…Vos
problèmes vous veulent du bien
ANXIETY, ACHES, INSOMNIAS… YOUR
LITTLE PROBLEMS ARE YOUR BEST
FRIENDS!
Valérie Roumanoff

Anxiety, stress, insomnia send us messages of
something hiding behind the symptom. The author
created a method using self-hypnosis to help
you determine what’s really wrong. Thanks to
her 10 self-hypnosis lessons to download and to
the examples taken from her experience, selfunderstanding will be easier and will help you cure.

Gardening
NEW

			
S.U.P.E.R. MOI
I AM S.U.P.E.R.

NEW

Nathalie Lefèvre

This notebook to fill-in is a writing book that gives
the keys, the necessary steps and the rules in order
to gain self-confidence, achieve long-term projects
and be fulfilled and in harmony with your SELF.
Soft cover, format 15 x 20 cm, 176 pages. 6 illustrations,
approx.. 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 7598002

Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 240 pages.
250,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 2854653

			

			
C’est décidé, je m’épouse !
THAT’S IT, I’M MARRYING MYSELF!

Ewa Brandt
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We spend a large part of our life seeking in others’
eyes an acceptance of ourselves. Let’ stop ruining
our life with this inner criticism! Through step-bystep exercises, learn how to accept yourself as you
are, for better or worse…
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 180 pages.
170,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 6941035

NEW

Et si le bonheur c’était les autres ?
WHAT IF HAPPINESS WAS THE OTHER
PEOPLE?
Christophe Carré

Social psychology teaches us that our relations
with others have an impact on our health, personal
balance and life expectancy. This book proposes
tracks and tools to have more human relations,
free ourselves from the toxic ones and reinforce the
fragilized links.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 240 pages.
450,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.00 €
Book code: 8468052

NEW

		
M.O.I. – Mon cahier d’écriture thérapie
M.Y.S.E.L.F. – MY WRITING THERAPY
NOTEBOOK

			

Ewa Brandt, Florence Davoust

		
Se libérer de son moi toxique
FREE FROM YOUR TOXIC INNER SELF
Marie-Estelle Dupont

Learn how to identify and fight your inner enemy.
Go through each field of your life, know more about
your traumas and reframe your thoughts and think
positive…
Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 224 pages;
295,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.90 €
Book code: 7478580

This interactive writing book helps you know yourself
better, find new inner resources and most of all make
peace with your SELF: identity, past, job, activities…
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 128 pages;
83,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 3599528

FORTHCOMING
Body positive
I LIKE MY BODY AS IT IS
Fashion always presents very slim models that we
are supposed to imitate to wear the same clothes.
But we aren’t and end up with complexes. This book
explains how to live in harmony with our body.

Mister Happiness
MISTER HAPPINESS
Arnaud Collery

Arnaud Collery is a multifaceted coach for about
a hundred companies such as Cartier, the UNO,
Novartis… He made happiness his job, and
participated in several TedX conferences. He
suggests in this book a thousand ways to reinvent
ourselves and transform our lives.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 180 pages.
230,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.00 €
Book code: 3591868

			
Les Gens heureux ont toujours un plan B
HAPPY PEOPLE ALWAYS HAVE PLAN B
Laurence Bourgeois

Prepare the future to enjoy the present. Face the
day-to-day hazards, take enlightened decisions
adapted to yourself, stack all the odds in your favor
to start again in case of fail and seize the day are the
lessons given by this human resources professional.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 260 pages.
210,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 6939804
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Self-Help
NEW

Manage Your Life
NEW

		
La Charge mentale des
femmes… et des hommes
WOMEN’S MENTAL LOAD (AND
MEN’S ONE)
Aurélia Schneider

Women’s mental overload is a global
issue. Psychiatrist Anna Schneider
shares her experience in spotting,
managing and preventing the nervous
breakdown or burn-out linked to
overloading situations.
Soft cover, format 13 x 20.5 cm, 220 pages.
250,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 3948485

NEW

		
Sunday, Monday, Happy Days
SUNDAY, MONDAY, HAPPY DAYS
Sarah Allart

A feel-good book of which you are the
hero ! 101 science-inspired experiments
to take on self-compassion, let go, get
a deep breath of nature, master the art
of pretending, have a go on the « slow
attitude »… These small actions can
make a big difference in your life.
Soft cover, format 17 x 21 cm, 368 pages.
490,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.00 €
Book code: 3595437

NEW

Gardening
NEW

		

NEW

		

		

30 jours pour changer de vie
30 DAYS TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE

Bienheureuse solitude
BLISSFUL SOLITUDE

Anna Austruy

Helen Monnet

Evaluate what’s right and what’s wrong
in your life and break down the barriers
to feel better with this 30-day action
plan to reach your goals. Efficient and
personalized advice and practical tips
given by a professional coach and group
worshop leader ;

In our digital and social network society,
solitude is often scary because we
mistake solitude with isolation. Discover
the inner strength of a fully accepted
solitude, that is a positive source of
creativness and a way or redefining
yourself in an authentic and original way.

Soft cover with flaps, format 16.8 x 22 cm,
192 pages. 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 7124909

Soft cover, format 13 x 20.5 cm, 220 pages.
280,000 characters.
Retail price: 16.90 €
Book code: 1562696

Soft cover, format 14 x 22.5 cm, 224 pages.
260,000 characters.
Retail price: 18.00 €
Book code: 8846096

NEW

NEW

FORTHCOMING

Les Secrets des meilleurs
orateurs
THE BEST SPEAKERS’ SECRETS
Michel Levy-Provençal

After having trained lots of speakers,
Michel Levy-Provençal, founder and
manager of TEDx Paris, has set tools
on how to prepare a speech, visually
illustrate words and stage a performance
of excellency.

La puissance de l’intuition
THE POWER OF INTUITION
Helen Monnet

		

		
Le Boulot qui cache la forêt
WHEN YOUR JOB IS TAKING OVER
YOUR LIFE
Mickaël Mangot

At times when work is disrupted by a
number of social changes, happiness
economics and a dose of psychology will
help you put work back into the place
where it should be and restore it as a
vehicle of fulfillment.
Soft cover, format 14 x 22.5 cm,
240 pages.440,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.95 €
Book code: 4876251

Comment cultiver son
intelligence émotionnelle
HOW TO DEVELOP YOUR
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Gilles Corcos, Corinne Vilder

Emotional intelligence helps you to
mobilize expertise, skills, knowledge,
sensory perceptions, to face efficiently
pression and ebbs and flows from the
surroundings. Relational, sensorial,
artistic, it is an essential asset to succeed
in professional life as well as in social life.
Soft cover, 12.5 x 19 cm, 192 pages;
250,000 characters
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 2154213

Moins c’est mieux
LESS IS BETTER
Latifa Gallo

If happiness was about being instead of
having, adopting minimalism, reducing
your consumption and your belongings
to the essential : less material, quality of
relationship, relaxed mind and slowing
down are the key words on the road to
happiness…
Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 192 pages.
220,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 3147735

		
Les Clés de l’intelligence
amoureuse
THE KEYS TO LOVE INTELLIGENCE
Florentine d’Aulnois-Wang

An invitation to look at your couple and
practical tools to move from crisis stage
to full connection. 13 principles inspired
from the positive psychology and the
neurosciences and 13 rituals, to do on
your own or with someone, to turn your
relation to positive.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 224 pages.
260,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 6943003

We need to accept that intuition is a
kind of burried knowledge that might be
fruitful. Tips and methods to let grow our
sixth sense…
Penser comme un mentaliste
THINK LIKE A MENTALIST
Rémi Larrousse

A mentalist’s secret to swarth your
brain’s traps. Learn how to decipher its
functioning to gain efficiency. With tips
and exercises for everyday.
365 jours pour retrouver son
âme d’enfant
365 DAYS TO FIND AGAIN YOUR
INNER CHILD
Christie Vanbremeersch

Exercises, drawings, lists, little
challenges to be reconnected with
your child’s spirit and increase your joy,
creativity, spontaneity and dare more.
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Self-Help

Relaxation

Yoga
& Massages
Gardening

NEW

NEW

60 Massages minute
partout & pour tous
INSTANT MASSAGES
FOR ALL & EVERYWHERE
Joël Savatofski

Méditer pour être heureux
MEDITATE IN MUSIC AND FEEL WELL
Stella Delmas

Music as well-being therapy, with exercises of relaxation and meditation
linked with music and nature sounds. 2 CDs are included : 12 classic music
pieces in various styles, soft or full of energy ; 12 nature sounds as singing
birds, trees rustling under the wind, soft flowing stream…
Hard cover, format 19.5 x 23.5 cm, 160 pages. 80 illustrations, 180,000 characters.
Retail price: 29.95 €
Book code: 4067064

NEW
100 méditations minute
100 MEDITATIONS BY THE MINUTE
Stella Delmas

A little book to let each one meditate everywhere
without spending a lot of time: between 5 and
15 minutes maximum. Guided and progressive
exercises to breathe, observe your thoughts, listen to
your emotions; inspiring photos and quotes.
Hard cover, format 12 x 12 cm, 128 pages..
Retail price: 5.95 €
Book code: 7630495

FORTHCOMING
Mieux vivre avec l’EFT
LIVE BETTER WITH EMOTIONAL FREEDOM TECHNIQUES
On the body, there are centers by which energy is circulating. Press on
them can release stress, eliminate traumatisms…
Bien dormir
HOW TO SLEEP WELL
How to overcome insomnia.

60 massages for the whole body to do
by yourself or with others. Five parts:
everywhere at home; at the office;
during transport or holiday; with friends
(feet massage for 3, slow massage).
Integra cover, 14.5 x 19 cm, 160 pages; 		
160 drawings; 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 6588911

Collection Petits cahiers du bien-être
SERIES : THE LITTLE WELL-BEING NOTEBOOKS
A practical approach with plenty of exercises and advice…on strong
well-being topics.
Soft cover stappled, format 16.8 x 22 cm, 64 pages.
120 to140,000 characters.
Retail price: 5.95 €

NEW
Yoga attitude
YOGA ATTITUDE
Mathilde Piton

Yoga practice is a way of living limiting
stress, fatigue, sleeping troubles: to start
the day, relax your body in all positions, find
energy when you are tired, care your belly,
be your pregnancy companion.

Auto-massages express
INSTANT SELF-MASSAGES
Janine Bharucha

A smart and innovative guide to use
all the idle situations, stopped at a red
traffic light, stuck in a lift, in front of the
TV… to practice easy little gestures to
relax and feel well. 50 self-massages are
detailed step-by-step, from the top of
the head to the tip toes.

95 illustrations, 75,000 characters.
Book code: 3143907

NEW
Yoga pour méditer
YOGA MEDITATION

Integra cover, 13 x 17.1 cm, 96 pages,
around 70 drawings, around
75,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.90 €
Book code: 0999992

Mathilde Piton

Soft positions (yin yoga, stretching exercises)
and meditation exercises to be peaceful and
self-listening. Yoga bases, methods to let-itgo and relax, meditation for inner peace.
70 illustrations, 130,000 characters approx.
Book code: 2944249

Yoga sur mesure
YOGA WHEN YOU WANT
Claire Armange, Julie Banville

Certified yoga teachers in Canada,
the authors propose short sessions to
practice yoga all day long: at work;
when traveling; at home; before or
after practicing sport; after a trauma,
a disease, a loss… The exercises are
illustrated step-by-step with focus on the
benefits of the posture.
Soft cover with flaps, 18.8 x 23.5 cm, 		
160 pages; 275 photos; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 3688982

NEW
Yoga des yeux
EYES YOGA
Isabelle Ramuz

The eyes control the internal biological
rhythms, eliminate the negative
emotions…40 exercises and cares to make
at home or at work to release fatigue, calm
down and relax.
65 illustrations, 130,000 characters approx.
Book code: 2946107
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Brain Training

Self-help
NEW

Collection Carnets d’exercices

Body Training
Gardening

NEW

NEW

NEW

SERIES : BRAIN-TRAINING EXERCISES
Over 90 games with 3 levels of difficulty with, for each
one, the aim of the game and the brain skills involved.
Soft cover, format 19 x 9 cm, 160 pages.
Retail price: 5.95 €

NEW

24 heures dans votre cerveau
24 HOURS INSIDE YOUR BRAIN
Erwan Deveze

Through the example of Lea, mum of
two children, a general overview of
what makes life to understand what
			
Mes exercices gym cerveau
happens in the brain and suggest
MY BRAIN-TRAINING EXERCISES
Monique Le Poncin Séac’h
adapted responses or strategies.
Soft cover, format 14 x 22.5 cm.
Logic tests, number series, observatio, words
224 pages, 300,000 characters.
reconstruction to ldevelop erception ability, verbal
Retail price: 17.00 €
understanding, delayed memory…
			

182 illustrations, 70,000 characters.
Book code: 2034470

Mes exercices gym mémoire
MY MEMORY-TRAINING EXERCISES
Dr Bernard Croisille

To use all the types of memory: visual, semantic, episodic,
logic…Brain skills involved : concentration, visual
observation, mental imagery, association ability…
170 illustrations, 65,000 characters.
Book code: 2035332

NEW

La Memory Box
THE MEMORY BOX
Fabien Olicard

		

		

Each day, take a card with a
question. If you answer it, put
the card apart. If you fail, put
the card again in the case and
continue until there are no more
cards in the case. The repetition
of the same question helps your
long-term memory to work…
Box, format 11 x 16 x8 cm. With :
25 flash cards, a 64-page booklet.
31,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 2946503

Book code: 3591253

Mon programme
Gym cerveau
MY BRAIN WORKOUT
PROGRAMM
Monique Le Poncin Séac’h

In over 100 games, a brain training
program to boost your brain power
and activate the dormant part of it
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm,
160 pages; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 5305259

600 tests pour booster
vos neurones
600 TESTS TO GIVE YOUR
BRAIN A BOOST
Sandra Lebrun, Loïc Audrain

Test yourself on verbal ability, digital
skills, logic, mental arithmetic,
memory, etc.
Soft cover, format 14.8 x 22 cm,
256 pages; around 165,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 8082422

Le Krav-maga au féminin
KRAV-MAGA FOR WOMEN.
THE SELF-DEFENSE GUIDE
Alexandrine

A living experience. Method and
advice to start practicing KravMaga. Its importance for a woman.
The techniques and body care,
but also the self-confidence and
well-being this self-defense sport
brings you.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm.
224 pages, 270 photos or illustrations ;
115,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 1605910

100 tests pour entraîner
sa mémoire
100 TESTS OF MEMORY
TRAINING

		
Je cours mon premier
marathon
RUNNING MY FIRST
MARATHON
Anne&Dubndidu

The complete guide to running your
first marathon : how to choose the
adapted equipment, get prepared
(race choice, tips notebook, running
schedule and training…), take care
of your body before, during and after
the race, know what to eat…
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm.
224 pages, 200 illustrations,
250,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 4476355

Ma gym express
QUICK GYMNASTICS
Véronique Schapiro-Chatenay

Short exercises focused on every
part of the body: posture; stretching
by working on the feet, the basin,
the head, the shoulders and the
breath; training all day long to get
muscles. 30 exercises that associate
several postures or on specific zones:
abdominal, leg muscles…
Soft cover, 18.3 x 23.5 cm, 144 pages;
over 150 drawings; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.90 €
Book code: 7222295

`

Dr Bernard Croisille

Games to test, exercise and
stimulate memory in its various
forms: episodic, visual, semantic…
Soft cover, 18.3 x 23.5 cm, 128 pages;
around 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 7.95 €
Book code: 7354492

FORTHCOMING
La Méthode Iceman
THE ICEMAN METHOD
Take benefits of the effect of cold
by swimming in freezing waters and
discover the power of your body on
your spirit.

La Magie du running
RUNNING IS MAGIC!
Anne Dubndidu

The way to become a running fan.Four
parts: how to start in good conditions
(rhythm, steps, pleasure); body cares
(exercises, stretching, hydrating);
persistence (motivation, selfsurpassing); overcoming the limits.
Soft cover, 14 x 20.5 cm, 224 pages,
150 illustrations; 280,000 characters.
Retail price: 13.50 €
Book code: 2406057

Micro Gym
GYM EXERCISES EVERYWHERE
Véronique Schapiro-Chatenay

A program, based on short exercises,
easy to fit in a personal time
schedule: in your bed; under the
shower; when brushing your teeth;
going to work; in the lift. With advice
on ways to relax, postures to avoid...
Integra cover, 12 x 17.1 cm,
96 pages; over 70 drawings;
75,000 characters
Retail price: 7.90 €
Book code: 2633435
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Self-Help

Health

NEW

NEW

Green
Life
Gardening

NEW

		
		
Fabriquer sa lessive,
son dentifrice…
MAKE YOUR OWN LAUNDRY SOAP
Régine Quéva

50 foolproof recipes to make cleaning
products for yourself, your home, pets,
garden and car.
Hard cover with wire’o, format
19.5 x 23.7 cm. 128 pages, 120,000 char.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 7365112

FORTHCOMING
Je fabrique mes produits
de beauté
I MAKE MY OWN COSMETICS

Homéopathie pratique
PRACTICAL HOMEOPATHY
Dr Véronique Baumann

Une année pleine d’idées
CREATIVE IDEAS FOR
THE WHOLE YEAR
Anna Austruy, Catherine Delprat, Anne
Loiseau

Month by month, pick up ideas of
activities to practice at home, in the
garden or in nature. At Spring, learn how
to grow seeds. Plan jars for Summer. In
Autumn, reuse old garment...
Hard cover with wire’o, format
19.5 x 23.7 cm. 128 pages,
120,000 characters.
Retail price: 22.95 €
Book code: 2944406

A comprehensive guide for the
whole family to cure everyday
aches, pains and diseases : how to
use homeopathy ; your homemade
homeopathic pharmacy ; 100
diseases (allergies, circulatory, skin,
dental, digestive troubles, pregnancy
issues…) and their remedies
Soft cover, format 12.5 x 19 cm.
288 pages, 370,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 2910269

200 aliments santé
200 HEALTHY FOODS
Good health, well-being,
punch… Eat better to
live better! The best
foods by category, their
virtues, how to find
and keep them, the
research…
Soft cover, 14 x 22 cm,
448 pages; around
800,000 characters.
Retail price: 16.90 €
Book code: 7989046

Herbier des plantes qui guérissent
THE HEALING PLANTS HERBARIUM
François Couplan, Gérard Debuigne

100 medicinal plants and danger-free remedies to
relieve little pains.
Hard cover, format 22.5 x 29.7 cm, 224 pages; 240 illustrations;
350,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 6396106

FORTHCOMING
Guide de la santé globale
GLOBAL HEALTH GUIDE
Valérie and Olivier Broni

Meditation, Emotional Freedom Techniques, energetic
psychology… taking in account our natural resources to
increase our health level rather than cure afterwards our
diseases.
Je fabrique mes produits de beauté
et santé I MAKE MY OWN COSMETICS
& HEALTH PRODUCTS

Green life
GREEN LIVING

La Bible Larousse des secrets
de nos grand-mères
THE BIBLE OF GRANDMAS’
TIPS & SECRETS

Victoria Arias

Martina Krcmar

Vegetarian cooking recipes, home
caring tips (for cleaning, depolluting
plants), well-being exercises, herbal teas,
additive-free beauty products…

Over 1,500 recipes, remedies, tips for
home, health, cooking, DIY, gardening,
animals… The ancient but efficient
know-hows.

Soft cover, format 21 x 25.7 cm, 256 pages;
220,000 characters.
Retail price: 16.95 €
Book code: 3551842

Hard cover, format 19 x 25,5 cm, 416 pages;
1,000 illustrations; 600,000 characters.
Retail price: 22.95 €
Book code: 7354024

150 super aliments
pour votre santé
150 HEALTHY SUPERFOODS
Rachel Frély

From Apricot to Yogurt,
100 superfoods, antioxidant, fiber or
vitamin-rich, anti-cancer to preserve
health. For each one: nutrient
intakes, glycemic index, health
benefits and contraindications.
Soft cover, 17 x 24 cm, 224 pages;
420,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 7029880

200 plantes
qui guérissent
200 HEALING
PLANTS
200 medicinal plants
either to pick up or buy
from the herbalist’s
that help cure every
complaint : focus on the
current research, use.
Soft cover, 14 x 22 cm,
448 pages, 220 illustrations;
650,000 characters.
Retail price: 16.90 €
Book code: 8066825

Régine Quéva

How to make easily, with common ingredients,
cosmetic and health products.
100 gestes écolo qui vont changer
les choses - GREEN ATTITUDE
100 gestures to preserve the planet and take care of
our life and environment.
Challenge Green attitude : 100 jours
pour protéger l’environnement
100 DAYS TO PROTECT ENVIRONMENT
Challenge bonheur : 100 jours pour être
heureux - 100 DAYS TO FIND HAPPINESS
Green Infusions - HERBAL TEAS
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Collection Les Petits inratables

jardin

Easy gardening for beginners based on a visuel approach.
On the right page, the plant itself. On the left pages, photos
of the material needed and step-by-step presentation.

Green Déco – 50 projets verts à réaliser
50 FOOLPROOF VEGETAL DECORATION
PROJECTS

Soft cover, format 18.5 x 23.5 cm, 96 pages. Around
250 illustrations.
Retail price: 9.95 €

NEW

50 plantes anti vis-à-vis
50 SCREENING PLANTS
Caroline Géneau

SERIES: LITTLE FOOPROOF GARDENING

		

NEW

NEW

50 plants to create a natural screen
for privacy: climbing and/or odorous,
such as: bucket bamboos, conifers,
hedges with shrubs to attract birds and
butterflies, trees with deciduous or ever
green foliage. For each one: description,
plantation advice…
Soft cover, format 16.8 x 22 cm, 128 pages;
160 illustrations; 190,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 1640206

Catherine Delvaux

Vegetal decoration objects: pots, window
boxes, hanging of flowers, sorted by seasons. For
each scene: “ingredients” visually represented,
seeding period, step-by-step indications for the
implementation, photo of the scene and advice for
the plant care.
Soft cover with flaps, format 19 x 25.5 cm, 160 pages;
around 400 illustrations; around 100,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 3553564

Jardins de verre
THE ART OF TERRARIUMS

Catherine Delvaux

Over 100 illustrated ideas of gardens, terrariums
or small gardens, sorted by season and presented
in double-page. On the left page: plants
photographed, container, soil, planting period,
making of step-by-step; on the right one, a full-page
photo and maintenance tips.
Hard cover, format 19 x 25.5 cm, 256 pages;
750 illustrations; 250,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 3553564

Mon carré potager
au fil des mois
MY SQUARE FOOT
VEGGIE GARDEN
Catherine Delvaux

What to do, organized
month-by-month. With a
catalogue.
Book code: 6881082

Faites poussser
des protéines
GROW PROTEINS
Xavier Mathias, François
Couplan

Book code: 8679891

Kali Vermès

		
		
Potager en pots
inratable
FOOLPROOF
VEGETABLE
GARDENING IN POTS
Philippe Asseray

100 projets jardins inratables
100 FOOLPROOF PLANTING PROJECTS

FORTHCOMING

30 planting projects
adapted to pots or window
boxes for balconies or
terraces and following the
seasons, such as: tomato,
basil, salads, climbing
beans…
80,000 characters.
Book code: 7363881

		
		
Faites des bébés
plantes
GROW BABY PLANTS
Philippe Ferret

25 foolproof ways to
multiply plants, such as:
interior plants (cactus,
orchids), perennial plants
(with tufts to divide),
bushes (rose tree), aromatic
or vegetable plants…

Terrariums are a new and trendy topic
in gardening. Kali Vermès, altogether
a photographer and a garden designer,
presents 15 wonderful creations in detail.
For each one: opening in double page,
richly illustrated sketches as well as focus
on the plants used, advice on the place
to put the terrarium, gardening tips,
watering… At the end: the stages of the
making-of illustrated step-by-step, the
plants used, the watering technique.
Hard cover, format 21 x 26 cm, 160 pages;
around 300 illustrations; around
150,000 characters
Retail price: 22.95 €
Book code: 2384041

85,000 characters.
Book code: 7602310

Petit Larousse des techniques
du jardinage
PETIT LAROUSSE OF GARDENING
TECHNIQUES
Serge Schall

A visual encyclopedia completely
dedicated to the technical gestures,
presented step by step.
Hard cover, format 19.5 x 23.5 cm, 384 pages;
1,500 drawings and photos; 450,000 characters
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 3724268

Le Renouveau
du potager
THE VEGGIE GARDEN
REVIVAL
Serge Schall

Choose unusual
vegetables, of old
varieties or less
employed.
Book code: 6893875

Réussir son potager
avec la Lune
SUCCEED IN
CULTIVATING
YOUR VEGETABLES
ACCORDING TO THE
MOON
Serge Schall

Book code: 6947927

Des fruitiers
heureux!
HAPPY FRUIT TREES!
Serge Schall

Book code: 6893875

Nature
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NEW

Le livre de bord du potager
THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
LOGBOOK
Nicolas Larzillière

A playful and practical notebook
to record one full year of vegetable
gardening. 8 thematic tabs: planning
month by month, follow-up sowing and
seed stock, veggie garden plan, natural
treatments, tips, weather, flowering
and fructification dates to measure the
climate disruption.
			
Hard cover, format 22.5 x 29.7 cm,
160 pages; 60 illustrations;
75,000 characters.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 8726762

NEW

NEW

Plantes sauvages et comestibles
WILD PLANTS TO PICK UP AND EAT
Mon herbier du potager à colorier
MY VEGETABLE HERBARIUM TO COLOR
Collective work

40 magnificent detachable botanic plates of vegetables
and herbs to color or paint. These ancient species found
around 1850 such as yellow onion, Sikkim long cucumber,
cardoon, “capucienenbaard” from Brussels… are
precisely identified (Latin name, description…)
Hard cover, format 22.5 x 29.7 cm, 72 pages; 40 illustrations,
20,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 3637309

		
		
Mini potager, maxi
récoltes
MINI VEGETABLE GARDEN,
MAXI CROP!

Mon premier potager en
permaculture
MY FIRST PERMACULTURE
VEGETABLE GARDEN

Nicolas Larzillière

Serge Schall

Maximise the growing space of
your small veggie garden: reduce
the spacing between plants, take
in account the growing speed,
the root types and companion
plants, useful for their natural
repellant character, grow
vertically, chain crop growing.

Even a small ground
is convenient to apply
permaculture. To design it:
observe sunny and shadow
areas, wind, soil type, manage
interaction between plants,
recycling.... Mulch, watering,
green fertilizer, crop rotation,
composting are treated, the 40
most adapted plants presented.

Soft cover, format 16.8 x 22 cm,
96 pages; 150 illustrations;
95,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 7363266

Soft cover, format 18.3 x 23.5 cm,
144 pages; 180 illustrations;
200,000 characters
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 1638730

Mon herbier à
colorier
MY HERBARIUM TO
COLOR
Collective work

50 detachable botanic
plates to color or paint,
issued from the Larousse
picture base of flowers,
shrubs and wild plants. Soft

cover, format 22.5 x 28.5 cm,
128 pages; 20,000 characters.
Retail price: 10.95 €
Book code: 7294807

François Couplan

How to identify, use and choose edible
plants. The relationship between
humans and plants, traditional uses
all over the world, European plants
listed by surroundings, with answers
to questions such as: when to pick
them? where? how? how to cook them?
Precautions and advice.
Hard cover, format 18.3 x 23.5 cm, 416 pages;
800 illustrations; 800,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 2881652

Larousse des arbres
THE LAROUSSE OF TREES
Jacques Brosse

1,600 species of trees and shrubs. For
each one: the genera and family, the
physical characteristics, biology and
cultivation. For non-native species: the
story of their discovery and introduction
in the Western world. With a botanical
nomenclature, a summary table of the
classification, a glossary and two indexes.
Hard cover, format 19 x 28 cm, 576 pages;
around 1,000 drawings; 2,700,000 characters.
Retail price: 29.95 €
Book code: 7590004

L’Herbier des fleurs sauvages
THE WILD FLOWERS HERBARIUM
Pierre et Délia Vignes

In a luxury box, a book presenting 120 wild flowers among the most beautiful
and original. For each plant: description of the plant, botanic features, surprising
adaptations, use (cosmetics, medicine…). In addition 20 flower plates, reproduced in
high quality on soft touch paper.
Box: 24.5 x 32.6 x 4.1 cm. Box-set: a 256-page book and 20 photographic plates. Book: hard
cover, 22.5 x 29.7 cm, 120 illustrations; 360,000 characters.
Retail price: 39.95 €
Book code: 4119933
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Collection

Tu peux pas
comprendre, t’es pas un chat !

YOU CAN’T UNDERSTAND, YOU’RE NOT A CAT!
Aurélie Lemoine, Alice Zabée

Cats’ addicts will find in these photos funny panoramas of
cats and kitten’s’ lives and habits, commented with humor
and tenderness.
Le Petit Larousse des oiseaux
de France et d’Europe
FRENCH AND EUROPEAN BIRDS

Hard cover, format 18 x 15 cm, 250 to 300 photos.
Retail price: 12.50 €

Anne-Claire Gagnon

Frédéric Giguet

THE reference for learning how to identify
over 600 bird species: a bible for amateur
ornithologists and people fond of nature. The birds
have been photographed in nature. Three main
themes: understanding (biology, reproduction,
migrations); recognizing (257 species of passerins,
361 other species, classified in the traditional
order); observing (remarkable areas for observing
birds).
Hard cover, 19.5 x 23.5 cm, 416 pages, 1,000 illustrations;
800,000 characters.
Retail price: 26.90 €
Book code: 5666717

Soyez chat!
WISE & HAPPY LIKE A CAT

Tu peux pas
comprendre, t’es pas
un chat, vol. 1
YOU CAN’T
UNDERSTAND, YOU’RE
NOT A CAT! (VOL. 1)

Cats are happiness professors provided that we
observe them. 50 daily exercises inspired by cats’
art of living to have a better life.
Soft cover, format 14.8 x 21 cm, 128 pages;
35 illustrations; 114,000 characters.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 4866773

Book code: 8239700

Tu peux pas
comprendre, t’es pas
un chat, vol. 3
YOU CAN’T
UNDERSTAND, YOU’RE
NOT A CAT! (VOL. 3)
Book code: 6143014

Tout se joue avant un an !
THE FIRST YEAR IS CRUCIAL!
Dr Jean Cuvelier

A visual guide to understand in a glance how to
raise your puppy in a positive way. The basics
of dog training, the master’s qualities, what
you need to know, the positive training, step by
step...
Soft cover, format 21 x 25.7 cm, 256 pages;
500 illustrations; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 15.95 €
Book code: 7201097

Book code: 8793008

Tu peux pas
comprendre, t’es
pas un chat, vol. 2 –
Spécial chatons
YOU CAN’T
UNDERSTAND, YOU’RE
NOT A KITTEN!
(VOL. 2)

			

		
Une vie de (pa)chat
HOW TO LIVE ZEN & HAPPY WITH YOUR CAT!
Brigitte Bullard-Cordeau

Information, playful texts, games, quotations,
coloring... with ideas to live happy with your cat.
Soft cover, format 16.8 x 22 cm, 128 pages;
110 illustrations; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 7305890

NEW
Toopet – Tanguy et ses 39 bestioles
EXOTIC PETS
Tanguy

39 insects, reptiles, rodents, crustaceans easy to farm at home and amazing
to observe. For each animal: physical description, native land, behavior and
step-by-step information to set correctly his “home”, welcome the pet and
take care of it.
Soft cover with flaps, format 18 x 22 cm, 18 pages; 180 illustrations;

		 143,000 characters.

Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 2892202

General Knowledge

Society & Culture

Miscellaneous
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Collection Zapping
SERIES: MISCELLANEOUS
In thematic spreads organized in one or two double pages and 10 topics each, the essential information you need to know on a subject.
Each volume: soft cover, 19.5 x 23.5, 320 pages, around 600 illustrations and 150,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.95 €

NEW

NEW

		

NEW

		

NEW

		

		

Zapping des séries
MISCELLANEOUS OF TV SERIES

Zapping de l’histoire du monde
MISCELLANEOUS OF WORLD HISTORY

Zapping de la médecine
MISCELLANEOUS OF MEDICINE

Zapping de la musique
MISCELLANEOUS OF MUSIC

Philippe Moreau-Defarges

Léa Milsent

Gérard Denizeau

L. Juillier, M. Boissonneau, Q. Mazel, B. Campion

From Prehistory and the invention of writing
to the New World order, treated by a former
diplomat and teacher in Political Sciences and
international relationships, the evolution of the great
civilizations… 150 thematics, to help understand our
contemporary world and where does it come from…

The whole history of medicine: occidental and
oriental, alternative, online, psychiatry, new
pathologies, with topics such as: Are vaccins
dangerous? How does human body work? Will
connected objects help us have a better health?
Why do we speak about addiction mechanisms?
What are the real skills of our left brain?

By a musicologist, a complete panorama of music
history: periods, composers, interpreters, musical
genres, music evolution, popular music… Topics
such as: Did Prehistoric people new music? Why is
Gluck so important? What is an atonal music? Who
are the jazz main figures? What will be the music of
the future?

Series are nowadays a real society phenomenon.
They become each day more and more international,
diverse, original and of quality. They concern all
genres and their frontier with movies is less and less
visible. Secrets and anecdotes, for the whole range:
recent, cult, original, breathtaking…

Book code: 4870342

Book code: 7567358

Zapping de la culture générale
MISCELLANEOUS OF GENERAL KNOWLEDGE

		
Zapping des sciences
SCIENCE MISCELLANEOUS

Isabelle Fougère

Ivan Kiriow

Zapping de l’histoire des arts
MISCELLANEOUS OF ARTS HISTORY

		
Zapping du cinéma
CINEMA MISCELLANEOUS

Gérard Denizeau

A. Crippa, M. Boissonneau, Q. Mazel, B. Barbier

The main mythologies, the most important literary
movements, the major philosophy systems, the main
discoveries, the most incredible records, emblematic
artists, the key concepts of science… the essential about
art, literature, music, history, sport, sciences, geography…

150 topics of medicine, mathematics, astronomy,
biology, physics, chemistry…with answers to
questions such as: What is the numbers origin? How
do the different zones of the brain communicate?
What is the real role of the intestine?

The main movements in history of art, the most
impressive styles, emblematic artists, revolutionary
creations, the masterpieces of painting, sculpture,
architecture and music… Know the essential about
fine arts, music, cinema…

A panorama of worldwide cinema. Analysis of key
films and mythic scenes; information and anecdotes
about actors, directors, producers; focus on genres.
Topics such as: What were the 10 first speaking
movies? What are the main technical innovations?

Book code: 4876497

Book code: 7940990

Book code: 7292445

Book code: 3632273

Book code: 7564895

Book code: 3663902
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Collection Les 100
SERIES : ONE HUNDRED
100 amazing scenes presented in large format photos that we should admire at least once in our life time. Each one is briefly commented.
Hard cover, format 23 x 28 cm, 100 illustrations: 90 to 240,000 characters
Retail price: 19.95 €

NEW
Le Petit Larousse
de la culture générale
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT CULTURE
François Raynaert, Vincent Brocvielle

To learn everything you need to know at
the turn of the21st century: history and
social history, geography, philosophy,
literature, economy, sciences, arts,
citizenship, contemporary issues…
Soft cover, format 17 x 23.5 cm, 426 pages;
300 illustrations, 950,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 8918181

Le Paris des curieux
PARIS CURIOSITIES
Michel Dansel

Do you know why Parisian talk of
“grands boulevards”? In which part of
Paris we can find an underground city?
Far away from the official history, a new
Paris is revealed, district by district.
Soft cover, format 15.5 x 22. cm,
320 pages; 90 illustrations or drawings;
300,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 7566002

NEW

NEW

100 nouveaux lieux
à couper le souffle
100 NEW BREATHTAKING PLACES
Brice Gruet

Wild landscapes, strange or unknown :
just leave for an amazing world tour,
from the dizzingly high Machu Picchu
to the salt figures of Natron Lake, the
oasis of the Gobi desert or the Maldives
luminescent waves…
90,000 characters.
Book code: 1979615

Ces héros méconnus de l’histoire
THESE UNKNOWN HISTORICAL
HEROES

Vous allez aimer la musique
classique
FINALLY YOU WILL ENJOY
CLASSIC MUSIC

Luc Mary

Gérard Denizeau

They avoided a nuclear war, resisted,
saved Jews, announced, before it fell,
the fall of the Berlin War… Polish,
German, Japanese, Spanish, Russian,
Irish, revolutionaries, diplomats, soldiers,
spies, forgotten or unknown, they all
change the course of History.

Discover classic music easily and
pleasantly thanks to this book
presenting the major composers, their
masterpieces, the greatest interpreters
and the CD attached, that includes
100 music extracts. From Vivaldi, Bach
and Beethoven to Messiaen and the 20th
century music…

Soft cover, format 17 x 22.5 cm, 288 pages;
400,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.95 €
Book code: 7568219

Hard cover, format 19 x 23.5 cm, 240 pages;
Retail price: 19.90 €
Book code: 4350851

Les 100 œuvres d’art qu’il faut
avoir vues
100 AMAZING WORKS OF ART
Gérard Denizeau

100 exploits de l’extrême
100 EXTREME ATHLETIC FEATS
Pierre Auchatraire

100 masterpieces, from prehistory to
today such as: Lascaux Cave, Cnossos
Palace, Praxitele’s Aphrodite of Knidos,
Van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait, Monet’s
Impression, Sunrise, Warhol, Selfportrait… Every detail and technique is
explained in the presentation of the work.

Astonishing, surprizing, amazing:
100 exceptional sporting records are
illustrated by breathtaking photos. Flying
upon a volcano, surfing on the highest
waves of the world, diving under the
ice, crossing above the Grand Canyon
on a rope… An additional text provides
details about the record.

208 pages; 150,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 7149652

208 pages; 90,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 7925922

100 lieux
à couper le souffle
100 BREATHTAKING
PLACES
Collective work

Breathtaking photographies
of wonders of the world.
A short text, aside the
photo, locates the place and
explains the causes of such
a striking effect.
Hard cover, 23 x 28 cm,
128 pages, 100 illustrations;
82,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 3193105

Les 100 films qu’il faut
avoir vus
100 CULT MOVIES
OF ALL TIMES
Laurent Delmas

The 100 cult movies you should
have seen once in your life, such
as King Kong, Citizen Kane,
Tokyo Story, The Bicyle Thief, Los
Olvidados, The Piano, Kadosh,
Breaking the Waves…Stories,
music, mythic actors: they all
belong to our history!
216 pages; 240,000 characters.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 6956644

General Knowledge
Un siècle de mode
ONE CENTURY OF FASHION
Catherine Ormen

A chronological overview of the
most famous labels of haute couture:
French (Chanel, Dior), Spanish (Paco
Rabanne, Balenciaga), Japanese
(Kenzo, Issey Miyake), English
(Vivienne Westwood, Alexander Mac
Queen), Italian (Elsa Schiaparelli,
Valentino)...

Fashion

Depicted
Gardeningby Painting

Collection Expliqué par la peinture
SERIES : DEPICTED BY PAINTING
Around 50 historical, mythological or religious scenes that famous painters chose to illustrate in their
own way. The book reminds the scene (issued from texts) that inspired the painting and compares several
paintings to reveal the artist’s interpretation.
Hard cover, format 23 x 28 cm, around 80 illustrations and 300,000 characters
Retail price: 25.00 €

NEW

Petit Larousse 		
de l’histoire de l’art
PETIT LAROUSSE
OF ART HISTORY

Hard cover, 24 x 30 cm, 128 pages,
320 illustrations; 300,000 characters.
Retail price: 29.95 €
Book code: 3191382

Vincent Brocvielle

The history of art, from the origins
to present times, and a complete
overview of the new art forms.

All About Yves
YVES SAINT LAURENT,
STORY OF A GREAT FASHION
DESIGNER
Catherine Ormen

Yves Saint Laurent deeply marked
society by his haute couture
collections. This book, illustrated by
sketches and photos of models and
celebrities, tells his adventure from
childhood to today.
Hard cover, 25 x 30 cm, 128 pages,
200 illustrations; 180,000 characters.
Retail price: 45,00 €
Book code: 3177855

Léonard de Vinci
LEONARDO DA VINCI

		
Héros et légendes expliqués
par la peinture
HEROES AND LEGENDS
Gérard Denizeau

Heroes and legends offered painters a wonderful
opportunity to develop their imagination. King
Arthur, Ulysses, William Tell, Izanagi, Pangu,
Ragamala, Bahram, Quetzcacoatl and the Queen
of Saba are among the figures whose legends still
fascinate us.
320,000 characters.
Book code: 4062503

Animated book, hard cover, 23 x 29 cm,
128 pages, 300 illustrations;
300,000 characters.
Retail price: 29.95 €
Book code: 8199593

Gérard Denizeau

Around 50 scenes of the Greek and Roman
mythology illustrated by famous painters through
history: Caravaggio, Raphael, Brueghel, Ingres,
Goya, Picasso… An analysis altogether literary and
pictorial that stages gods, fantastic creatures, the
encounter between gods and humans and myths
relative to men (Icarus, Oedipus…).
Hard cover, format 23 x 28 cm, 224 pages;
320,000 characters.
Retail price: 25.00 €
Book code: 6271671

Gérard Denizeau

Nourished by nature, human body,
plants, birds’ fly observation,
Leonardo was a visionnaire. The
book focuses on his drawing
sketchbooks to reveal his methods,
ways of thinking and dreams.

La Mythologie expliquée par la peinture
MYTHOLOGY DEPICTED IN PAINTINGS

19.5 x 23.5 cm, 320 pages,
285 illustrations; around
430,000 characters.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 8020886

La Bible expliquée par la peinture
THE BIBLE DEPICTED BY PAINTING
Gérard Denizeau

Discover 50 Bible scenes, what they tell and the
interpretations given by the artists. With zoom effects
to decipher the painting.
Hard cover, 23 x 28 cm, 224 pages; around 80 illustrations;
302,000 characters.
Retail price: 25.00 €
Book code: 1351687

Petit Larousse des plus
grands chefs-d’œuvre
de la peinture
PETIT LAROUSSE OF THE
GREATEST PAINTING
MASTERPIECES
Collective work

A focus on history of painting, from
the origins to today, through 75 key
masterpieces.
19.5 x 23.5 cm, 320 pages,
260 illustrations; around
1,350,000 characters.
Retail price: 25.50 €
Book code: 5929625
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Essays

NEW

NEW

		
Gratuité vs Capitalisme. Propositions concrètes
pour une économie du bonheur
FREE OF CHARGE VERSUS CAPITALISM. A NEW ECONOMY
FOR HAPPINESS
Paul Ariès

Our resources allocation system, organized by the market, comes
now to an end. Paul Ariès suggests an alternative model based on the
“free of charge” principle. This manifesto is in the same spirit as the
worldwide demand in favor of a dignified guaranteed income for all.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 340 pages; 650,000 characters.
Retail price: 20.00 €
Book code: 6944357

		
La Face cachée d’internet
THE HIDDEN FACE OF THE WEB

20 ans pour changer le monde
20 YEARS LEFT TO CHANGE THE WORLD

Rayna Stamboliyska

Maxime de Rostolan

We usually only know the emerged part of the web iceberg. Many
things, mysterious, fascinating, sometimes dangerous remain hidden.
Hackers, Dark Net, Deep Web, Tor, Anonymous…, sometimes
unknown, invisible, non indexed by searching engines, impact us
secretly. Written by a security expert, this book explains how it works.

Climate change, soil pollution, fossil resource depletion, food and
sanitary scandals, inequality between populations… it’s time to wake
up and invent a better future!

Soft cover, format 15 x 24 cm, 352 pages; 400,000 characters.
Retail price: 18.50 €
Book code: 8027905

Soft cover with flaps, format 13 x 21 cm, 64 pages; 80000 characters
Retail price: 3.90 €
Book code: 4043651

see also page 44

NEW

		
Stop à la dictature de l’ego !
TO THE TYRANNY OF THE EGO, I SAY STOP!
Mathias Roux

Our time supplies a huge promotion of the ego in all its forms. This
book is a criticism of this narcissism apology and suggests that
we should restore modesty, restraint and reserve. It points out the
necessity to end with the false promises of the self-development wave.
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 240 pages; 220,000 characters.
Retail price: 18.00 €
Book code: 2829662

Hyper connexion – Le numérique a envahi nos vies
HYPER CONNECTION – THE DIGITAL MEDIA HAS INVADED
OUR LIFE!
Michäel Stora

Today, we surf, tchat, download, “like”, “tweet”, post on Instagram,
Facebook, Snapchat... We are connected at all times. But digital
revolution has an influence on our sleep, our relationships, our way
of reading, thinking, watching… for the better and for the worse. Is
there today any alternative to this addiction? How to press the “pause”
button both on our device and in our life? How to be connected without
being addicted?
Soft cover, format 13 x 20 cm, 256 pages; 350,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 4040944

		
Time to philo
OUR WORLD SEEN THROUGH PHILOSOPHY
Gaspard Koenig

A smart book to develop your culture through some of the current
events. With reference contents, lightning examples and humor, a
way to enlarge your point of view about present times through a
philosophical approach. With focus on topics such as: Has the “friend”
status on social networks any real meaning? Is the rumor, at the web
2.0 time, any less easy to manage than before?
Soft cover, format 13 x 20.5 cm, 220 pages; 200,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 7952143

General Knowledge

Essays

NEW

Les Secrets de l’intelligence animale
THE SECRETS OF ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE
Yolaine de la Bigne

The greatest scientists and ethologists unveil animals’ adaptation skills,
language, wisdom. The book gathers reports from about 10 of the best
experts on animal intelligence, such as : Bernard Séret with sharks,
Pierre Jouventin and his female wolf, Sabrina Kief with apes…
Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 256 pages; 330,000 characters.
Retail price: 17.95 €
Book code: 8025042

Novels
Gardening
NEW

		
Au cœur de la permaculture
IN THE HEART OF PERMACULTURE

Par-delà les apparences
BEYOND APPEARANCES

Xavier Mathias

Folco Chevallier

Permaculture (permanent-agriculture)
is gaining a growing place in gardening
techniques. Taking the opposite approach
to intensive farming, the author, trainer
in organic gardening techniques, puts
forward an accurate observation of nature
to find how to adapt farming to the outer
conditions: soil, winds, dried or not areas,
soil…

He is a great genious of artificial intelligence, about to make a breakthrough discovery that will
deeply change our society. She is the world’s most famous singer. That day, he jumped from the
Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco. That night, she is badly injured in a car accident, wakes up
with a new heart and loses memory. An incredible secret bonds them. They will have 7 days to
regain control over their lives.

Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 320 pages;
350,000 characters
Retail price: 17.95 €
Book code: 3131107

Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 288 pages; 270,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 3590514

NEW

		
		
L’Animal est-il l’avenir de l’homme ?
IS ANIMAL THE FUTURE OF MANKIND?
Yolaine de la Bigne and P. Picq, N. Chai, F. Pichard, T. Chelchak

In the crisis of society we encounter nowadays, it would be a good
idea for mankind to get inspiration from animal behavior, adaptability,
talents. 7 experts, scientists and ethologists, crack the secrets of animal
intelligence.
Soft cover, format 14 x 22 cm, 256 pages; 500,000 characters
Retail price: 18.95 €
Book code: 8442436

L’Équilibre du funambule
WALKING A TIGHTROPE
Céline Knidler

Ornicar Garthauser is a roofer and spends his life perched on Paris roofs. Helle explores the
depths of the city and hides a mysterious secret. Once, Ornicar falls in the catacombs and his
whole life falls apart. The man of heights and the woman of the shadows will have astounding
adventures. Ornicar is somewhere involved in Helle’s quest…
Soft cover, format 14 x 20.5 cm, 340 pages; 250,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.90 €
Book code: 8846465
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Fine Arts

Fine Arts Albums

Collection Albums
SERIES: FINE ARTS ALBUMS
A series of illustrated books, each one focused on an artist: information given about the artist’s life and artistic career and masterpieces to provide an artistic overview of the work.
Hard cover with jacket, 20 x 23 cm, 128 pages; around 80 illustrations and 80 to 100,000 characters. Retail price: 12,90 €

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Auguste Renoir
AUGUSTE RENOIR

Paul Cézanne
PAUL CÉZANNE

Alfons Mucha
ALFONS MUCHA

Mythique Venise
MYTHIC VENICE

Johann Protais, Éloi
Rousseau

Gérard Denizeau

Valérie Mettais

Gérard Denizeau

Mucha developed
his skills on posters,
paintings, jewels... His
feminine figures and
flower patterns are
characteristic of Art
Nouveau.

Venice in the 18th
century, at his Golden
Age, seen by the
Italian painters:
Canaletto, Guardi,
Tiepolo, Corradini….

Monet, orfèvre
de la lumière
MONET, LIGHT
EXPERT

Master of the light
effects, he wanted to
paint happiness and
worshipped a real cult
to human figure, joy
of life and sensuality.

Cézanne’s still-life
painting, Bathers and
Montagne SainteVictoire variations had
a decisive influence
on the 20th century
art.

Les Grands courants artistiques
THE MAJOR ART
MOVEMENTS
Gérard Denizeau

Life and work of
the leader of the
Impresssionism.

Book code:
7563910

Book code:
7564033

Book code:
2150708

Camille Pissarro
CAMILLE
PISSARRO

Pierre Paul Rubens
PETER PAUL
RUBENS

Paul Gauguin
PAUL GAUGUIN

Gérard Denizeau

Valérie Mettais

Pissarro was the
founder of the
impressionist group.

Baroque artist,
Rubens made
synthesis of NorthEuropean and ItalianRenaissance art.

Pioneer of modern
art, Gauguin
profoundly renewed
forms and colors.

Book code:
7865529

Book code:
6826175

Laure-Caroline Sommer

Book code:
7941975

Book code:
3661195

For Renaissance
to Modern Art,
movements that
engaged artists to
look at the world with
a renewed eye.

Book code:
5929567

Vermeer et les
maîtres hollandais
VERMEER & THE
DUTCH MASTERS
Johann Protais, Éloi
Rousseau

To represent the world
as it is is the key point
of Dutch art in the 17th
century.
Book code:
7932372

Book code:
3661195

Van Gogh, maître
de la couleur
VAN GOGH,
MASTER
OF COLOR

René Magritte
RENÉ MAGRITTE
Johann Protais, Éloi
Rousseau

A journey through the
tormented universe of
Van Gogh.

First Dada artist,
Magritte joins the
Surrealism, his
favorite mean of
expression.

Book code :
6866055

Book code:
3297742

Gérard Denizeau

Wassily
Kandinsky
WASSILY
KANDINSKY

Les
Impressionnistes
IMPRESSIONIST
PAINTERS

Eugène Delacroix
EUGÈNE
DELACROIX

Edgar Degas
EDGAR DEGAS

Hokusai
HOKUSAI

Velázquez
VELÁZQUEZ

Gérard Denizeau

Johann Protais

Johann Protais, Éloi
Rousseau

Johann Protais, Éloi
Rousseau

Johann Protais

Gérard Denizeau

Inventor of
abstraction, Kandinsky
was a famous member
of the Bauhaus.

From the precursors
(Corot…) to the
post-impressionism
(Seurat, Signac).

Delacroix was a great
colorist and the leader
of the Romantic
school.

Though Impressionist,
Degas didn’t paint
outdoors. He explored
mixed techniques and
sculpture.

The most famous
painter of the Spanish
Golden Century.

Book code:
7334674

Book code:
7931634

Book code:
2558881

Book code:
7941728

Master of the
Japanese print,
Hokusai influenced
the 19th century
painters.
Book code:
6422267

Book code:
5322298

Games
NEW

Brain-teasing & English
Gardening

Party Games
NEW

NEW

Collection Escape

Soirée culture générale
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

game de poche

Collective work

SERIES : POCKET ESCAPE GAME

Soirée Escape Game – Winter is
coming
ESCAPE GAME – WINTER IS COMING
Mélanie Wanga

In the Great North, the enemy is coming.
Helped by uncivilized people, dragons and
the realm population, you have to repel ice
zombies and let peace come back.
Box: 30.3 x 21.5 x 2.2 cm. With a 16-page booklet,
46 cards corresponding to 46 enigmas, 6 cards
special “Dragons”, 24 envelopes to hide in the room,
2 mission boards.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 2946134

Chasse au trésor en famille
TREASURE HUNT TO PLAY
WITH FAMILY
François Yvon

Two scenarios: the first one on the pirates’
world, the other one about wizards.
Box: 30.3 x 22 x 2.4 cm. With 3 booklets with
24 pages each, 40 characters cards, 4 treasure maps,
one screen, one 10-face die.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 3411756

500 questions of general knowledge to
play with family or friends. Among them,
250 for grown-ups, 250 for children from
8 years old. Seven sections: animals;
entertainment and cinema; history and
geography; sciences and scientists;
literature and art; sport and leisure; school
memories.

A book of which you are the hero, that mixes
Escape game, Point’n’Click and adventure
novel. You have been trapped and need to
escape. Once you escaped from one room,
a detective notebook lets you visualize your
steps in the story. You have one hour to be
saved…
Soft cover, format 12.5 x 18 cm, 128 pages.
Retail price: 4.95 €

NEW

NEW

Box: 11 x 11 x 11 cm. 250 cards, a 20-page
booklet.
Retail price: 9.95 €
Book code: 3371511

NEW
Le grand livre des énigmes
et casse-tête
THE BRAIN-TEASER AND ENIGMAS
BIG BOOK
Sandra Lebrun et Loïc Audrain

For all the players fond of logic, enigmas
and brain-teasing games.

Soirée Escape Game – 		
Les 7 pièces de cristal
ESCAPE GAME - CRYSTAL TRAP
Sandra Lebrun

Complex enigmas to progress inside a
scenario full of twists and turns. Each player
embodies a character. 60 cards help you
meliorate the situation, penalize it or reveal
parts of the lab. For all the players: find the
secret code and escape!
Box: 30.2 x 22 x 2.4 cm. Box-set: a booklet, 64
cards, 11 envelopes, an engagement letter, a sheet
with letters to cut. Booklet: 14.8 x 21 cm, 16 pages,
20 illustrations.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Box code: 3614281

Soirée Jeu de rôles - La Quête
du dragon d’or
ROLE GAME PARTY - TREASU(R HUNT
TO PLAY WITH FALILY
François Yvon

A complete kit to practice role games.
3 booklets giving: the rules, a fantastic
scenario in the spirit of Lovecraft
(supernatural, worrying disappearances); an
heroic fantasy scenario with knights, dragons
and trolls…
Box: 30.2x 22 x 2.4 cm. With 3 booklets with
24 pages each, 40 characters cards, 4 treasure maps,
one screen, one 10-face die.
Retail price: 12.90 €
Book code: 7099297

Dans les griffes
de la Mafia
IN MAFIA CLAWS

Dédale
temporel
TIME LABYRINTH

Nicolas Trenti

Nicolas Trenti

Your stakeout at
Don Gravedone, a
godfather’s home,
turned bad: you
wake up with a
headache in his
locked office,
waiting for the
Boss’ men. To be
able to escape,
use the objects
available, gather
them to discover the
paragraphs hidden
and solve enigmas.

You are Dr Brown,
Nobel Prize of
physics, specialized
in Gödel’s world.
You have been
kidnapped and
you wake up on
an operating table
near a scientist who
seems to have lost
his mind. He locks
you in the room. You
have one hour to
escape…

Book code:
2153541

Book code:
2153172

Soft cover, format 20 x 28 cm, 192 pages,
180,000 characters.
Retail price: 14.95 €
Book code: 4581122

NEW
200 jeux pour progresser
en anglais
200 GAMES TO IMPROVE
YOUR ENGLISH
Jonah Wilson

Adults and young adults will be able to
improve their vocabulary, consolidate
their knowledge and know more about
the British habits and way of life. With
two levels of difficulty.
Soft cover, format 13 x 19 cm, 288 pages.
Retail price: 7.95 €
Book code: 5450292
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Foreign Languages

First Steps & Travel Help
HARRAP’S TESTS FOR PRIMARY & JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Collection Mini dictionnaires

NEW

English Tests
Gardening
HARRAP’S TESTS FOR HIGH SCHOOL

NEW

visuels

SERIES : MINI VISUAL DICTIONARIES
2,000 words in a blink, over 20 topics such as: dressing,
sport… A small format easy to carry everywhere.
Soft cover, format 10.5 x 14cm.
Retail price: 6.90 €

NEW

NEW

Pass the TOEFL Test
PASS THE TOEFL TEST

NEW
Tout pour préparer le FLYERS®
PASS THE CAMBRIDGE FLYER
ENGLISH TEST
Naomi Styles

Portugais
PORTUGUESE

Français
FRENCH

Arabe
ARABIC

Book code:
3990974

Book code:
7389498

Book code:
3991097

Anglais
ENGLISH

Espagnol
SPANISH

Japonais
JAPANESE

Book code:
6707262

Book code:
6707385

Book code:
6708000

Allemand
GERMAN

Italien
ITALIAN

Chinois
CHINESE

Book code:
6707508

Book code:
6707754

Book code:
6708123

Dedicated to primary school pupils,
it allows the child to reach the level
A1. MCQ, texts to complete, etc.
in Listening & Writing, Listening &
Speaking, with 2 complete tests.
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 64 pages.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 4012151

Réussir le STARTERS®
English Test
PASS THE CAMBRIDGE
STARTERS ENGLISH TEST
Collective work

For children from 8, in order to
succeed in the A2-level test. MCQ,
texts to complete, etc. in Reading
& Writing, Listening & Speaking
with advice and corrections, and
2 complete tests.

Jonah Wilson

An efficient training for students:
Listening, Reading, Speaking,
Writing. Audio-files to download.
5 complete tests..
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm,
400 pages.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 7872303

Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 64 pages.
Retail price: 6.95 €
Book code: 4011905

Parler en voyage 100 % visuel
TRAVEL GUIDE – COMMUNICATE
WITHOUT WORDS
Collective work

1,500 drawings and photos to show,
visually, where you want to go, which
thing you are looking for… A stylish
companion for holiday-makers and
business travelers.
Soft cover, format 10.2 x 14.5 cm, 288 pages.
Retail price: 5.00 €
Book code: 7389374

Miles Craven

Réussir The Cambridge
English Key
THE CAMBRIDGE KET
CERTIFICATE

Pass the Cambridge
Preliminary English Test
THE CAMBRIDGE PET
CERTIFICATE

Naomi Styles

Naomi Styles

For pupils around 13, to reach
the European level A2: Listening,
Reading, Speaking, Writing.
Audio-files to download.

For pupils around 14, to reach
the European level B1:Listening,
Reading, Speaking, Writing.
Audio-files to download.

Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 96 pages.
Retail price: 8.95 €
Book code: 8083406

Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 96 pages.
Retail price: 8.95 €
Book code: 6443245

Jonah Wilson

Adapted to the new version of
the exam, 1,500 MCQ of grammar
and vocabulary. Additional tests
to download online.
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 296 pages.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 3876311

NEW

Pass the TOEIC Test
PASS THE TOEIC TEST

NEW

Pass the Cambridge First
Certificate in English
THE CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH
FIRST CERTIFICATE

Over 1,500 MCQ of grammar and
vocabulary. Tips to answer the
questions more easily. 2 additional
tests to download.
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm,
400 pages.
Retail price: 24.95 €
Book code: 6322268

The Complete Guide
to the IELTS
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO
THE INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
LANGUAGE TESTING SYSTEM
Jonah Wilson

An efficient training to the British
Council IELTS. Listening, reading,
speaking and writing with over
1,500 exercises and MCQ and 2 tests
of oral and written understanding
in the exam form. Audio files on
Larousse website for the audio tests.
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm, 192 pages.
Retail price: 19.90 €
Book code: 4011658
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Gardening
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English Tests

English Reading

Collection Yes You Can! - Harrap’s
SERIES: YES YOU CAN! - HARRAP’S

Foolproof Gardening

54

Nature

55

To improve your English by reading English and American novels and avoid tedious researches in a dictionary, choose “Yes You Can!” In the original text, difficult words and expressions
are highlighted and translated in the same page margin.

Animals & Pets

56

Soft cover, 12.5 x 19.2 cm, 224 pages. Around 120 to 180,000 characters to translate. Retail price: 8.95 €
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Role Games
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English Games
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Travel: 100% Visual
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English Tests

English Reading
Yes You Can!

Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm,
240 pages.

Le Temps de l’innocence
AGE OF INNOCENCE

La Promenade au phare
TO THE LIGHTHOUSE

Orgueil et préjugés
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 6683626

Edith Wharton

L’Innocence du Père Brown
THE INNOCENCE OF FATHER
BROWN

Virginia Woolf

Jane Austen

Gilbert-Keith Chesterton

Before the Great War, Mr Ramsay, his
numerous guests and children are enjoying
the long summer days in the Isle of Skye.
Their feelings and thoughts form an
ever-changing picture, in keeping with the
unpredictable weather. Will they be able
to go to the Lighthouse tomorrow?

A lively, elegant and ironic style for a very
sharp social satire of the English society at
the turn of the 19th century. Mrs Bennet,
penniless, wants to marry her daughters
to rich husbands, which is not easy
for a landed gentry family living in the
countryside…

Book code: 3698484

Book code: 8061508

Frankenstein
FRANKENSTEIN

Le Chien des Baskerville
THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES

Pass the BULATS
PASS THE BULATS
Jonah Wilson

Reading and Listening are tested
by the Business Language Testing
Service. MCQ, essential vocabulary,
grammar.
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Putlizer Prize in 1921, the novel, through
the story of a couple put in danger by
a free and independent woman who
overrides the value of the high society,
depicts accurately the New-Yok upper
class. It questions the social prejudices and
morality at the end of the 19th century.
Book code: 7405006

A stumpy Roman catholic priest becomes
an amateur detective and solves mystery
by using his intuition and his knowledge of
mankind rather than deduction based on
scientific details. He faces here the great
French criminal Flambeau. Crime must be
punished…
Book code: 2563803

4 000 QCM pour réussir
les épreuves d’anglais
aux concours
4,000 MCQ FOR ENGLISH
HIGH SCHOOL EXAMS
Collective work

Over 1,500 exercises and MCQ to
prepare for trade and engineering
high schools exams. .
Soft cover, format 20.5 x 27.5 cm,
480 pages.
Retail price: 19.95 €
Book code: 3898457

Le Portait de Dorian Gray
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY

Gatsby le Magnifique
THE GREAT GATSBY

Oscar Wilde

Francis Scott Fitzgerald

Mary Shelley

The handsome Dorian Gray, jealous of
his portrait, wishes that it ages instead of
him. That becomes reality and the portrait
carries all his sins until the moment when,
desperate, he stabs it.

An extravagant millionaire is obsessed by
a seducing married woman. Decadence,
idealism, resistance to change and excess:
a critical view of the American social
history during the Roaring Twenties.

Modern Prometheus, Victor Frankenstein
creates a frightening creature that becomes
a monster. Three narrators give different
points of view: Frankenstein, a Polar explorer
who tells the story and the monster.

Book code: 8640498

Book code: 1510236

Book code: 8640252

Arthur Conan Doyle

An attempted murder inspired by the legend of
a fearsome, diabolical hound supposed to stalk
the Baskerville family. Holmes proves that a
human hand hides behind this dark affair.
Book code: 1510113
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